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ln the flying age of ours it is hard to define how many people read in gene
ral. Despite the constant and continuous changes however the world of sci

ence - which is the key important catalyst of the main changes by its achie
vements - is firm where the priorities of ides and thoughts are essential. The
same applies to the necessity of publications since they are important com
ponents of the evolution.

Turning to the real question: is there any real demand of getting the newest
results as wel! as original studies? Certain inquiries indicate that most of

the people interested in summaries only, some others try to orient themselves
exclusively through the main works of the most outstanding professionals on
the given field. Still, in spite of the transformation and furthermore crisis of
traditional periodicals, for this relatively young scientific area such as sport
science there is no other way to follow than the traditional one used by our
predecessors. Following this later traB, the Editorial Board of the Hungarian
Review of Sport Science as a result arrived to the stage of issuing the English
version of the magazine.

A t the beginning, remember, it was fundamental to make the publication
. of the periodical possible in its originallanguage that is Hungarian and al

so to insure its accessibility for ali the interested readers and particularly for
the researchers. However for developing a more sophisticated relationship on
the international scene and in order to advance together with the main streams
of foreign trends, the editors decided to step forward and go ahead with the
English edition. They are full with hope and expectations and believe that on
this way they can satisfy various demands. As to the Hungarian researchers
the English issue is an obvious offer to introduce themselves on the interna
tional stage and as to the interested foreigners, they can have a good chance
to take a c10ser look at the reasons, resources and components which have
guaranteed the progress and success of Hungarian sport for decades.

Based upon our experience, beside the main features, studies our publica
tion tries to satisfy a wide range of interested readers with different other

writings and information too.

Hoping for your satisfaction and sympathy, please accept our new product
with good heart.

Róbert FRENKL
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PARTI

ENSSHE AND THE FORUM
IN BUDAPEST
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What is ENSSHE1

The European Network of Sport Sciences in Higher Educati
on (ENSSHE) was established as a European association in
Luxembourg in 1989 in response to the shared conviction that
the sports sector can make a positive contribution to realising
the European idea. Since then the association has been acti
vely involved in furthering European integration as embodied in
the Maastricht Treaty.

From its original focus on Higher Education, the association
has developed to encompass ali aspects of sport education,
training, employment and research. European integration has
important consequences for the increased employability and
mobility of worlkers in sport and sport education - and as con
sumers become more critical, competition between those who
offer sporting activities increases and there is an inoreased
emphasis on quality and professionalism, in order to meet the
ir needs. At the same time there is a need to ensure an equa
litY of opportunities available in sport.

Mission
While fully respecting the autonomy of member countries it

is the mission of ENSSHE to encourage greater European co
operation amongst ali organisations involved in the develop
ment of education, training, research and employment in sport
and physical education, in order to develop better quality sport
ing opportunities for aU.

Outputs
Since 1995 ENSSHE has organised a 'biennia'J Forum where

institutions can introduce them, collaborate and make agree
ments. Based on the Forums - European masters, diplomas or
intensive programmes have been developed and carried thro
ugh in physical education, coaching, sport management,
physical activity for the elderly, exercise and health and fitness,
sport biology, sport history, and swimming - resulting in a subs
tantial amount of student and teacher exchange, supported by
the SOCRATES/ERASMUS programme.

Other outputs
A research programme in relation to children and physical ac

tivity: The European Youth Heart Study (EYHS), involving until
now 12 research centres in Europe. The Socrates supported In
formation Technology programme in European Sport and sport
sciences (ITES) (http://www.uni-saarland.de/fak5/swi-eu).

A European Qualification Structure for '5 Levels of Coaches'
Training' and the Training of Exercise and Fitness Professionafs;

A range of qualitative studies of occupations such as: coach,
sports management, physical education teacher, exercise and
fitness professionals as weil as detailed c1assification of sport
activities and occupations and comparative anaJyses of the Eu
ropean labour market;

Consultant to the European Commission and the [OC in re
lation to sport and employment matters;

C10se co-operation with Central and East European countri
es, with a permanent secretariat at the Semmelweis University,
Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Science in Budapest.

'Extraxt from the article of Nathalie Le Roux and Karsten Froberg

A very important report to the European Commission, Di
rectorate Genera'l X, about Sport and Employment in Europe,
which will be discussed later in this article.

Work in progress
Besides further stimulus to the initiatives listed above, much

effort is being given at the moment to the upgrading of the web
site (http://www.ensshe.lu/) as the most important communi
cation tool of ENSSHE.

Another important issue is the development of an organisa
tion for employment in sport, the European Observatory on
Sport and Employment (www.eose.org), which is planned as a
division of ENSSHE.

Work will also continue on further comparative, qualitative
and prospective studies in reJation to the sport market in gene
ral and employment in sport in particuJar, as weil as initiation
of a working group on quality care in training, education, and
employment.

Together with the European College of Sport Sciences
(ECSS) exemplary modules at Master and Ph.D. level in diffe
rent topics in sport sciences will be developed. The modules
will be offered to students ali over Europe.

Finally, substantiaI effort will be made to a continuing deve
lopment of the work related to the use of information technology
in sport sciences. Ali members of ENSSHE will be invited to ta
ke part in the work of establ'ishing a thematic network the aim
of which will be to cJarify what has been done fl and what has to
be done in future - to make [T to a natural and very usefuJ tool
in relation to lifelong learning in sport and physical education.

Sport and employment in Europe.
As mentioned earlier, ENSSHE has been very much involved

through EOSE in the area of sport and employment, and the Eu
ropean Commission, Directorate General X, to do a report on this
issue, asked the association. The authors of the report are Nat
halie Le Roux, Pascal Chantelat and Jean Camy from UniversitE
Claude Bernard LYON 1, (.IFR-STAPS, 27, 29 bd du 11 novemb
re 1918 69622 VilIeurbanne Cedex (more than 10 contributors
from ali the European countries have to be acknowledged. It was
completed in 1999 and the full report is available on: http://eu
ropa.eu.int/comm/sport/key_oles/empl/a_emp_en.html

THE 6th Forum of ENSSHE

The main professional event of ENSSHE is the biennial con
ference called Forum. The previous events of ENSSHE were
organisedin Lisbon (1991), in Cologne, Germany (1993), in
Bordeaux, France (1995), in london, UK (1997), and in
Jyv%oskyl%o, Finland (1999). Based on the decision of the Co
ordinating Group of ENSSHE the 6th ENSSHE Forum was or
ganised in Budapest between August 30 fl September 1, 2001.
This was the orst time in the history of ENSSHE, w'hen its ma
jor professionat event was brought to an associated member
country. The local partner of the organisation was the Faculty
of PE and Sport Sciences of Semmelweis University, formerly
the Hungarian University of Physical Education. The staff of
Institute of Sport and Coach Education completed the techni
cal realisation of the Forum organisation, lead by Mr. László
Petrovics.
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Title of the Forum

Every ENSSHE Forum holds a titJe, which represents the main the
me as weil as the focus of the evenlln 2001, when the ENSSHE Forum
was orgarused in Budapest, the ENSSHE Coordinating Group conlirmed
the titJe, which was: lSport in Europe fl Steps Towards Integratioríí. This
was an excellent opportunity to encourage the partners in Central and
Eastern Europe for the active participation in the professional activity of
ENSSHE.

The Forum in NUMBERS

24 European and one overseas countryis (USA) representa
tives participated in the Forum. The totalj number of partici
pants has reached the 150. Many countries delegated more
participants; the biggest group carne from Finland. During, the
Forum the invited experts presented 6 keynote speeches and
29 papers.

mSSEMI'NATION
OF THE PRESENTED PAPERS

Power Point presentations submitted by the authors can be
find at www.ensshe.lulnternet site.

Final Program

THURSDAY AUGUST 30,2001
Opening Ceremony
1. ENSSHE - Karsten Froberg, president
2. Ministry of Youth and Sport -, executive adviser
3. Semmelweis University Faculty of Physical Education

and Sport Sciences - Mihály Nyerges, dean
1" Plenary Session
Chairpersons: Karsten Froberg (Denmark) and Mihaly Nyer

ges (Hungary)
Keynote Speakers:
Paolo Parisi (Italy): "Integration and Co-operation in the Eu

ropean University System"
Albetro MadeIla (Italy):

FRIDAY AUGUST 31,2001
2nd Plenary Session
Chairpersons: Leo Clijsen (The Netherlands) and Etele Ko-

vacs (Hungary)
Keynote Speakers:
Herve Savy (France): "Integration and Social Dialogue"
Bernadette Tesch-Segol (UNI Europa): iEuropean Social Di-

alogue"
Workshop Session I
Coaching and vocational training l.
Subtitle: European Master Programs in Coaching
Chairperson: Christophe Debove (France)
Experts:
JosE: Rodrigues (Portugal): "Project of the European Master

in High Level Sport Coaching"
Kari Keskinen (Finland): "European Master of science deg

ree in the science of sport coaching at the university of
Jyvaskya"

Information technology I.
Chairperson: Zsolt Csende (Hungary)
Experts:
Christopher Igei and Gisela Rosendahi (Germany): iOn the

added value of internet-based tertiary education: Evaluation of
an online seminar in the field of sport science"

Christopher Igei and Gisela Rosendahi (Germany): iOn the
evaluation of the internet-based E-Journal eMotor Control and
LearningÍ"

Finn Berggren and Lars Elbaek (Denmark): iFrom Vision to
Implementation of ICT-Learning Application in Physical Educa
tion"

Zsolt Csende (Hungary): iNew developments of the 3 dimen
sional object oriented instructional database at HUPENET"

Regional co-operation in relation to the European integration
Chairperson: Raymond Claude (Luxembourg)
Experts:
Karen Petry (Germany): iChances and Limits ofJnterregional

Co-operation jn Sport"
Tibor Kozsla (Hungary): IThe Importance of Regional Co

operation in Central and Eastern Europe"

3rd Plenary Session
Chairpersons: Christophe Debove (France) and Zsolt Radak

(Hungary)
Keynote Speakers:
Gertrud Pfister (Germany): ilntegration and Gender"
Patrick Duffy (Ireland): ilmplementation of V Level System in

Ireland: Partnership as a Means of Achieving Integration"

Poster Presentations
Moderated by: Tibor Kozsla (Hungary)

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 1,2001
Workshop Session II.
Bologna declaration
Chairperson: Gert van DrieJ (The Netherlands)
Experts:
Paolo Parisi (Italy): "The Bologna Declaration - and the ltali

an University System in relation to Sports Science"
Karsten Froberg (Denmark): IThe Bologna Declaration fi To

wards a European Higher Education Structure in the Sport Sector"

[nformation technology [L
Subtitle: iAdopting a VLE Approach to Learning within Sport

Science: Examples and Issues"
Chairperson: Kari Keskinen (Finland)
Experts:
John Erskine (United Kingdom):"A Comparison of two diffe

rent uses of a Virtual Learning Environment to deliver Sports
Science Material to Undergraduate Students"

John Erskine (United Kingdom): "The Challenge of Asses
sing 'Learning' within a Virtual Learning Environment"

Ulrike Rockmann and Claudia Reiter (Germany): "The Challen
ge Hypermedia - technical, theoretical and practical reflections"

Gender perspective
Chairperson: Karen Petry (GER)
Experts:
Gertrud Pfjster (Germany): iWomen in Leadership - Action

Alliance to Increase the Proportion of Women in Leading Posi
tions in Sport"

Susan Bandy (Hungary/USA): iThe Promotion of Gender
Equality and Gender Equity in Sport: A Brief Overview"

Workshop Session UL
Europeanjlntemationa[ Projects
Chairperson: Tibor Kozsla (Hungary)
Experts:
Tilo Friedmann (EU Office of German Sports): iEU program

mes - accessible to Sport? Examples of funded projects, notes
on present and future possibilities"
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Eva Kellermann (Hungary): "International co-operation and
funding possibilities: experience and perspectives (TEMPUS,
SOCRATES, LEONARDO, CEEPUS)"

Sport management
Subtitle: "Integration of Theory and Practice in the Prepara-

tion of European Sport Managers"
Chair: Mihaly Nyerges (Hungary)
Experts:
Livin Bollaert (Belgium)
Alberto MadeIla (Italy)

Social dialogue
Subtitle: "Preparing a social dialog.ue committee in the sport

sector in Europe"
Chairperson: Leo Clijsen (The Netherlands)
Experts:
Bernadette Tesch~Segol (Uni Europa)
Herve Savy (France)

Workshop Session IV.
European/Tntemational research projects
Chairperson: Karsten Froberg (Denmark)
Experts:
Gudrun DolI-Tepper (Germany): "The necessity of compara

tive research in Physical Education and Sport"
Lars Bo Andersen (Denmark): "The structure and some re

sults - a European Multi-Centre Study of Children"

Judit Farkas (Hungary): "European Thematic Network: Edu
cational and Social lntegration of Persons with a Handicap
Through Adapted Physical Activity"

Outdoor activity and recreation
Chairperson: Allan Pilkington (United Kingdom)
Experts:
Mairit Pellinen (Finland): "European Animateur Ji Experien

tial Expert in Outdoor Tourism"
lan F. Lewis (United Kingdom): "A European Outdoor Ani

mateur Award: A project set up to find innovative solutions to
the problems found in training, assessing and recognising Ad
venture Sports Leaders in Europe."

Anette Bischoff (Norway): "Outdoor Activities in the Scandi
navian Countries fl background and examples of curricula"

Coaching and vocational training II.
Subtitle: Integration of vocational and higher education
Chairperson: Gert Egstrup (Denmark)
Experts:
Pat Duffy (Ire'land): "The V Level System in Ireland"
Etele Kovacs (Hungary): "llnteg,ration of Coaching, Educati

on on Post Secondary and University lLevels in Hungary"

SLINDAY SEPTEMBER 2,2001
Closing Plenary Session
Summaries of the workshops by the workshop chairpersons.

Concluding thoughts: Alberto MadeIla (ltaly)

PART /I

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
The following includes the papers of the three keynote

speakers. With the exception of Gertrud Pfjsterís paper,
which is presented in its entirety, the other papers are pre
sented in the format of an outline taken from the slides of the
presentation.

Integration and Co-operation in the
European University System

2. EUROPEAN INTEGRAllON AND UI'IIVERSfTY
CO-OPERAllON PROGRAMS

Aims of the European Community in the area of education
From art. 149 (ex 126)
• European dimension of education

Studentsí and teachersi mobility,
• academic recognition of titles and periods of study
• Co-operation among teaching institutions

Harmonisation
Cultural, educational

process
bottom-up

1. THE SOCJOCULTLIRAL CONTEXT, AND THE
TRANSNATIONAL NATURE Of THE UNNERSIlY

Magna Charta Universitatum
Bologna 1988
"A university transcends geographica I and political frontiers,

and affjrms the vital need for different cultures to know and inf
luence each other."

"Universities encourage mobility among teachers and stu
dents [and] consider a general policy of equivalent status, tit
les, examinations essential to the fulfilment of their mission,"

Socrates mobility program
first phase - Socrates I: 1995-1999
850 M Euro initial budget
275,000 European citizens involved
1,500 Universities, 8,500 schools, and 500 transnationa I

programs supported
Socrates mobility program
Second phase - Socrates II: 2000-2006
1850 M Euro budget
15 EU state members, EFTA states, EU associate state mem

bers of Central and Eastem Europe, Cyprus, Malta, and Turkey
• Reinforcement of previous objectives, namely:

Innovation in teaching technologies, distance learning
European dimension of education at ali levels m
obility, cooperation, curricula integration
lncreased study of languages

Jntegration
Political decisional

process ~
top-down~

.------------.
---- Globalization: -"

Socioeconomic,
spontaneous process

uncontroIled

Paolo Parisi
Professor of Biology and Rectorís Delegate

University Institute of Movement Sciences (IUSM), Rome
President, European College of Sport Science (ECSS)

Early universities were transnational in nature
Studentsi mobility was the rule and new universities frequ

ently originated from students migrations
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• Emphasis on life-long learning and improvement of wor-
king opportunities

Leonardo da Vinci program
First phase - Leonardo I: 1995-1999
730 M Euro budget
130,000 young Europeans
involved in mobilityprograms to improve
occupational possibilities
3000 projects with over 60,000 participants

Leonardo da Vinci program
Second phase fl Leonardo II: 2000-2006
1150 M Euro budget

• Main objectives:
Training aimed at promoting, spirit of innovation and
entrepreneurship
Better training, especially of young people
Promote life-long learning

• European Master in Adapted Physical Activity , Leuven
• European Master in Biology of Physical Activity, Athens
• European Master in Physical Activity for the Elderly, Rome
• European Master in Health and Fitness, Bristol
• European Master in Sport Coaching, Rome
• European Master in Exercise and Sport PsychoJogy, Leuven
• European Master in Sport Management, Leuven

...and many others ...

3.THE BOLOGNA PROCESS: BUILDING A COHERENT
EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION SPACE

The Sorbonne Dec1aration
Paris 1998
Harmonising the Architecture of the Higher Education

System in Europe
• Increased studentsi and work mobility
• Increased link of education to employability
• Life-long education
• Harmonise two main cycles and common credit system

Higher Education Structures in Europe - Major Trends
• Extreme complexity EJ diversity of existing structures
• Most countries of the world appJy two-tier system

but many in Europe do not, or are just starting
• No significant convergence towards a 3-5-8 model:

Bachelor 3 or 4 yr, Master usually 5 yr, PhD 7 or 8 yr
• Governmental push toward shorter studies.

Official length exceeded by 2-4 yr in many countries

The Bologna Dec1aration
Bologna 1999
signed by Education Ministers of 29 European countries:
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Rep., Denmark, Estonia,

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Nor
way, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Rep., Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Swiss Confn, United Kingdom

Bologna Declaration
Nature of the Declaration
Not just a statement: A binding commitment
Not an imposition upon national systems: A commitment

undertaken by each country to reform its own system
Not a path toward standardisation: Fundamental principles

of autonomy and diversity affirmed and respected
An action program, with specific objectives and a deadline:

2010

Bologna Declaration
The Declarationís Objectives
• Adoption of a system of comparable degrees, based on

two main cycles. First cycle of at least 3 yr, relevant to
labour market.
• Implementation of a European Dip10ma Supplement,

to increase titles transparency and employability.
• Establishment of a system of credits (such as the ECTS,

European Credit Transfer System).
• Recognition of credits acquired in other contexts than

higher education system.
• Promotion of European dimension in higher education:

interinstitutional co-operation, integrated programs of
study, etc.

• Elimination of remaining obstacles to free mobility.
• Promotion of European quality-assurance systems.

4. STEPS TOWARD INTEGRA'nON: FOLLOW-UP STRUC
TURE AND IMPLEMENTATION Of THE PROCESS

Implementation of the Bologna Process
as acknowledged in Prague 2001
ln general, objectives established have received wider ac

ceptance than was possible to anticipate.
"Convergent change is being introduced or planned by go

vernments and institutions not simply because they feel an ob
ligation to comply with the Bologna Deelaration, but because
there is a compelling need for them to move in that direction in
their own interest: the main merit of the Bologna agreement
was to Ö formulate an already existing need of Europe".

Large Follow-up Group: Lisbon, June 2000

• Mobility is receiving unanimous support.
• Introduction of ECTS is spreading.
• Concept of recognising credits acquired in other contexts

than HE system increasingly shared.
• Awareness of the employability issues is rising.

Professionally oriented programs (mainly Bachelor,
but also Master) being implemented.

Objective relating to degree structure stilJ somewhat contro
versial

• Continuing trend toward two-tier system though some
highly specific degrees (typicaily medicine) remain
organised as one cyele leading directly to a Master degree.
Significant trend toward 3-yr duration for Bachelor
programs, but many examples of 4-yr programs remain.
Creation of quality assurance and best practice systems
encouraged at both national and international level.
Relevance of the European Network of Quality
Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) and similar bodies.

"Transnational education is an area of explosive growth
which does not easily lend itself to regulation through conven
tional legal measures, but where there is a elear need for imp
roved consumer protection".

Council of Europe, June 2000

Ufelong learning essential to
• face challenges of competitiveness and new technologies

improve quality of lifegrant equal opportunities Trends
and Perspectives in the area of Sport and Movement
Science in Europe

Levels of integration and co-operation
Continuing co-operation through Socrates II, Leonardo II, Yo

uth, focused on Intensive Courses and related initiatives aimed
at scientific, technicaJ, or professional upgrading.
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Development of programs of the new generation, involving
full European programs of study, leading to degrees equally va
lid in the various countries academically and professionally.

Established and emerging areas for the development of Eu-
ropean curricula of academic and/or professional interest

- Sport coaching,
- Biology of physical activity,
- Physical activity for the elderly
- Adapted physical activity
- Physical activity for children
- Physical activity in health and prevention
- Fitness and Wellness
- Movement therapy and sport rehabilitation
- Sport management
- Sport journalism
- Sport informatics
Some roles for European organisations
• Catalyse implementation of the Bologna process, with

institutional co-operation programs and curricular
integration. Monitor and co-operate with labour market.
Promote quality assessment and best practice systems.
Promote accreditation/certification programs.

• Promote life-long education & training schemes.

Sports Employment in Europe:
Scenarios and Approaches

AJberto MadeIla
National Olympic Committee - Italy

Index of the presentation
• Goals and topics
• Context:

• The growth of the sport market and occupation
• The European Observatoire for Sport Employment

(EOSE)
• Approaches and tools for investigating the sports

employment in EU
• Situation and trends in sport employment
• National models and configurations
• I~ational Observatoires

Goals and topics focus on general European trends and sce
narios

• present a set of specific research tools to analyse the
sport employment in Europe

• avalidated methodological framework to explore the
regulatory mechanisms of the employment in the sport
sector

• indicate solutions for national/EU policy makers to
monitor sectoral employment actions and optimise the
education-employment relation

The context New (EU) rules, govemance systems and actors
• TV sport as object of global consumption
• Growth of informal, self-organised sport;
• Lower impact of traditional federation sport (20%)
• Hypersegmentation of sport demand; new segments
• lncrease of income and life standards - leisure consumption
• Professionalization and higher quality of the supply
• Internationalisation of sport markets
• Integration of actors and concentration
• Impact of technologies
• I~ew models of financing and sponsoring
The increased economic and employment potential of Euro

pean sport is elear but the lack of proper & comparable data

makes it difficult to develop and monitor policies and educati
onai actions.

ENSSHE has developed from its original focus on higher
education and is working to bridge the gap between education,
research and employment.

EOSE (European Observatoire on Sports Employment)
Division of ENSSHE - www.eose.org

Main objectives of EOSE is to establish European umbrella
organisation able to:

• Support and strengthen education and employment links
across member countries.

• Establish a Sport Labour Market Intelligence Unit
• Provide regular statistical analysis on the enterprises

and occupations in the sport and sport related sector
across Europe

• Share good practice and expertise
• European skills forecasting mechanisms

The results of EOSE project are:
• International sport employment data for research and

decision making
• Basic profiles of skills and competencies of selected

sport & related professions
• Research on professional itineraries/careers
• Methods and research tool s useful for launching a

systematic strategy of comparative research,
communication and support

Methodology for collecting quantitative data International
Partnership Coordination with Eurostat and most of the Natio
nallnstitutes of Statistics Massive use of official statistics in an
original framework Development of a proprietary classification
system, related to European official I~omenelatures (NACE &
ISCO-88) to facilitate comparability NEARS fl NEORS

Methodological approach
• I~ational Labour Force Surveys as the major source of

quantitative data
• National standardized data (2 time intervals)
• Breakdown variables

• gender
• age classes (16-24; 25-49; > 50)
• professional status (employed / self-employed)
• duration of work (full time/part time)
• qualification
• Supplementary socio-economic background data

Proprietary Classification tools
European Classification of Sport and Sport related Econo

mic Activities (NEARS)
European Classification of Sport Occupations and Sport re

lated Occupations (I~EORS)

The structure of the sport sector (EOSE adaptation of NACE
model)

SPORT ECONOMIC ACTlvlTIES (Nace 0.92.64 digits)
Sport Economic activities in the strict sense
(1) facilities management
(2) supervision of technical activity by clubs and others - >

8 digits

SPORT RELATED ECONOMIC ACTMllES
Service activities needed for sport or generated by it (e.g.

Goods and sport articles production and distribution, sport jo
urnalism, lotteries, building of facilities television, transports,
hotels, public administration, training and education etc .. ). - >

6 digits



92.61sp13
92.61sp14
92.61sp15
92.61 sp 19
92.61sp2
92.61sp21
92.61sp22
92.61sp23
92.61sp24
92.61sp25
92.61sp26
92.61sp27

2.
21.

214.
2141.
2141.9

92. RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL AND SPORTING ECONO-
MK ACTlVJTJES

92.6 Sporting economic activities
92.61 Operation of sports arenas and stadiums
92.63 Other sporting economic activities
92.61 sp10peration of outdoor sports facilities

the official list of sports is used to desegregate
tili 8 digit :examples :- a golf will be classified
as: 92.61sp19.41- a aeronautics sports
facilities will be classified as : 92.61spl1.35

92.61 sp11 Operation of air sports facilities
92.61 sp12 Operation of outdoor nautical and aquatic

sports facilities
Operation of outdoor stadiums
Operation of winter sports facilities
Operation of mechanical sports facilities
Operation of other outdoor s,ports facilities n.e.c.
Operation of indoor sports facilities
Operation of multipurpose sports complexes
Operation of swimming pools afid aquatic centres
Operation of indoor collective sports centres
Operation of fitness centres
Operation of racket sports halls
Operation of indoor ice rings
Operation of bowlings and other indoor games
facilities

92.61 sp29 Operation of other indoor sports facilities n.e.c.
92.61 sp9 Operation of sports arenas and stadiums n.e.c.
The structure of the sport professions
(EOSE adaptation of ISCO-88 model)

SPORT OCCUPATlONS (Core) (ISCO 3475) 8 digits
Sport occupation in the strict sense: persons who practice

sport or directly supervise sport training for remuneration

SPORT RELATED OCCUPATlONS (5 digits)
Other socially recognised professional groups with high level

of skills related to sport.
ISCO level of classification goes to the 4th digit, from 5th to

8th digit is an original contribution of EOSE

Sport occupations
3475.1 Professional sport athlete
3475.11 Professional sport athlete
Paid participation in competitive sport, regular participation

in training activities as a main activity.
3475.1102 Professional track and field athlete
3475.1105 Professional basketball player
3475.11 07 Professional boxer
3475.1110 Professional racing cyclist
3475.1113 Professional soccer pJayer
3475.1117 Professional ice hockey player
3475.1123 Sailing professional athlete
3475.1128 Professional tennis player
3475.1129 Professional volley-ball player
3475.1141 Professional golf player
3475.1156 Professional rugby player
3475.1159 Driver of racing car (automobilism)
3475.1160 Driver of motorbike (motorcycling)
3475.1161 Jockey (Turf)

Sport related occupations
• professional managers of sports or sports-related

organisations;
• sports physicians;
• physical education and sports teachers in the school

environment;

• sports journalists and other specialists in communication
through or on sport;

• physiotherapists specialised in sport;
• agents or promoters of events or professional sports per-

sons;
• sellers of sports goods;
• caretakers of sports facilities and other reception staff;
• maintenance workers of sports facilities.

PROFESSJONALS
PHYSICAL, MATHEMATICAL [, ENGINEERING
SCJENCE
Architects, engineers and related professionaJs
Architects, town and traffic planners
Architects specialized in sport and leisure facilities
lequipments

2141.91. Architects specialized in sport and leisure
equipments

2141.92. Architects specialized in sport and leisure facilities
22. Life sciefice and healt'h professionall.s.
222. Health professionals (except filJrSing)
2221. Medical doctors
2221.9 Sport medical doctors.
2221.90. Sport medical doctors

What are the products of this methodology?
• Total job trends
• Part time and full time employment
• Employment by age groups
• Employment by gender
• Self employed work
• National comparison with high potential for desegregation

Main product
SPORT AND EMPLOYMENT IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
(SPORT ET EMPLOI DANS UUNION EUROPEENNE)
Report developed on request of EU dgX; available in ali the

EU languages.
Co-ordination: N. Le Roux, P. Chantelat [, J. Camy

Main Results - Europe One million employees in the sport
sector in Europe.

• Remarkable growth in the last 10 years, (more than
50%, with maximum of 75% in some areas)

• Part time employment is growing (from 13,5% to 16,4%)
• The rate of young employees «25 years) is low (" 21 %)

and not growing
• Self-employed is low (15%) and not growing
• The presence of women is high (from 40% in 1990 to

42% in 1998)
• National rules on employment an training are still very

different; even if a process of convergence is developing

Professions in the sport sector in Europe
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES: 20,000
INSTRUCTORS: 350,000
COACHES: 50,000
ANIMATEURS: 50,000
REFEREES, JUDGES: 1,000
PROFESSIONAL SPORT MAI'lAGERS: 50,000
P.E. TEACHERS: 300,000
SPORT PHYSIClANS: 5,000-10,000
SPECIALISED PHYSIOTHERAPISTS: 3,000
TRADE [, SPORT ARTICLES: 50,000
AGENTS AND EVENT PROMOTERS: 5,000
JOURNALlSTS [, COMMUI'lICATION EXPERTS: 20,000
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Qualitative reports on professions and trainingl exercise and
fitness instructor

• Basketball Coach
• Mountain Guides
• Physical education teacher
• Life saving professions
• General report on sport management occupations

(tasks, knowledge, skills)

Guide for the qualitative data collection

• regulation of the profession
• organisational context of the profession
• professional status and working conditions
• tasks and competencies
• professional organisations
• tra in ing and access to the profession
• career opportunities
• future development
• background quantitative statistics

Tracking of graduates

• European survey with common tools

• Flanders
• Germany
• France
• ltaly
• Employment in other sectors
• Unemployment

Possible scenarios

• Individualised standardisation of services
• Double system of sport supply
• Integration and co-operation between the different actors
• Improvement of the skills of the voluntary workers in the

non-profit sector
• Development of a professional sector facilitating the

qualitative development of the sport supply
• Better relationship between education, training and

employment

Future developments

• Lack of data on seasonal work
• No longitudina\ information on careers
• Limitations of the dassifications (proposals of

amendments to the nomendatures to the National
Statistical [nstitutes, towards a greater convergence)

• Problems of assignment and self-attribution to dasses by
entrepreneurs or professionals

• Lack of information on the impact of training and
education

• Differences among the countries - > need of National
Observatoires

• Governments and social partners must be more involved

Scope of National Observatoires

• To provide a permanent base for qualitative and
quantitative analysis

• Influence and advise policy makers in:

• Government
• Employers and Social Partners
• Education and Training Providers
• Work as brokers between emp]oyers and education

Integration and Gender

GeItrud Pfister
Institute for Exercise and Sport Sciences

- University Copenhagen

The history of sport belonged to men, women had to fight for
integration - and the future? Belongs the future of sport to wo
men? What does this mean? What was it about sport that was
(and perhaps still is) masculine - and what is feminine? What
is integration and Ihow will it look like?

Ils football a man's game? lntroduction
For many years there was a popular conviction - which is

possibly still deep ly rooted in everyday thinkjng - that certain
movements and certain types of sport are either suitable or un
suitable for men or women: that, for example, it is natural and
taken for granted that men box and play football while women
enjoy gymnastics and dancing.

This assumption, based since the begüming of the 19th cen
tury on the theory of the polarity of gender characteristics, was
confirmed not only by everyday practice but also by science. In
1953 the renowned philosopher F.J.J. Buytendijk affirmed for
example: "Football as a game is first and foremost a demonst
ration of masculinity ... No one has ever been successful in get
ting women to play football @. Kicking is thus presumably a
specifically male activity; whether being kicked is consequently
female - that is something I willleave unanswered" (in: Pfister
1998,190).

Cross-cultural comparisons - whether comparisons of diffe
rent sport cultures existing at the present time or studies of dif
ferent periods of the past - c1early reveal, however, that it is not
the movements in themselves that lead to the labelling of sport
ing activities as either masculine or feminine but ra ther the me
anings and interpretations that are linked with them as weil as
the social constructions of masculinity and femininity, and also
the structural and symbolic gender arrangements in a given so
ciety. But what significance does this have for an analysis of
gender relations in sport? And what does this mean for the in
tegration of women (and men) into sport?t

ln order to answer these questions and to have a reference
point for integration one must distinguish between different are
as and ]eve]s, namely:

• the pmticipation in sport (number and percentage of
men and women active in physical activities and sports)

• sport in the media (presentation of male and female
athletes; sex of the journalists, spectatorsjreadersjviewers)

• control and management of sport (numbers and
percentages of females among sport officials and in
decision ma king committees)

• education and training (numbers and percentages of
female coaches)

• analysis and research - topics and women and men
among sport scientists. t

Physical education is an area where integration has to be ob
tained but also an mea of the most important means to reach
integration in the fields mentioned above.

ln the following analyses [ will use datas and information
from Germany, but l know from many studies that the trends in
the European countries are quite similar. t

2 From Men's Associations to a Women's Movement - the
Participation of Men and Women in Physical Activities

2.1 General trends
Sport was developed by men and for men. lt was not until the

end of the 19th century that women took part - at first only spo-
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radicaily - in gymnastic or sporting activities. This is true for
Europe as weil as for the USA. Jn spite of great opposition and
numerous obstacil@s the number of women members in
gymnastics and sports clubs steadily grew. Then, in the 1920s,
women became increasingly 'infected' by the enthusiasm for
achievement, for competitions and for breaking records. Jn
1928 female athletes were accepted into the inner circle of the
OJympic Family and allowed to take part in the athletic events
of the Games for the first time ( Pfister/Langenfeld 1982; Pfis
ter 1994).

After the Second World War the interest in sport continued to
grow, not only in -Germany but ali over the world. This was not
only reflected in the optimistic reports of the sports associati
ons and the German Sport Federation (Deutscher Sportbund),
which year after year announced increasing numbers of mem
bers. In opinion polls, too, more and more people affirmed that
sport played an important role in their lives and ever greater
numbers described themselves as active players of some form
of sport - at least until the mjddle of the 1990s (Opaschowski
1995). However, a differentiated analysis with regard to age,
social and ethnic background as weil as to types of sport, in
tentions, providers, etc. shows that this continuaJ growth can in
no way be said to appJy to ali areas. Certain sections of the po
pulation have not yet been reached by the sport boom and in
some areas (e.g. physical education) one may even talk of a
decline.

After the Second World War there was also an increase in the
numbers of girls and women active in sport. The difference bet
ween the sexes with regard to actively taking up sport continu
ally narrowed thanks to the relatively large increase in the num·
ber of women who took up a sport.

Today, 39% of sports club members in Germany are female
(that is almost nine million girls and women) and some areas
like riding stables as weil as fitness studios are firmly in wo
men's (or girls') hands (Bestandserhebungen DSB; see Pfister
2001).

Judging by current trends in sport as weil as in demographic
structures, it can be assumed that the dominance of men in the
world of sport will continue to decrease. Indications of this are
to be seen, among other things, in the increasing interest in he
alth sport and sport for senior citizens; and women are more in
terested in these areas than men. Moreover, the proportion of
women in age groups over 60 is increasing and it is becoming
easier to awaken interest in sport among older women. On this
basis, therefore, it does not seem too unrealistic to predict a
"female future" for sport, at least, if we use a quantitative pers
pective. However, it must be borne in mind that gender repre
sents only one determining factor in whether or not a person ta
kes up sport. Ethnic and social background as weil as religion
combine with gender to form typical patterns of either active
practice of sport - or total abstinence. Jn other words, girls and
women from Islamic cultural backgrounds and/or lower social
strata rarely take up sport for a variety of reasons (Kleindi
enst/Cachay 1997). t

2.2 "Male" and "Female" sports
If one takes a c10ser look at the preferences which both se

xes have in sport, the impression that the ctifferences between
the sexes are gradually vanishing must be corrected - or at le
ast qualified.

An analysis of the types or forms of sport practiced by men
and women shows an ambivalent picture, however (see Pfister
2001). What is conspicuous is that more and more women are
taking up sports that up until recently were absolutely taboo for
the female sex. And this, of course, is given lots of attention in
the media. For me as a historian, these "sex changes" of certa-

in types of sport are highly fascinating. Today, for examp\e, it
is taken for gralilted that women participate in the biathlon (for
meriy a military discipline), water polo, the marathon, the 'Iron
Man' and cycling contests - sports that were exdusively prac
ticed by men right up until the 19705. Physical, contact, marti
al art and strength-based sports like weight-lifting, bodybuil
ding, ice-hockey, football and boxing are now ali practiced by
women, too. Weight-lifting, ice-hockey and football have even
become women's OJympic disciplines.

Does this mean that women have now conquered the Jast
strongholds of male sports?

ln ali discussions of women taking up "male sports" it must
be remembered that we are talking about a very limited num
ber of - mostly young women - women who take an interest in
such sports.

The great maJority of women active in sport Uust like many
men, too) take up so-called "gentle" sports like cycling, hiking
or swimming. And it is in these sports that one can best iden
tify similar trends between the sexes. t

Largely unnoticed by the media but cJearly distinguishable in
statistics and results of surveys, "female domains" of sport are
emerging. Different forms of gymnastics and dancing as weil as
health and fitness sports are aJmost excJusively taken up by
women. The membership of the German Gymnastic Federati
on (Deutscher Turnerbund), which provides a great number of
health-oriented courses as well as alJ kinds of gymnastics from
aerobics to rhythmic sport gymnastics, is now over 70% fema
le. These tendencies are part of a "body boom", which was lar
gely sparked off and sustained by women. Concern about the
ir bodies, the styling of their appearance, everyday body ma
nagement and also body techniques aiming at psychological
weil-being have become characteristic of the soma tic cuJture of
girls and women. A further sport which has become an exclu
sive domain of girls and women is horse-riding. At riding stab
les boys are today a tiny minority.

A development which receives much attention is the emer
gence and rise (and sometimes aJso the decJine) of so-called
"trend sports" , whereby one should not forget that these are ac
tively taken up by a negligibJe proportion of the population. So
me of the new movement activities, like rolJer-skating, appeal
to both sexes and many age groups alike, whereas many ot
hers, from sport climbing to skateboarding, are definitely Ioca
ted in a young maJe environment. EspecialJy those forms of
sport which involve risk and are played aggressively contribu
te greatly to the "re-production" of gender differences and are
to be interpreted as the presentation and demonstration of
masculinity (Schwier 1998) .

To sum up, it can be conc1uded that, although they may be
permeabJe, new dividing lines have developed in sport betwe
en the sexes. The tendency is: Participation without "real" in
tegration. On the one hand, few sports remain from which one
or other of the sexes is formally excJuded (for example men
from synchronised swimming). And in view of past develop
ments it can be assumed that restrictions which still exist for
men or for women in certain sports willsooner or later be lifted
completely. On the other hand the sporting interests of the two
sexes seem to be becoming increasingly different. t

2.3 Women ín "male" sports - chances and chalJenges
But what is the significance of the integration of women or of

men into sports which are (still) regarded as typical of the ot
her sex?

First of ali, admission to a certain type of sport does not me
an that gender differences no longer apply. On the contrary, in
such cases new and subtie forms of demonstrating gender can
be observed in many sports. For example, in figure-skating, in
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spite of the increasing "feminisation" of the patterns of move
ment, masculinity must still be demonstrated (perhaps now
even more so than before). And the example of bodybuilding
(impressively described by Leslie Heywood in her book "Body
makers") shows that there are apparently no Iimits to the pos
sibilities of constructing and manipulating both body and gen
der. During their training, femallebody-builders.atleast those
not intending to appear in a beauty contest in their "fitness
class", must accumulate enormous masses of muscle while at
the same time reducing subcutaneous fat in order to achieve
the necessary definition of the muscles. This causes the breasts
to ali but disappear, with the result that these women have to
have breast implants in order to be able to demonstrate the re
quired femininity. t

Especially in top-level competitive sport, it is generally ag
reed that the demonstrative presentation of femininity and ero
ticism increases the "market value" of female athletes (or first
makes them at ali "marketable"), in particular in so-called
"male sports" . I only need mention the women athletes or the
American women football players who presented a feminine
image in the world championships by wearing makeup and
tying their !hair back in ponytails.

It must also be taken into consideration that the integration
of women in "male sports" itself leads provokingly to a compa
rison of the sexes, thus contributing to a reinforcement of gen
der differences since the differences between the sexes seem to
be 'embodied' in sport. If the male body and men's achieve
ments are taken as the standard, then women appear, for
example in athletic disciplines, to be the "weaker sex".

Finally, it must not be forgotten that the integration of women
in "male sports" has so far been accompanied by an extensive
adaptation to existing ideologies, structures and practices. It re
mains to be seen whether or not women succeed in establishing
a different, distinct way of practising traditional "male" sport
disciplines which corresponds to their abilities, experience and
their life circumstances. Differences in the practice of sport are
c1early noticeable, though. For example, in some disciplines fe
male athletes seem to be more popular among the spectators
than their male counterparts because in women's contests the
orjginal spirit of the game is still recognisable. Men's tennis and
volleyball, for instance, have become so fast and powerful that
long exchanges are becoming rare. Women players, on the ot
her hand, must try to get the better of their opponents through
skilful moves. However, in women's sport, too, the trend is to
wards ever greater achievement, which ultimately means that
women must adopt the techniques and tactics of men players.

Whereas women have thus taken an interest in "male sports"
and adjusted to the "traditional" norms and values prevailing in
this area in their striving towards integration, men's interest in
typicaIly feminine forms of movement is, by contrast, extre
mely smal!. This is true not only of leisure sporting activities
but also of competitive sports. Men, like Bill May, who take up
synchronised swimming or sport aerobics are rare exceptions
(Der Spiegel 1999, H. 39, 251). And I strongJy doubt whether
a man has ever dared to take up rhythmic sport gymnastics.

ln the analysis of gender-specific sport cultures the question
arises whether, and if so, how the different values, practices and
presentations of gender will combine to form new values and
practices, and perhaps lead to forms of sport which are gender
neutral.

It would be interesting to use "postmodern" or constructionist
approaches - i.e. the notion of new patterns, strange combina
tions, extraordinary configurations and patchworks of concepts
and practices - in order to examine the question of whether
sporting activities (from aerobics to football, for example) are
developing towards a new mixture of "male" and "female" sport
cuJtures as a result of their being practised by both sexes. t

3 Sport in the Media . Human Interest Stories, INudity and
Football, Football, Football

3.1 Female athletes and their representBüon in the media
It is impossible to analyse the situation or the development

of sport without any consideratjon of the mass media. An event
only becomes reality when it appears in the media. Even if this
sentence is perhaps too radical to be generally true, it can ne
verthe'less be said that the mass media construct a new sport
ing reality, watched and read by the public. And for sponsors
the only sporting events (and along with them the sportsmen
and women) which "really exist" are those shown on television.

ln the sporting reality constructed by the media women are
rarely to be seen ( Creedon 1994; for Germany Klein 1986) . A
look at the sports pages of daily newspapers reveals that not
hing or very Jittle has changed since the research undertaken
in the 1980s which revealed the enormous underrepresentation
of women in both the print and the visual media. Women's
sport covered less than 5 % of the space given to sport in Ger
man mass media. ,Moreover, the presentation of female athle
tes continues, on the whole, to contribute - among other things
to the emphasis put on femininity and sexual attraction -to
wards a marginalisation of women's sports. The title
"Goldm%odel, Rennmiezen und Turnk,ken" ["Golden Gals, Ra
cing Kittens, Gymnastic Babes"] which Klein and Pfister (1985)
chose for their study on this subject is still very topical. It is not
to be denied that the women athletes themselves are actively
involved in the presentation of their achievements, the produc
tion of their image and their appearance in the media. And, of
course, greater attention is caused by volley ball players being
photographed 'topless' or figure-skaters appearing nude in
Playboy than by a women's handball team winning the national
championships. Causing attention at (almost) ali costs seems
to guarantee at least financial success.

Currently, however, initiatives (like those discussed at a
workshop of the German Institute of Sport Science (Bundesins
titut f,r Sportwissenschaften)) are being planned to improve,
both quantitatively and qualitatively, the presentation of women
athletes in the media. And there are indeed journalists who wri
te interestingly and positively about sportswomen. If one looks
at the development on the North American continent, what stri
kes one is that women's sports are now being given a greater
amount of consideration and are being taking seriously. More
than adozen magazines specialising in women's sports also at
test to the fact that women's sports meetings and the achieve
ments of women athletes have become media events.

ln Germany the reason given for the lack of interest stjll
shown by journalists in women's sport is that the media provi
de consumers with what they want see or read. t

3.2 Female jouma/ísts and female sport consumers
And sports reports are still predominantly produced by men

for men. Women are still a tiny minority of less than 10 %
among sports journalists and those who dare to enter the 'Hon's
den' of sports journalism must adapt jf they do not want to be
'mauled'. The fact is that it is much harder to persuade women
to go to a stadium or sit in front of the TV set to watch football.
But women's interest in sports reports also depends on the type
of sport being shown: gymnastics or ice-skating are two sports
that lead to increased numbers of women viewers. Thus, wo
men are not, generally speaking, 'anti-sport'. With the right
mixture of televised sports, women can doubtless be won over
as a prospective audience for media sport. In the USA women
have been discovered as a target group for sports broadcasts,
and TV stations compete for the favor of women who up to now
have taken no interest in sport. ln media reporting on the
Olympic Games in Atlanta, for example, they were catered to
with background reports and human interest stories.
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Any discussion of sport in the media must take account of
the fact that the reporting and how it is received, the develop
ment of sport, the situation of women athletes as weil as the
status and the challenging nature of women's sport ali inAuen
ce one another in a complex process. The lack of interest
shown by the media in women's football, for example, has had
the effect that it is completely ignored by sponsors, which, in
tum, affects game and training opportunities (and consequ
ently standards of performance), thus contributing general ly to
the marginalisation of women's football. Without sponsors or
the distribution of revenues earned in football the professiona
Iisation of women's football is unthinkable. And when women
players cannot train professionally and perform poorly and the
games are unattractive to watch, then the prejudice is reinfor
ced that women cannot play football, and there is no point in
reporting on women's football matches. The result of this nega
tive image is, in tum, that only few girls can find any enthusi
asm for the game. Ali in ali, this is a vicious circle.

But with regard to sport and the media, too, changes are to
be expected, not least as a result of the spread of the new me
dia. What consequences this will have for women's sport is so
mething that I would not dare to predict. On the one hand the
re is a growing acceptance of women in "male" sports, which
is observable in the mass media, too. The media, however, se
em to find those women interesting who have an erotic appeal
in strenuous sports. An exampJe of this trend is the reporting
on the USA world championships in women's football. On the
other hand, there are increasing numbers of programmes and
reports with aesthetically pleasing pictures and 'moving' stori
es aimed at a female audience. Furthermore, in private stations
there is a focus on "male" sports,like soccer and automobile
racing, the reason for which is the stations' orientation towards
important target groups for advertising. The consequences of
the increasing commercialisation of sports and television rights
as weil as of the growing importance of television in financing
sports remain to be seen.

As mentioned above, sports stadiums (and especially the
areas of the spectators behind the goals in football stadiums)
continue to be male strongholds. Here, too, however, changes
are taking place. What is new, for example, is that girl s are ent
husiastic football spectators and form fan clubs. But in contrast
to male fans girl's interest in football is not to be explained by
the need to identify with the stars, "Jet off steam" and/or de
monstrate masculinity. For female fans (at least from what can
be concluded from the information given by some of them) fo
otball stars seem to the objects of their devotion in the same
way as film stars or pop stars ( Fechtig/Janke 1997).

4 Power in ments hands - the Structures of Control
4.1 The representation of women in dedsion making com

mittees
The analyses of club and association committees that are

available are unanimous in their conclusion that, now as befo
re, the "corridors of power" in sport are controlled by men (pfis
ter 1998). The greater their influence and power, the smaller
the number of women in paid or unpaid positions in sports
clubs and associations. There is no integration of women in de
cision ma king committees and groups. The efforts of sports or
ganisations in many areas and at many levels and in many co
untries to increase the number of women in top level positions
have not been able to bring about any great change - yet. And
hopefully initiatives, declarations and actions - like the Brigh
ton Declaration on Women and Sport (1994), the Windhoek
Call for Action (1998) and the IOC Resolutions (1996; 2000),
as weil as ali the activities of different groups - among them IA
PESGW (International Association of Physical Education and

Sport for Girls and Women, WomenSport International and an
European Working Group will have finally some effect on the
power structures in sport.

I cannot go into the complex causes of the underrepresenta
tion of women in decision-making bodies here. I would only li
ke to point out that the structures and mechanisms which hin
der the rise of women to leading positions in sport are the sa
me or similar to those prevailing on the labour market in gene
ral.

When one looks at the future, however, the question arises as
to what will change when women have more say? One cannot
assume that women are "by nature" more cooperative, more
understanding or more mild-mannered than men. Neverthe
less, empirical studies indicate that as a result of their experi
ences and their life circumstances women are able to change
and give new impetus to the work, the goals and the strategies
of political bodies (including those of sport politics). Further,
they might ensure that the actual conditions of women's lives
are taken into consideration in ali discussions and decisions.
Moreover, the greater involvement of women means that use is
made of capacities and abiJities that have been so far not used.
This aspect should not be underestimated, given the compIa
ints that can be heard from c1ubs about the lack of interest in
doing unpaid voluntary work in "honorary" positions.

4.2 Women as coaches
SeveraI studies about coaches in Germany reveaJed that co

aching is a male domain. In nearJy ali types of sports, with very
few exceptions (i.e. rhythmical sports gymnastics), the coa
ches on the regional, the national and the international level are
men. Even in sports with a hig h percentage of female members
like volleyball, no female trainer or co-trainer worked in one of
the 45 men's teams on the national level and only 2 women,
but 39 men coached one of the top female teams (Will
mann/Zipprich 1995). And in the German Tennis Federation
only 8% of coaches with an A- oder an B-Licence or a diploma
are women (Giefl-St,ber 1995). There are various reasons for
the underrepresentation of women in the coaching profession.
On the one hand female coaches face ali the barriers which
prevent the integration of women in top positions in other are
as. On the other hand female coaches are confronted with ma
le values and are measured according to men's competencies
and practices. Among other things,coaches are expected to
present a high standard of performance in their sport, and it is
men's sport which is looked upon as the "real sport". However,
this are assumptions based on some pi lot studies. CurrentJy a
research project in Germany aims at identifying the reasons for
the male dominance in coaching.

The integration of women in the coaching profession would
have been many benefits, among other things this would open
carriers for female athletes and it would open an area of emp
loyment for women. Last but not least, female coaches can be
role model s for girl s and women in sport.

4.3 Gender mainstreaming as a solution?
Over the past 30 years there has been continuing discussion

on the development of strategies to increase the proportion of
women in leading positions. ln the 1970s, in connection with
the rise of the new women's movement, systems of quotas we
re hotly debated. In the 1980s and 1990s the focus shifted to
schemes on different projects and programmes which should
encourage women to take over responsibilities in sport organi
zations and institutions. Now, a new recipe seems to have been
found for increasing the presence of women at the highest le
veJs of politics and industry. This is a recipe which in future
might also be applied to sport and is called "mainstreaming".



Mainstreaming is an approach to gender politics which is be
ing encouraged in the European Union in particular. With refe
rence to the demands put forward at the Fourth Women's World
Conference on 15th September 1995 in Beijing, mainstreaming
was declared a "main pillar of European policy on equality"
(Ufler 1998, p. 107). Stiegler (1998, p. 27) describes mainst
reaming as the "permeation of the gender issue into ways of
thinking, organisational forms and procedures that have up to
now been male-centred". L'ffler (1998, p. 10) emphasises that
"women's affairs must not be allowed to remain an undercur
rent of European politics but must flow into the 'mainstream' of
industry, growth and opportunity across borders". Mainstrea
ming signifies the involvement of both sexes in ali economic,
social and political decision-making. The starting point is the
realisation that social, economic and ecological problems can
only be solved when the gender of both the decision-makers as
weil as those affected by the decisions are taken into account.
This goes hand in hand with the advancement of women as a
group subject to discrimination, the creation of a framework of
conditions which enable equality of opportunity and the shar
pening of awareness, especially among men. A key measure in
ali this is "gender controlling", the "analysis of ali political acti
vitY under the aspect of the contribution each action makes to
wards equal opportunities" (Stiegler 1998, p. 21). This means,
among other things, that the ideology of gender neutrality in
politics is abandoned and that gender politics is not merely re
garded as a women's issue. It is impossibJe, here, to go into the
requirements or the problems of mainstreaming. One of the cri
ticisms directed at mainstreaming is that this strategy might be
used as an excuse to do away with projects exclusively desig
ned for women. Furthermore, it is not enough simply to ensu
re equal numbers of men and women in individual areas or bo
dies. The rise of women to positions of management would le
ad to new inequality if at the same time no measures are taken
to involve men more in the tasks traditionally designed for wo
men as bringing up of children. And it is not easy to reconcile
the interests and needs of men and women and to put mainst
reaming into practice. This requires not only goodwill but also
knowledge, competence and influence. t

5 Women in Sport Science - Women's Research in Sport Sci
ence?

5.1 ls sport science a male domain?
The subject of gender has been dealt with in German sport

science ever since the 19705 and right up to the present day
studies on gender in Germany have focused on girls and wo
men. In England and America, by contrast, there has been a
growing interest since the end of the 19805 in the subject of
sport and masculinity (Messner/Sabo 1990) . Research on men
and gender in sport is undoubtedly a topic of the future in Ger
many, too.

It can be said generally that discussions, tendencies and fin
dings of research on women and gender in the social sciences
have been adopted by sport science - although frequently after
a long delay and often in an abridged version.

These studies dealt first of ali with deficits, discussion focu
sing on the disadvantages suffered by girls and women. In ad
dition, the causes of gender differences were investigated, whe
reby especially theories of roJe-playing and socialisation were
expected to produce explanations. This scientific approach was
in keeping with the libera lIy- oriented wing of the women's mo
vement, which advocated above ali the formai equality of the
sexes.

The conviction that both sexes were principaIly the same
was called into question in the 19805 by approaches based on
the assumption that there were indeed fundamental differences

between the two sexes (Le. the sexes represented different
forms of existence) and which rejected the prevailing social or
der on account of its patriarchal structures. Demands were ma
de, among other things, for the revaluation of "female qualiti
es" and ways of life. Approaches focusing on differences are
based on various theoretical modes of interpretation, including
psychoanalysis and the "standpoint theory", which combines
Marxist and psychoanalytical approaches. According to this
approach women, as the physical and social "reproducers" of
children are anchored differently than men in our material rea
lity. The practical consequences of this ideas was the setting up
of counter-structures and women's organisations ranging from
women's health centres and women's sports clubs to women's
bookshops.

5.2 Gender theories
At present, various approaches are represented in the scien

tific community of gender research, the most important being
social constructivism, postmodern gender theories and the 50
called "queer" theory ( Lorber 1998; Pfister 1999) .

For Judith Butler (1990), the best-known representative of
postmodernism, gender is produced in discourse - a text that
must be deconstructed. The "queer" theory attempts to dispro
ve the unequivocal nature of dual gender, using the example of
how gender is enacted by homosexuals, transvestites or trans
sexuals (Jagose 1997) . Here, special emphasis is put on the
description of sex and gender discourses as weil as the great
variety of constructions and enactments of gender in everyday
life.

By contrast, Judith Lorber (1994; 1998), an eminent repre
sentative of constructivism, describes gender not only as a
structural category but also as individual practice. She stresses
that gender is not something we have but something we do.
"Doing gender" is the daily practice of creating identity and
image; "doing gender" describes how we (must) constantly
present ourselves as men or as women in our interactions. In
this theory there is no denial of the biological foundations of
gender but it is also assumed that biological gender and social
gender have an influence on one another, that they are inextri
cably interwoven.

ln sport, too, "doing gender" plays a key role, and this app
roach provides an good opportunity for analysing develop
ments in sport from the point of view of gender. On the basis of
constructivism the labelling of sports as "male" or "female" and
the question of the "suitability" of men or women for certain
types of sport becomes obsolete from a theoretical perspecti
ve, too. The constructivist theory of gender also provides the
theoretical background for decisions taken in sport politics. Li
ke liberal feminists, representatives of constructivism demand
the "de-gendering" of work, the family and other fields of soci
ety. However, there are considerable differences in the theore
tical reasoning as weil as in the analyses. Lorber (1994) shows
c1early how men and women adopt and assimilate agender
identity in the above mentioned social fields and how they
constantly "do gender" , thereby reproducing, in tum, gendered
structures which are very difficult to change. This makes amply
c1ear why, among other things, it is not sufficient, merely to
grant women formai access to decision-making bodies, for
example, or to make it possible for men to take over a greater
share of the work in the family.

Gender theories of social constructivism fit to the "mainstre
aming" approach described earlier. But they also point out that
women and men do not exist as homogeneous groups - that,
instead, gender is enacted in different ways depending, among
other things, on the circumstances of a person's life. Gender
along with social and ethnic origins thus combine to form typi-



cal patterns which structure identity, ways of thinking and in
terpreting the world, as weil as ways of interacting and beha
ving.

The question arises, here, of the extent to which women's
and gender research has found its way into the mainstream of
sport science. On the one hand, it can be affirmed that in most
sttldies and in most discussions gender is now taken into con
sideration as a category. However, this is frequently a "by-pro
duct", i.e. something that "must be covered", without any the
oretical embedding. The result of this is that, not infrequentily,
differences between the sexes are emphasised, similarities
overlooked and, generally, stereotypes reinforced.

6 Postfeminism, Backlash and Women's Boxing
6.1 Postfeminism
New trends seem, in the meantime, to have overtaken de

mands for equality between men and women. The current trend
in the U1SA is postfeminism, not so much a theoretical const
ruct as an attitude and philosophy of me. Young attractive wo
men who combine sexual attraction with self-assurance critici
se their feminist "mothers", members of the "second wave" of
the women's movement, not only because of their hostility to
wards men, their 'persecution mania' and their victimisation
mentality but also because of their theorising and above ali the
ir hostile attitude towards sexuality. Even if many of these ac
cusations are just stereotypes, the criticism of feminism has
certainly had an effect. Surveys in the reputable Time Magazi
ne show that fewer and fewer women profess to having feminist
ideals (Time, 19. Juni 1998, zit. in Hall 1999, 21) . On the ot
her hand, increasing numbers of women take feminist goals for
granted, Le. obtaining equal rights for both sexes, for example.
Madonna, the Spice Girls and A1ly McBeal, the lawyer heroine
of the series of the same name, ali seem to prove without do
ubt that today's women can get where they want and have lots
of fun on the way. And they enjoy the attention they receive.
Even in cyberspace masculinity and femininity are no longer
staged as the polarity between Superman and a Playboy bunny.
The "virtual superwoman" is called Lara Croft and is "sexy,
smart and strong". On her expeditions Croft, an archaeologist
- and also an "amazon with a wasp's waist, a silicon bosom and
larger-than-life eyes" - fearlessly "sets upon any foe that gets in
her way: animais, monsters and men" ( S,ddeutsche Zeitung
Nr. 226. SZ Extra, 29.9.1999, 1; www.laracroftism.de) . The fe
minists of the "third wave" represent and embody the convicti
on that ''1'11 win anyway because I'm a girl", as is cJaimed in the
well-known song by Lucilectric. t

6.2 BacJdash
Parallel to these postfeminist tendencies, however, a back

lash is identifiable in many areas: "Backlash has been const
ructed as a residual practice that halts or reverses the quest for
equality. Triggered by the perception that women are making
great strides toward equality, backlash is a reaction to the pos
sibility that women may actually achieve equality" ( Greendor
fer 1998, 82; vgl. auch Faludi 1991). At present, backlash ten
dencies are observable in various fields. ln the USA there is,
for example, growing opposition to the policy of gender equa
litY in sport guaranteed in Title IX. The financial backing of wo
men' s sports is opposed with the typical argument that doing
away with men's privileges would jeopardise the existing sport
system ( Greendorfer 1998). Moreover, the rejection of the ,00
tion of "feminism" mentioned earlier can be interpreted as a
symptom of backlash. And, finally, one must ask whether post
feminism and backlash are not c10sely interwoven, represen
ting so to speak the two sides of the same coin. Indeed, analy
ses of the equal ity of opportunity for both men and women in
various fields of society have shown that jobs and careers are
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"of course" open to today's new self-confident women but that
frequently their careers end at a "glass ceiling" - a term current
in England and the USA for a transparent but insurmountable
barrier closing the way to the "corridors of power" for certain
groups. "The glass ceiling is not simply a barrier for an indivi
duai, based on the person's inability to handie a higher level
job. Rather, the glass ceiJing applies to women as a group who
are kept from advancing higher because they are women"
(Morrison et al. 1992, 13; vg'l. DavidfWoodward 1991). lhe
barriers women face on their way to the top positions in the
world of sport can be interpreted as glass ceiling,.

6.3 Boxing and postfemínísm
Young women's interest in formerly "male" sports like body

building or boxing seems to correspond to the above mentio
ned postfeminist tendencies. For Ann Hall "women's boxing
and women's bodybuilding are cultural metaphors, barometers
if you like, of changes occurring in women's sport generally at
the end of the century, as weil as changes in feminism" ( Hall
1999, 31). So far, no scientific analyses have been undertaken
of women's boxing, but one thing is certain: whether one likes
it or not, for women this sport has two sides. On the one hand
boxing or wrestling could eradicate traditional myths about the
"weaker sex". And, also, the aversion which we probably ali ha
ve to women's boxing is extremely illuminating; at least, it
shows the preconceptions and stereotypes which int1uence our
judgment and our taste in general (in Bourdieu's use of the
term). On the other hand it is c1ear from the reports and pictu
res we see of the sport that women boxers or wrestlers are mar
keted as sex objects and the matches as sensation events. Jen
nifer Hargreaves noted: "The diversities and representations of
the female body in boxing make it difficult to assess the extent
to which the sport is a subversive activity for women or an es
sentially assimilative process with aradical facade" (in Hall
1999, 9).

I am not concerned, here, with discussing arguments for and
against boxing in general or women's boxing in particular. I wo
uld like, rather, to regard women's boxing as a postfemnist is
sue, as a part of a trend that is going to change the way women
are viewed and judged. t

7 Sununary
To sum up: The current developments in sport appear to be

leading to, firstly, men and women being admitted to ali sports;
secondly, to the weakening of the myth of the stronger and we
aker sexes; and, finally, to a greater variety of sporting interests
taken up by both sexes. Opening up for both sexes types and
forms of sport previously considered to be the domain of only



one sex increases the number of sports available to ali and
might result in a growing interest in sport among women as
weil as men. These developments, however, are not to be had
free of charge, so to speak: the price one must pay for them is
among other things a growing sexualisation and commerciali
sation of the female body - especially in top level sport. And
many of the difficulties that only men were faced within sport
initially have in the meantime caught up with women - who so
far have found just as few solutions as men to such problems
as the growing pressure of ever increasing performance or the
manipulation of sporting bodies or the commercialization.

ln this short summary, I want to emphasise again the prob
lems on the sport for ali level: There are still large groups of
inactive persons - and more women than men do not play any
sport. In addition, we can identify groups of women - immig
rants for example - which have very few opportunities to parti
cipate inte sport. Another important issue is the imbalance of
power in sport.

There are some programmes and projects in order to solve
these problems, but more concepts have to be developed and
put inte practice. Some of the projects will be presented and
discussed in the workshops. I am sure that this conference will
contribute to a better integration of gender inte sport - maybe
in the form of gender mainstreaming. But there have to be ini
tiatives and changes in all of the above mentioned areas, only
the will sport be really inclusive.
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PART 11/

ABSTRAICTS IOF THE PAPERS
PRESENTED DURIN,G

THE WORKSH,QPS

WORKSHOP NO. 1
THE BOLOGNA DECLARATION

- THE INFLUENTIAL POWER IN SHAPING
EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION

The Bologna Declaration is not only a vague political state
ment signed by 29 countries in Europe. It is more than just this;
it actually sets out an action plan: there is a goal (to achieve a
European space for higher education), there is a calendar
(completion of the European space within the first decade of
the new mill'ennium) and there is a programme of activities.
What should be achieved are: readable and comparabJe degre
es, undergraduate and postgraduate Ilevels in alI countries, with
a first degree no shorter than 3 years and clearly relevant to the
labour market, ECTS-compatible credit systems everywhere, a
European dimension in quality assurance and an improvement
of the free movement of students and teachers through struc
turai reforms (basicalIy, by taking away the remaining obstac
les). This is the main thrust of the Bologna Declaration: a pled
ge freely taken by 29 countries to reform their own system in
such a way that alI systems converge.

The Bologna Declaration of will have a profound influence on
institutions of higher education throughout Europe. It will re
form the structures of the higher education system in such a
way that overall convergence emerges from the process at the

6uropean level. For more information and the text of the Bo·
logna Declaration visit this homepage: http://www.eaie.nl/abo
ut/bologna. html

The Bologna Declaration - Towards a European Higher
Education Structure in the Sport Sector.

Karsten Froberg, ENSSHE President
Institute of Sports Science [,- Clinical Biomechanics,

University of Southern Denmark.

Two years after signing the Bologna Declaration and three
years after the Sorbonne Declaration, European Ministers, rep
resenting 32 signatories, met in Prague in order to review the
progress achieved and to set directions and prionities for the co·
ming years of the process. The Bologna Dec'laration have been
wideJy accepted and used as a base for the development oflhig
her education by most signatories as weH as by universities and
other hig her education institutions. Ministers reaffirmed that ef·
forts to promote mobility must be continued to enable students,
teachers, researchers and administrative staff to benefit from
the richness of the European Higher Education Area including
its democratic values, diversity of cultures and languages and
the diversity of the higher education systems. It was especially
appreciated how the work on quality assurance is moving for
ward. Quality is the basic underlying condition for trust, rele-
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vance, mobility, compatibility and attractiveness in the Europe
an Higher Education Area. Ministers expressed their apprecia
tion of the contributions toward developing study programmes
combining academic quality with relevance to lasting employa
bilitYand called for a continued proactive role of higher educa
tion institutions.

Tuning Educational Structures in the Sport Sector could be
a next step of a Thematic Project. Such a project aims at poo
ling together and capitalising on available experience and re
cent developments in the sport sector, particularly from previ
ous and on-going European Co-operation in the context of the
Socrates programme.

The project could focus on four areas, which are representa
tive of the sport sector: Sport Management, Physical Educati
on, Health and Wellness and Coaching.

The main objectives of the project would be:
• to bring about a high level of Europe-wide convergence in

four main subject areas in the sport sector by defining com
monly accepted professional and learning outcomes.

• to develop professional profiles and desired outcomes, in
terms of knowledge, skills & competences.

• to facilitate transparency in educational structures and to
create networks that can present examples of good practice,
and encouraging innovation and quality in the joint ref1ection
and exchange.

• to develop and exchange information in relation to the de
velopment of curricula and to develop a model curriculum
structure for each mea, enhancing the recognition and Europe
an integration of diplomas.

• to elaborate a methodology for analysing common ele
ments and areas of specificity and diversity, and how to tune
them.

The anticipated outcomes of the project would be:
• A methodology to move forward in Europe-wide tuning of

educational structures in the sport sector.
• Identification of the major obstaeles in the process of con

vergence at the level of structures and possible ways forward.
• A common methodology for measuring student workload

at European level in relation to professional profiles and lear
ning outcomes ineluding knowledge, competence and skills.

• A platform for discussion with professional bodies on the
se issues.

• A final report giving the experience of the four subject are
as in the sport sector, in their efforts to tune and converge Eu
ropean educational structures in this sector.

• A set of recommendations to be offered to the Ministries,
the Conferences of Rectors, Universities and the European
Commission.

WORKSHOP NO 2
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

The theme of ilnternational Projectsi in the 6th ENSSHE Fo
rum also ineluded several presentations in which the focus was
upon the EU-related projects. Many European countries are eli
gible to participate in the EU projects with slight differences in
terms of conditions. More and more opportunities are given for
the Central and Eastern European countries for participation.

The organisers and the scientific committee of the 6th Fo
rum had the fortunate opportunity to welcome personnel from
large international associations. One of them was Gudrun Doll
Tepper, president of ICSSPE. She represents a large internatio
nal association, which holds its hand on the pulse of every re
cent change and development in the field of PE and sport sci
ences alI around the world. Her presentation gave the professi-

onals very interesting data and motions that are presently ava
ilable in this field.

The overall structures of the available funds are though still
very difficult to understand. The presenters Dr. Judit Farkas
and Ms. Éva Kellermann from Hungary, as weil as Mr. Tilo Fri
edmann from Germany, were able to provide useful informati
on and links for ongoing and possible projects.

The presentations also dealt with the issue of iOutdoor Acti
vitY and Recreationi during the Forum. Representatives from
Finland and Norway usually present this topic. This is not surp
rising since these countries are deeply involved and active in
providing good structures and practices in this theme due to
their available resources and favourable circumstances.

International co-operation and funding possibilities:
experience and perspectives

(TEMPUS, SOCRATES, LEONARDO, CEEPUS)

Éva KeUerrnann
Tempus Public Foundation, Hungary

The decade that has passed since the start of political chan
ges in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe saw an ope
ning up of the opportunities for European co-operation on full
scale. The last decade has clearly shown that European co
operation provides and added value and genuine inspiration to
developing capacities and activities of higher education institu
tions, yet at the same time, it also proved to be a real challen
ge concerning required capacities, resources and expertise.

A main tool of developing these capacities and improving
performance in a regional, national and European environment
has been the Tempus programme since the very beginning of
the last decade. Tempus has been an experience, a joint effort,
an innovative laboratory shared by almost ali European count
ries, ineluding EU Member States, EU candidate countries and
also most other countries of Europe. Candidate countries cea
sed to be beneficiaries of the programme in 2000. Since then,
the programme focuses on curriculum development, improving
university management, implementing institution building
programmes in the beneficiary countries, as weil as mobility of
professors and students. The EU candidate countries of Central
and Eastern Europe might assist in these processes by the par
ticipation of individual experts in projects or by hosting mobi
lity from beneficiary countries with the aim of disseminating
candidate country experience or networking with the benefici
ary institutions.

Having elosed the transition period of being beneficiaries of
the Tempus aid programme, now candidate countries face the
challenge of participating in European community program
mes on the basis of co-financing.

The SOCRATES programme supports projects in various fi
elds of education. Candidate country universities and colleges
are rather active in student and teaching staff mobility offered
by higher education sub-programme ERASMUS. ERASMUS al
so supports the operation of extensive European thematic net
works in various academic fields. Other activities supported by
the sub-programme inelude curriculum development, intensive
programmes and implementation of the European Credit
Transfer System (ECTS): these opportunities are still to be exp
lored better by the universities.

Making lifelong learning opportunities more available to Eu
ropeís citizens has high priority in the SOCRATES programme.
Sub-programme GRC.II'iDTVIG promotes the development of
adult education by supporting the following activities: large
scale European co-operation projects for developing aduIt edu
cation and lifelong learning; small-scale Learning Partnerships
for launching and improving European co-operation activities
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in the field; individuaI training grants for adult educatlion staff;
thematic and project networks. As GRUNDTVIG is open to uni
versities carrying out research and/or adult curriculum deve
lopment activities or providing educational opportunities for
adult learners, the sub-programme is strongly advised for hig
her education institutions dedicated to physical education and
sport for better exploration.

Developing teacher training fl induding the training of physi
cal education teachers fl is supported under public education
sub-programme COMENIUS. Projects might aim at developing
curricuJa, courses or teaching matepials for teacher training,
improving teacher training methodologies and strategies as weil
as organising practical trainings for stucient teachers abroad.

The SOCRATES programme for developing education is
complemented by the LEONARDO programme, which promo
tes the improvement of vocational educatiQn and training.
Grant schemes open to universities and colleges include pilot
projects aiming at developing innovative curricula, courses,
training materials and methodology related to certain professi
ons as weil as practical placement of students or mobility of
training staff abroad.

A unique opportunity is provided to Central-European co
untries to exchange university students and teachers in the fra
mework of the CEEPUS programme. Unlike the other program
mes mentioned above, this ihigher education cooperation prog
ramme is not funded by the EU but exclusively by the partki
pating countries: Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Croa
tia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and S~ovenia.

The above mentioned programmes offer a wide-range of op
portunities to implement transnational projects and strengthen
international co-operation: ali higher education institutions
working in the field of physical education and sport are warm
ly invited to make the best use of these opportunities to widen
and develop their activities fl not only the international ones!

"European Thematic Network: Educational
and Sociallntegration of Persons with a Handicap through

Adapted Physical Activity"

Judit Farkas
Hungarian THENAPA Representative

Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Sciences
Semmelweis University, Budapest

This thematic network is a good example of the indirect sup
port and regulation of the EU to educational and social issues.
As it is weil known, education is a national matter in the EU.
However, there is a financing technique through the Erasmus
ichanneli to help the academic sphere to define and develop a
European dimension in, for example, one of the most complex
fields. In order to ensure the full integration of school children
with disabilities as weil as athletes with disabilities, the igeneral
practitionersl such as PE teachers and coaches need to acqui
re theoretical and practical knowledge.

The majority of the PE teacher and coaching education prog
rams do not indude any content of the Adapted Physical Acti
vity. The goal of THENAPA is to three-fold. First, to map the
current practices in schools/sport dubs and to reveal the de
fects of higher education curricula in over 30 European count
ries. Second, to develop a muster curriculum for ali the related
fields: P.E. teacher, coach, sport managers, and recreation spe
cialists at ali levels. Third, to promote the implementation of
the muster curricula in the participating countries.

Near the end of the 3-year project, the very positive impact
of the project on the Hungarian sport hig her education and the
national standards is presented. The description of the project
can be found at www.kuleuven.ac.be/thenapa.

European Animateur il experiential expert in Outdoor lourism

Mairit Pellinen
degree programme manager, international co-ordinator Sport

Institute of Finland

This Leonardo da Vinci pilot project (1996-1999) has deve
loped a continuing training programme in the field of Sport and
Outdoor Animation in close co-operation with travel organisa
tions. The project co-ordinator has been Sport Institute of Fin
land, educational partners from Scotland, Greece, Sweden,
Hungary and Estonia, The target group has been mainly sport
instructors and physical education teachers interested in the
travel business.

Animation is a profession combining skills from tourism,
show and physical education sectors, which enables self emp
loyment through versatile approaches in the growing market.
The course outline includes such subjects as tourism, providing
services and marketing, event management, cultural orientati
on, environmental aspects, drama and performance skills, mu
sic, outdoor sports, first aid and customer care.

The needs analysis was carried out in six countries in 1997.
Animateur course curriculum has been designed, implemented
and modified. Scope; 8 months, 20 study weeks, 6- l 2 weeks
work placement. As a resuJt of the project, 200 animateurs ha
ve participated the pilot courses and curriculum development.
The pilot testing have been carried out in Finland (50 students)
in Estonia part of a Recreation Management course (90 stu
dents) and in Scotland (15 students). First pilot course in Hun
gary (10 students) has started in September 1999 and the first
course in Sweden will start in September 2001. The Institute of
Travel and Tourism (ITT) has accredited the anímateur traíning
programme in Finland, Scotland and Estonia. During the pro
ject work placement has started with 100 companies. Students
in Finland have built a network and founded the Animateur As
sociation of Finland 1999.

Sport Institute of Finland is member of Haaga Polytechnic.
Animateur qualification is now available as free elective studi
es for sport instructors and tourism and hotel management stu
dents. (Bachelor level degree courses, 140 credits). The studi
es are mainly organised at Sport Institute of Finland but the te
achers are from both Institutes.

Educational partners: Dundee College (Scotland); Bos'n
Sports Institute (Sweden); Tallinn Pedagogical University; De
mocritus University of Thrace (Greece); Hungarian University
of Physical Education (Hungary).

A European Outdoor Animateur Award
A project set up to find innovative solutions

to the problems found in training, assessing and recognising
Adventure Sports Leaders in Europe

lan F. Lewis
United Kingdom

1.0 Summary:
1.1 The Eurosala Project originated following developments

over six years attempting to break down barríers to mobiIity of
labour in the outdoor adventure industry across Europe. Some
employers and many employees feel that due to the seasonal
nature of the work it is necessary to have a European qualifi
cation structure that allows for easy travel and access to work
accordíng to actívity seasons. Prior work has shown that it is a
very difficult area to address due to an excess of independent
interests which is stifling employment opportunities.

1.2 This Project confronted the blocks that had been met by
previous work and found a way through. Perhaps a simple so-
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lution, and perhaps elegant for this, it avoided confrontation
with coaching qualifications which are jealously guarded by
l'lational Governing Bodies of Sport in most states. Core areas
were linked with generic skills required by employers in adven
ture work.

1.3 Progression of Project:
1. Clarification and verification of employerís needs

[Gr/IRL/UK/F]
2. Analysis of core areas
3. Creation of an outline qualification
4. Trialling
5. Review, Refinement and re-trialling
6. Framework qualification ready fl integrated with

member state requirements [IRL/(JK/GR/F].

2.0 The problem being addressed:
Adventure Sports employers and employees have worker

needs concerned with the management and delivery of real ad
venture [unexpected outcome] experiences in education, deve
lopment and leisure. Safe management of adventure thresh
hold experiences is central to the client requirement. Repeat
experiences and clients not feeling at risk are not options. The
emerging professional workforce who manage groups in these
environments do not have satisfactory awards recognisable
between member states fl even including sports coaching
awards. This is aggravated by diverse, sometimes obligatory,
requirements of Member States [e.g. BAPPT - Fr, NGB Awards
- UK] for sports based technical qualifications, usually fl but not
exclusively fl from a coaching origin. And yet the workforce is
becoming ever more mobile.

3.0 The Aim:
One award, assessable and recognised by ali member states

where experience and training gained in any member state can
be validated and contribute to a single recognised award.

4.0 A Solution:
This solution evolved from five projects run between 1990

and 1999 through which, with further research and develop
ment as part of the 1998-2001 project, the European Outdoor
Animateur Award evolved. It created a new structure of award
which included core areas from existing awards, but which al
so supports individual technical skills being added where emp
loyers, member states, personal interest or employment oppor
tunity make this appropriate.

5.0 Partnership:
Ireland, UK, Greece and France were partners in the project,

which provided for direct public, private and not for profit rep
resentation and also experience from training, tourism, educa
tion, recreation and sport. Additional perspectives were added
through good contacts with the Member States' Outdoor Asso
ciations.

6.0 The Future:
It is hoped that the award framework will be used to develop

European Winter Sports, Summer Land-based Sports and Wa
ter sports Awards through extension of the partnership.

7.0 Conclusion:
European mobility is vital for the fast growing Adventure ln

dustry. This is both for the seasonally mobile 'snow/sun' employ
ment market and the workers who move for development and in-

'Sport et emploi en Europe, 1999, Rapport Final, European Network of
Sport Sciences in Higher Education, PR-divj99-09jCa, Comission
Europeenne DGX.

Sport and Employment in the Third Sector

terest. It will improve quality and consistency of the adventure in
dustryís product and it can overcome traditional blocks to ad
venture sports qualifications which, whilst a very important part
of some workersí roles, are not universally required.

Preparing for a Social Dialogue Committee in the Sport Sector

Leo Clijsen
Secretary General of ENSSHE, The Netherlands

Research l has identified the growing employment potential
in sport. There are many important issues that must be addres
sed (both at national and European level) if the potential of
sport to offer quality and sustainable employment opportuniti
es is to be realised. There is now a need for a focus on the emp
loyment and human resource challenges facing sport in ali of
its guises if socially and economically we are to capitalise on
these opportunities. Because of the enewnessí of the industry
and its emergence as an empJoyment sector, it is necessary
and appropriate to lead this movement at a European level.

Four eligible types of organisations are identified by the Eu
ropean Commission:

a) social partners, national and European employers- and
employees organisations;

b) organisations linked to industrial relations, Le. universiti
es, research centres;

c) public authorities, national, regional and local authorities;
d) non-governmental organisations involved in promoting

fundamental social rights.
An initiative has been taken by the European Network of Sport

Sciences in Higher Education (ENSSHE) and its division Euro
pean Observatoire of Sports Employment (EOSE) and which is
actively supported by the following participating partners, to pre
pare for a social dialogue committee in the sport sector:

a) Uni Europa-Union Network International
b) European Non-Governmental Sports Organisation (ENG

SO)
c) The National Training Organisation for Sport Recreation

and Allied Occupations (SPRITO)
d) Arbetsgivar Alliansen (Sweden)
e) Tjanstemannafrbundet HTF (Sweden)
f) FNV Sport (Netherlands)
g) Werkgeversorganisatie in de Sport (WOS, Netherlands)
h) FEdEration Communication et Culture (Cfdt, France)
i) Conseil Social du Mouvement Sportif (COSMOS, France)
The state of the art of the project and ali the reports will be

published on the website of ENSSHE (www.ensshe.lu) and EO
SE (www.eose.org).

Integration of Theory and Practice in the Preparation
of European Sport Managers

L. Bollaert*, A. Madella**
*VUB Brusssels, Belgium, **Universitf di Firenze, Italy

This workshop will confront and discuss some key issues for the
preparation of the sport managers in Europe. There is a c1ear ev
idence of a positive trend in the employability of sport managers
in Europe: the investigations carried out by the European Obser
vatoire of Sport Employment have demonstrated that in the peri
od between 1990 and 1998, the sport employment in the different
UE countries increased in general of 50% and more (Carnyet al.
1999). The complexification of the sedor environment and the
increasing specialisation of tasks and organisations have produced
an augmented request for weil prepared sport managers, but the
graduate (and postgraduate) studentsí skills often do not match
properly the needs of the national job markets (Taks et al. 2000)



Within this context, the European Association for Sport Ma
nagement is constantly reviewing and debating innovative ex
periences, strategies and actions carried out in Europe with the
aim of enhancing the quality oh'he prepara'lion ohhe sport ma
nagers.

During the workshop some selected examples developed in
different European academic institutions will be presented and
submitted for evaluation.

Particular aUention will be given to some experiences carried
out in France, Republic of San Marino, Lithuania, Belgium, Uni
ted Kingdom, the Netherlands. Finally it will be mustrated the in
novative approach of the MEMOS (International Post-master co
urse run by a consortium of Universities and NationaJ Olympic
Committees and supported by the Olympic Preparation of JOC).

WORKSHOP NO. 3
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)

IT is one of the fastest developing fieJds in the world. Higher
education cannot exclude IT either, where the possibilities are
end less and large. This theme received major attention during
the Forum. Two workshops were organised for accommodating
the applicantis demand in presenting their works. The ~argest

number of papers and presentations were conducted under this
theme during the Forum. The approaches are slightly different,
but their common aim is the service provided with the latest to
ols and techniques for the hig her education sector. With the
iproducts1 of IT, the higher education sector can broaden its
possibilities and provide the icustomers1 witl'h a high quality ser
vice and methodology for their work.

New developrnents of the 3 dirnensional object oriented
instructional database at HUPEI'!ET.

Zsolt Csende
Department of Jnforrnatics and Multimedia

Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Sciences
Semmelweis University, Budapest

The purpose of this presentation is to introduce the new
services of the integrated instructional material developmen
tal system that is designed to give WEB based assistance and
to increase the efficiency of the educational process of diffe
rent courses. The object oriented virtual database besides its
usage through the LAN allows us to produce instructional CD
ROMs, DVDs and videos to the market. The Exercise Science
Faculty started the development of its LAN and Creative En
vironment in 1995. The multimedia services of the Interacti
ve Instructional Material Database have been introduced in
1998. The local segment of the developmental facilities is a
100Mb/sec UTP Category 6 network. Its main frame is a SGI
Indigo 2 computer with Softimage Creative Environment lin
ked to an SGI Indy computer with the same software. For the
development of the material we also use 3 IBM compatible
PCs with 3D-Studio Max and Lightwave. This integrated deve
lopmental centre is linked through the LAl'! to the Digital Stu
dio through the LAN. Based on the described infrastructure
there is a continuously developing interactive instructional
material database that assists the Faculty's educational pro
cesses and allows us to for operational cost gene rating pur
poses to develop instructional CD-ROMs, DVDs and videos
for the market.

ln the framework of this presentation we would like to provi
de a detailed description of the services and to present the de
veloped materials that could be reached at http://www.hu
pe.hu/members/multim/index_e.html.

On the added value of internet-based tertiary education:
Evaluation of an online serninar in the field of sport science2

Christoph IgeI / Reinhard Daugs
Institute of Sport Science at the Saarland University (Germany)

Against the background of the rise of new media, a global
education market is developing, sparing no fieJd of specialisa
tion or educational institution. It has long since reached univer
sities ali over the world in general and the field of sport scien
ce in particular. The community have great expectations of te
aching and learning supported by new media (elearning) as
for the first time the learner has the possibility to study inde
pendent of time and place, in an interactive and multimedia
supported environment, and a so far unknown intensity of com
munication can be facilitated between ali parties involved in the
teaching and learning process.

Starting out from these expectations, the presentation aims
to depict the conception, realisation and evaluation of the onli
ne seminar iSport talent1 which was carried through in the fra
mework of the European pi lot project ilTES fi Jnforrnation Tech
nologies in European Sport and Sport Science1 (www.uni-saar
iafld.de/ites). Special importance is attached to the question as
to in how far the expected iadded value1 of the chosen form of
elearning can be verified and as to what opportunities and li
mits follow out of the integration of new media into tertiary-Ie
vel teaching.

On the evaluation of the intemet-based E-Journal
"Motor Control and Learning"3

Christoph IgeI / Reinhard Daugs·
Institute of Sport Science at the Saarland University (Germany)

New information and communications technologies and the
ir implications in university teaching and research represent a
major challenge in today's educational landscape. Against the
background of the development of international data networks
and the almost unlimited possibilities for linking a wide variety
of information objects, a number of tools for information selec
tion and presentation are available that offer differing degrees
of potentiaJ for change within the context of traditional scienti
fic communication.

One tool to be notably affected by such processes of chan
ge is the scientifjc journal. As a fundamentaj component of
every scientific discipJine, it generaJly assumes the function of
a discipline-specific information and orientation guide to the
state of the art of the subject concerned and contributes to the
realisation of a common knowledge base of the scientific com
munity.

This presentation aims to give an insight into the concepti
on, programming and evaluation of the E-Journal iMotor Cont
rol and Learning1, which has been reaJised in the framework of
the European pilot project "ITES -Information Technologies in
European Sport and Sport Science1 (www.uni-saar
land.de/ites). Special attention is paid to considerations on
evaluation and monitoring of the E-Journal made in the context
of the quality management of the developed prototype.

'The project is sponsored by the European Commission (Contract
71 178-CP-1-1999-1-DE-ODL-ODL, 71178-CP-2-2000-1-DE-MINERVA
ODL)

'The project is sponsored by the European Commission (Contract
7l178-CP-1-1999-1-DE-ODL-ODL, 71 178-CP-2-2000-1-DE-MINERVA
ODL)

'in cooperation with the Institute for Sociology at the Saarland University
(Germany)



From Vision to Implementation of ICT·Leaming Application
in Physical Education

Finn Berggren and Lars E1baek
Institute of Sports Science and Clinical Biomechanics,

University of Southern Denmark

The presentation will introduce the process of a pedagogical
research, which started as avision about how to use new tea
ching methods based on Information and Communication
Technology in the practical field of physical education.

The research resulted in the production of a learning appli
cation in which potentials and Iimitations of modern technology
together with theory and practise of teaching have been incor
porated.

ln the presentation the approach to the development process
will be based on an triangular model in which the first angle
represents the idea and vision of the project including a defini
tion of the concept of learning. The second angle describes the
interaction between the technological reality and the original vi
sion. The third angle represents the dynamic process between
the users' experience with the application and the developers'
on going programming of the application.

The research resulted in an awareness of the weak and
strong aspects of using an ICT application in a problem based
learning environment.

This experience has created a platform for the development
and use of a new learning strategy in Physical Education, which
will be presented at the conference.

A comparison of two different uses of a Virtual Learning
Environment to deliver Sports Science material to students

John Erskine
Staffordshire University, United Kingdom.

Participants will be introduced to the general principles of a
VLE. Secondly, via live demonstration, the content of two VLE
supported modules delivered at Staffordshire University will be
examined. The demonstration will focus on comparing and cont
rasting the use of a single VLE to produce learning outcomes in
two very different modules and will highlight the potential flexibi
litY of adopting a VLE approach to teaching and learning

The challenge of assessing iLeamingl within
a Virtual Learning Environment

John Erskine
Staffordshire University, United Kingdom.

The use of Virtual Learning Environments in Higher Educa
tion is growing at a phenomenaJ rate. However, little evaluation
of the impact of this new technology on student learning is ta
king place.

The workshop will outline some of the key questions that ne
ed examining in this regard and highlight

issues that should be addressed to ensure that the potential
of VLEís becomes a reality in terms of student learning and un
derstanding.

These two presentations should interest those delegates who
wish to further their knowledge and understanding of the poten
tial of VLEís by examining in some detail the content of two
modules that have adopted a distributedlearning format with
VLE support. Additionally, delegates will be made more aware
of the challenges surrounding assessing the impact of VLEís on
student learning.

WORKSHOP NO 4.
GENDER

Although discrímínation exists in sport, there has been an
increasíng understanding that participation in sport is both a
human right as weil as an instrument of social change and hu
man development. During the last twenty years there have be
en many initiatives designed to improve the participation of
girls and women ín sport, physical education, and physical ac
tivity at the local, national, regional, and internationallevels.
As the focus shifted from gender equality to gender equity, the
emphasis has been upon addressing structural inequaHties in
the context of gender and power rel.atíons. This focus is reflec
ted in the growing international activity and advocacy by both
governmental and non-governmental grolIps. The inclusion of
sport under the umbrella of internationa'l human rights instru
ments such as the Nationsi Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948) and the Convention of the Elimination of ali
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (1979) has provided
the basis for the improved opportunities for girls and women in
sport and physical activity.

Women in Leadership - Action Alliance to Increase
the Proportion of Women in Leading Positions in Sport.

Analyses, Concepts, Measures

Gertrud Pfister
Germany

Background
There is currentJy mounting frustration in organised sports

about the fact that from club to association level it is becoming
increasingly difficult to fillleading honorary positions. Today
voluntary work in c1ubs no longer appears to be 'jn' fi even if,
in a positive sense, sport (stíll) enjoys a special status. From
what can be gathered from sports c1ubs and associations there
is a shortage of people willing and able to devote their time and
energy to sport (ef., among others, J,ttingjJochinke 1996;
Zimmer 1996). On the other hand, recent investigations have
shown that there is indeed a great potential to be harnessed
among people capabJe of working in c1ubs and association s
(ef., among others, VELTINS-Sportstudie 2000). Apparently, it
is difficult to coordinate potential supplyand demand in the
sphere of honorary posts in sport. It also remains to be seen
what effect the growing problems of top-level competitive
sports and the criticisms raised about current developments in
sport (commercialisation and doping to mention but two) will
have on the standing of sport in society and on the prepared
ness of people to work actively in this field.

With regard to leading positions in sport women are under
represented in alI areas and at ali levels. This is confirmed by
ali the statistics and studies that are available, even if these
may not as yet provide a consistent and comprehensive pictu
re of the present situation since they do not cover systemati
cally every area and every level of organised sports. Studies of
the extent of female representation have so far only been car
ried out in the highest executive bodies of the German Sport
Federation (Deutscher Sportsbund - DSB) and a number of
sports associations (ef., among others, DSB 1998; Pfister
1998). Schemes on the advancement of women, which have
been in effect for the past ten years (and which, as a rule, apply
only to the national level) have not been able to bring about
any decisive changes. And for the moment there is no evalua
tion available of the implementation of measures on the advan
cement of women either at the level of the regional sports as
sociations or in the large clubs. We know even less about the



concrete steps taken to implement the measures and about the
effects these have had.

"Women in Leadership" has meanwhile become a pdlitical
issue. On 4th July 2000 the German parliament (Bundestag)
held a debate on the subject of the discrimination of women in
sport. Both the German NOC as weil as the International Olym
pic Committee were urged to increase the percentage of wo
men in executive posts in national and international sports bo
dies to 20% by the year 2005.

Airns
- The project "Women in Leadership" pursues the aim of inc

reasing the proportion of women in executive sports bodies by
- analysing the extent to which women are represented in

executive sports bodies
- evaluating the effects and resullts of schemes on the advarl

cement of women
- analysing the causes of the under-representation of women

in executive posts
- developing and implementing measures to encourage wo

men to take up honorary posts
- developing and implementirlg concepts of gender mainst

reaming in sport
- involving men in lead ing positions in the development of

concepts and the implementation of measures.
By doing so, a number of synergetic effects may be achieved:
1. the experience and competence of women can be made

use of;
2. the shortage of personnel in leadership positions can be

remedied;
3. women are given equal opportunities of influence and de

cision-making.

Methods: Analyses, Concepts, Measures, Networks
The overall project is divided into two subprojects which are

closely related to one another:
1. The research subproject will undertake the following

tasks: research, empirical surveys and analyses, and collabo
ration in the development and selection of concepts. It will also
accompany and evaluate the measures to be introduced.

This will be accompanied by the "fieid of practice" subpro
ject, which, starting at a later date, will undertake the following
tasks: collaboration in the development and selection of con
cepts, the implementation of these concepts in cooperation
with associations and c1ubs, the supervision of measures and
campaigns as weil as the fostering of networks.

The Promotion of Physical Activity and Sport for Women:
From Gender Equality to Gender Equity in Sport

Susan J. Bandy
Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Semmelweis University

This paper traces the evolution of the promotion of spert and
physical activity for females from its inception in the form of
systems of gymnastics in the 19th century to the participation
of girls and women in sport and the demands for gender equa
litY and gender equity in the last decades of the twentieth cen
tury. More specificaIly, it focuses upon the importance of the
United Nationsi Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948),
the Convention of the Elimination of ali Forms of Discriminati
on Against Women (J979), the NBrighton Declarationí (1994),
and the NWindhoek Call for Actioní (1998) as sport became re
cognized as both a human right and an instrument for social
change and sustainable development. It notes the influence of
these international instruments upon: the positions taken and

the recommendations of national, regional, and international
womenis sports organizations; the International Olympic Com
mittee and UNESCO; and other governmental and non-govern
mental organizations. It is suggested that among the more im
portant aspects of the NBrighton Declarationí were the state
ments of the principles of equity and equality in sport and so
ciety. The NWindhoek Call for Actioní made apparent the ne
ed to use existing international instruments concerning gender
equity such as the Beijing Platform for Action and the United
Nations Convention for the Discrimination Against Women.
The paper concludes with the importance of recent policy de
velopment of the European Unionís Commission, the NCom
munity Framework Strategy on Gender Equality,í in achieving
a more equitable sports culture in Europe.

WORKSHOP NO. 5
COACHING

The other major focus of the 6th Forum in Budapest was upon
issues pertaining to coaching education. This is a very complex
and differentiated topic in Europe. ENSSHE has its own Coa
ching Committee, which has a leading role in the negotiation of
educational structures, as weil as methodologies in coaching. In
the past, EN'SSHE has developed the so-called European Quali
fication Structure for e5 Levels of Coachesí Trainingl. This model
is weil accepted by the respective bodies of the EU as weil. The
model is dedicated to assisting countries in applying their own
system of coaching education in finding the appropriate level for
harmonisation in this field. This model is the appropriate resour
ce for identifying the EU-based quaHfication requirements. This
global structure includes institutions where ali the suitable hu
man and additionaJ resources are available, which facilitates the
basic need for a school-based education qualification. There are
several initiations in a few European countries, where interpreta
tions of the minimum qualifications for a coach are led by the in
terest created by economic demands. These initiations must be
integrated into the previously described system for its global ac k
nowledgement, as experts and state officials agreed.

Hungary and the Faculty of PE and Sport Sciences are weil
prepared to host such negotiations in coaching. Hungary has
great traditions in coaching, which are reflected in the results of
large international sport events. This sector though is also fa
cing unexpected difficulties. Jt is a general phenomenon that al
so coaching education requires a well-structured system, invol
ving experts and professionals with excel lent expertise.

University Diploma on European Master of Science Degree
in the Science of Sport <;oach~~
at the University of JYVASKYlA

Keskinen Kari L., Hakkinen K., Kyrölainen H., Mero A.,
Helimaki E., Komi P.V.

Department of Biology of Physical Activity,
University of Jyvaskyla, Jyvaskyla, Finland

Within the European Union there is a growing need for recog
nition of competencies among different professions of Sport to
enable mobility in the European labour markets. Warrant for cer
tificates and diplomas are evident. The University of Jyvaskyla
has taken the necessary actions to provide its students with a
special Diploma after the completion of the Master of Science
Degree in Sport Coaching. The Diploma is awarded on fulfilment
of Level 5 training as defined by the European Structures for the
5 levels of Coachesí Training and based on the legal texts of the
European Community Member States (Decision 85/368/EEC,
Directive 89/48/EEC, Directive 92/51/EEC) and suggestions by
the European Network of Sport Sciences in Higher Education.



The Diploma will certify that a person has completed the re
quisite academic studies according to the standing rules and re
quirements set by the Department of Biology of Physical Activity
and the Faculty of Sport and Health Sciences of the University of
Jyviiskylii. The Diploma is given when the Degree of Master of
Science has been completed with the following specifications: 1)
Minimum of 1200 hours of studies in Sports Sciences, 2) Mini
mum of 1200 hours of studies in the chosen Sport, 3) A Specifi
ed Sports Discipline, 4) Minimum of two years experience in pro
fessional Sports Coaching, 5) Masters Thesis approved by the
Faculty and 6) publisheó separately as an original scientific /
professional article and/or presented as an oral presentation in
an international scientific cOl1gress. The first 12 Diplomas were
awarded on April 18, 2001. The training programme for Sport
Coaching in the University of Jyviiskylii meets weil with the re
quirements presented for the level 5 and 5+ programmes of the
European Network of Sport Sciences in Higher Education. The
European Diploma will help professional coaches to find their
positions in labour markets.

Project of the European Master in High Level Sport Coaching

JosE Rodrigues*, Christophe Debove** & AndrE Canvel**
*Escola Superior de Desporto de Rio Maior (Portugal)

**Institute National de Sport e díEducation Physique (France)

l) General Presentation:
This project must involve, on a first time, one university or

institute by country represented at the coaching committee.
Each one have the responsibility to deliver one part of the Eu
ropean master program. The certificate should be gave to the
students after they spent a certain number of modules. Each
student could choose his own curriculum, concerning his needs
and expectations defined at the beginning of the master.

The master should be delivered during two years. To organi
se their curriculum the students could use the schedule of ses
sions programmed into different institutes and universities in
volved in the master. Each place can propose different sessions
to adapt to the specific students.

The students must build their own program from two points
of reference:

- At Jeast, two modules must be done in a different country
from his own;

- The total amount must be six modules, more one option by
the student that should have specific evaluation;

2) Target Public:
The students of this Master must be coaches from a high le

vel, as national or international coach, or to have level 4 coach
education certificate and sponsor by a national federation to be
a national coach.

The language of this master should be the English, so it is
important to the students to have enough competence to un
derstand and communicate in that language.

The selechon present wi th three criteria:
- the coach !evel of expertise;
- the professional project of coach education;
- the involvement of the national sport authorities.

3) Coach Education Structure:
The European Master in High Level Sport Coaching has four

main aims:
1. engage in the knowledge and the learning of the high le

vel coach;
2. to value a transversal and multidisciplinary approach that

consider the complexity of the humanities, the economics, di
dactics, scientific, politics and ethics, etc., that are related with
the high level' coach role;

3. engage and improve the effectiveness of the relations and
exchanges of competencies between the members of Europe
an Union related to high level coach education. Emphasise the
professional knowledge and competencies to transform the
conceptions and the practices related to coaching. We intent to
create a better comprehension of coaching to perform better
training process, promote better athletes, to develop the high
level sport competition.

4. to allow to the high level coaches to have specific conti
nuous education, in sense to help them in their jobs to perform
better coaching, answeríng to this double aim:

- better expertise in their profession, face to an increasing
concurrence and the dangers of high level competition;

- better attitude to the sport education and this program to
the youth

"Integration úf Post Secondary Coaching Education into the
University Level Coaching Education in Hungary"

Etele Kovács
Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Sciences

Semmelweis University, Budapest

Hungary has great traditions and results in top sports. She
has the highest number of Olympic gold medals per capita. Ev
idently, this success is partly supported by the multi-level,
school-based and State-accredited coaching education sys
tem. The origin of this central,ized model is the mix of the me
dieval Catholic and the later Prussian educational systems
(contrary to the myth that it was the product of the socialist
system). More and more comparative research reveals that
there is a fundamentaj difference between the business and the
educational sector: good economy is driven by the decentrali
zed legal background, but the nationwide quality education can
be assured only by national standards, more successfully by
core curricula and requirements. The Hungarian educational
policy declared the wish to continue this principle, but it does
nit mean that there are no reforms to be made.

Besides regularlly updating the national coaching require
ments with the he'lp of a group of various competent professio
nals from ali fields of sport, the rigid separation of the three le
vels of coaching, education was eased. Meantime, the curricula
of each level were 'harmonized. With the adaptation of the cre
dit point system, the courses and more ímportantly, the know
ledge can be built on each other more fluently.

The Hungarian University of Physical Education and its suc
cessor the Faculty of PE and Sport Sciences of Semmelweis
University (established in January 2000 by the integration of
three universities) had and has the leading role in the educati
on of the future coaches at ali levels. Therefore, it was the ini
tiation of the university to modify the structure. To execute the
already established and approved changes, the management of
the Faculty created a new position at the Deanis level to safe
guard ithe step-by-step process and co-ordjnate the sport fede
rations and the government officials.

Another facil,itatillg factor was the new phenomenon and bu
siness: coaching education organised by the sport federations
(e.g.: UEFA license in soccer). After its appearance it raised the
question: how does it fit into the existing system. After introdu
cing the new proposed system it will finally found its place.

This Chapter reporting on the ENSSHE
Forum
held in Budapest, has been edited by
László PETROVlCS, dr. Tibor KOZSLA,
dr. Judit FARKAS and dr. Susan J. BANDY
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Abstract

This paper traces the evolution of the
promotion of sport and physical activity
for females from its inception in the form
of systems of gymnastics in the 19th
century to the participation of girl s and
women in sport and the demands for
gender equality and gender equity in the
last decades of the twentieth century.
More specificaIly, it focuses upon the im
portance of the United Nations' Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948), the
Convention of the Elimination of ali
Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(1979), the "Brighton Declaration"
(1994), and the "Windhoek Call for Acti
on" (1998) as sport became recognized
as both a human right and an instrument
for social change and sustainable deve
lopment. It notes the influence of these
international instruments upon: the po
sitions taken and the recommendations
of national, regional, and international
women's sports organizations; the Inter
national Olympic Committee and U1"lES
CO; and other governmental and non
governmental organizations. It is sug
gested that among the more important
aspects of the "Brighton Declaration"
were the statements of the principles of
equality and equity in sport and society.
The "Windhoek Call for Action" made
apparent the need to use existing inter
national instruments concerning gender
equity such as the Beijing Platform for
Action and the United Nations Conventi
on for the Discrimination Against Wo
men. The paper concludes wi th the im
portance of recent policy development of
the European Union's Commission, the
"Community Framework Strategy on
Gender Equality," in achieving a more
equitable sports culture in Europe.

Introduction

The earliest efforts to promote physi
cal activity for females in the modern cir
cumstance began in the mid-19th cen
tury with the development of systems of
gymnastics and the establishment of ins
titutes and federations devoted to
gymnastic training in North America and
a number of countries in Europe. When

sport became more popular for girls and
women in the latter part of the 19th cen
tury and began to replace gymnastics in
programs of physical training and physi
cal culture (which became programs of
physical education), a number of natio
nal and international organizations were
forrned in the early part of the 20th cen
tury to promote the participation of girls
and women in sport and physical acti
vity. As the women's sports movement
gained momentum in the latter part of
the twentieth century, efforts led to the
creation of more national, regional, and
international women's sports organizati
ons as weil as conferences and resoluti
ons devoted to achieving parity in sport
and physical activity for girls and wo
men. InitiaIly the movement focused
upon gender equality and was defined as
an independent movement of women in
sport, separate from the sporting world
of men. However, as the control of wo
men's sports was taken over more and
more by men in the latter part of the
twentieth century, I the battle for gender
equality was, by necessity, within the
context of sport generally, and the focus
began to shift from gender equality to
gender equity.2 As women have continu
ed to work towards gender equity in
sport, initiatives have been linked to and
placed within the context of universal hu
man rights and women's rights, and wo
men's sports organizations have connec
ted with non-sporting organizations, re
cognizing that sport is both a human
right and an instrument for social change
and sustainable development.

The following traces the evolution of
the promotion of physical activity and
sport for females from its origins in sys
tems of gymnastics to its current status
as an aspect or component of universal
human rights, noting the transition from
the goal of gender equality to that of gen
der equity. Of particular importance in
the movement have been the world con
ferences on women and sport and the
"Brighton Declaration" and the "Windho
ek Call for Action." Their influence upon
such organizations as the International
Olympic Committee, the United Nations,
and the national, regional, and internati
onal women's sports organizations that

were forrned in the last decade of the
20th century is of considerable impor
tance. They have also been useful in
achieving governmental support for the
involvement of females in sport and
physical activity as weIl as in the forma
tion of guidelines for the development of
non-governmental women's sport orga
nizations.

Systems of Gymnastics,
Federations, and Institutes

Efforts to promote sport and physical
activity for females occurred in a number
of countries in the mid-to-Iate 19th and
early 20th centuries in the form of
gymnastics and programs of physical
training or culture. In the United States,
Catherine Beecher and Diocletian Lewis
developed system s of calisthe
nicsjgymnastics specifically for women
in the first half of the 19th century. In
Denmark, the Institute for the Education
of Female Gymnastic Teachers was es
tablished in 1878. In Finland, Elin Kallio
forrned an independent Finnish Women's
Gymnastics Federation in 1896. So
mewhat later, efforts in China led to the
creation of the Shanghai Chinese
Gymnastics School for Women in 1908.3

Early National
and International Efforts

to Promote Sport for Girls
and Women

When sport began to replace gymnas
tics in the curriculum in physical educa
tion programs and as women entered
sport in increasing numbers in the early
20th century, national organizations de
voted to sport for women were created in
North America and Western Europe. ln
the United States, national interest in
promoting sport and physical activity for
girls and women was realized in 1899
with the establishment of the National
Association for Girls and Women in Sport
(NAGWS). ln 1917, the Fédération des
Societies Féminines Sportives de France
was formed, largely through the efforts of
Alice MiIIion MiIlat. ln 1925 the Polish
Women's Sport Association was formed.
Within an international context, efforts to
promote sport and physical activity for
girls and women were also made. Earli
est among these efforts was the estab
lishment of the Fédération Sportive Fé-



minine Internationale (FSFI) in 1921 (al
so largely through the efforts of Alice
Million Millat), which sponsored the Wo
men's Olympics untiJ 1934. With a focus
upon physical education as weil as sport,
the International Association of Physical
Education and Sport for Girls and Wo
men (IAPESGW) was founded in 1949.
Fostering professional development and
international cooperation, IAPESGW led
the way in advancing the interests of girl s
and women in physical education and
sport at an international level with its first
conference in Copenhagen, followed by
conferences in different cities around the
world every four years.'

International interest in the promotion
of women in sport and physical activity
in the first half of the twentieth century is
perhaps more easiJy understood within
the context of the promotion of equality
between women and men that also oc
curred at approximately the same time,
the earlíest of which was the United Nati
on's Charter. Following the first wave of
women's international and transnational
organizing in the 1920's and 1930's, with
the establishment of such organizations
as the International Council of Women
(1883), International Woman Suffrage
Alliance (1902), and Women's Internati
onal League for Peace and Freedom
(1915), the General Assembly of the
United Nations adopted and proclaimed
the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, in 1948, which recognized the
dignityand fundamental equal rights of
ali people in the world.5 This was the first
step towards the goal of the United Nati
ons of setting international standards to
support women's rights and securing the
legal foundation of equality between the
sexes. The Declaration was soon follo
wed by the European Convention on Hu
man Rights.6

ln 1979, the United Nations Conventi
on on the Elimination of ali Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CE
DAW) was issued. The purpose of CE
DAW is to promote equality of rights bet
ween women and men and to improve
the status of women by eliminating gen
der based disorimination. Contained wit
hin CEDAW is the recognition that discri
mination against women violates the
principles of equal rights and respect for
human dignityand is an obstacle to the
equal participation of women in political,
social, economic, community and cultu
ral life. And further, it was created with
the view that despite various internatio
na Ihuman rights (gender-neutral) instru
ments, extensive discrimination against
women continues to exist. 7 It identifies
measures to ensure that women will ha
ve the rights to which they are entitled.
With regard to sport, within the context
of lifelong education, the Convention ur
ges State Parties to provide "women's
equal access to, and equal opportunities
in, political and public Jife - including
the right to vote and to stand for election
- as weil as education, health and emp
loyment" including "the same opportu
nities to participate actively in sport and
physical education." These declarations
became significant in the movement to
ward gender equity in sport at the end of
the 20th century.

Renewed Interest in the
Promotion of Sport at

National and International
Levels: Movement Toward

Gender Equality

With the increased participation of fe
males in sport in the late 1960's and
early 1970's, concerted efforts to pro-

mote sports and physical activity for fe
maJes were made in North America and
the United Kingdom. In the United Sta
tes the Women's Sports Foundation
(WSF) was established in 1974, Wo
menSports magazine was first published
in 1974, and the "New Agenda: A Blu
eprint for the Future of Women's Sports
National Convention," the first conferen
ce devoted exclusively to females in
sport in the United States, was held in
1983.8 Perhaps most importantly, the
first federallegislation to promote gender
equality and gender equity in sport in the
United States, Title IX of the Education
Amendments Act, was passed in 1972,
and prohibited discrimination in ali edu
cational programs, including sport.9 At
approximately the same time, similar or
ganizations were created and conferen
ces were held in the ,United Kingdom and
Canada. The Women's Sports Foundati
on was created in the United Kingdom,
and the first Female Athlete Conference
was held at Simon Fraser University (Ca
nada) in 1980, which led to the foundati
on of the Canadian Association for the
Advancement of Women in Sport and
Physical Activity (CAAWS) in 1981. So
mewhat Ilater in the 1990's, the promoti
on of sport for girls and women in Cana
da was given impetus with a series of
Supreme Court interpretations of the Ca
nadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
which was passed in 1982 and pertained
to programs of affirmative action and the
prohibiting of discrimination. lo ln countri
es outside of North America and the Uni
ted Kingdom, similar national women's
sports organizations appeared somewhat
later. Among the more notable of these
are: Japanese Association for Women
and Sport (JWS)," The British Columbia
Organization for Girls and Women in
Physical Activity and Sport,12 Womens
port and Recreation NSW (Australia), II

Womensport Australia, " Womensport
Tasmania,'5 Women Sport and Recreati
on Victoria, 16 the African Women in Sport
Association (AWISA),17 and the Sports
Association for Arab Women. IB

ln the 1990's, the promotion of sport
and physical activity for females at the
international level wasgiven further sup
port by the creation of three additional
international sports organizations. The
International Working Group on Women
and Sport (IWGWS), an informai coordi
nating body that consists of representati
ves of governmental and non-govern
menta I organizations devoted to promo
ting and faciJitating the development of
opportunities for girls and women in
sport and physical activity, was establis
hed. 19 With a broad mission of promo
ting and facilitating the development of
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sport and physicaJ education for girl s
and women, WomenSport International
(WSI) was established as an umbrella or
ganization devoted to increasinQ' oppor
tunities and positive change for women
and g:ids at all levels of involvement in
sport and physica'l education.2ú It is as
weil a member of the International Wor
king Group on Women and Sport. Addi
tionally the establ,jshment of the Interna
tional Olympíc Commíttee's Working
Group on Women and Sport ín 1995 pro
vided further impetus for change in
sporting opportunities for girls and wo
men at the international, elite level. The
group serves as an advisory body to the
1.0.c. and has been instrumental in pro
moting sport for women within the Olym
pic Movement.21

ln addition, to these sports organizati
ons, other intergovernmental bodies
such as the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the United Nations Educati
onal Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) have recognized the impor
tance of sport and physical activity in
achieving gender equality. WHO has es
tablished an International Consultative
Committee and Strategy for Active li
ving as it has expanded its focus on dise
ase and illness to the promotion of he
alth. UNESCO supported the World
Summit on Physical Education hosting
MINEPS III Conference on sport and
physical education.

The combination of increased partici
pation of women and girls in sport and
the formation of national and internatio
nal organizations led to the first internati
onal conference on women and sport in
Brighton, United Kingdom, from 5 - 8
May, 1994. Organized by the British Co
uncil and supported by the International
Olympic Committee, the conference bro
ught together policy and decision-makers
from national and international organiza
tions wíth the aim of promoting changes
that would redress the imbalances that
women face in their participatíon and in
volvement in sport. Of the many impor
tant outcomes of the conference, the
"Brighton Declaration on Women and
Sport," created a statement of principles
about women and sport that related to in
ternational human and women's rights
agendas "To develop a sporting culture
that enables and values the full involve
ment of women in every aspect of
sport."22 It is the only international dec
laration that focuses on women and
sport, and its influence is evident throug
hout the over one hundred governments
and national, regional, and international
sports organizations that adopted it. Of
critical importance was the influence of
the "Declaration" upon the final Platform

for Action of the United Nations Fourth
World Conference on Women in Beijing,
China (1995). The Platform represents
an international commitment to the goals
of equality and peace for women in all
countries. It contains twelve critical are
as of concern, three of which make direct
reference to sport and physical activity in
the context of gender equality: unequal
access to and ,inadequate educational op
portunities; inequalities in access to he
alth-related services; and persistent disc
riminaltion against and violation of the
rights of surv'ival, protection, and deve
lopment of the girl child.2J24

In 1996, the 'international Olympic
Committee (1.0.c.) endorsed the "Brigh
ton Declaration," and it then organized
the first 1.0.c. World Conference on Wo
men and Sport in October of the same
year in Lausanne, Switzerland, bringing
together more than 220 representatives
of 96 countries and non-and inter-go
vernmental organizations. As a result of
this conference, the 1.0.c. recommended
increasing the percentage of women in
ali programs, policies, and procedures of
the international sports federations and
the National Olympic Committees to a
minimum of 10% by the end of 2000 and
"to recognize the special needs of wo
men so that they may play a full and ac
tive part in sport and that they be provi
ded equal opportunities for professional
and personal advancement as athletes,
coaches, and administrators." Although
direct reference is not made to the
"Brighton Declaration" in the Resolutions
of the conference, the sense of equity
and increasing the involvement of wo
men in sport appears in these resoluti
ons. 25

The first conference of the 1.0.c. was
followed by the Second World Conferen
ce on Women and Sport, which was held
in Wíndhoek, Namibia, 19-22 May, 1998.
The delegates of the conference agreed
to convert the principles of the "Brighton
Declaration" into a call for action. As
Margaret Talbot suggests, between the
"Declaration" and the "Windhoek Call for
Action," "... the emphasis shifted from
acceptance of the principles of equity in
sport, physical education and physical
activity, towards action to achieve this
equity."26 Calling for the development of
equal opportunities for girls and women
to participate fully in sport, a distinctive
feature of the "Windhoek Call for Action"
was the recognition of the need for" ...
greater co-operation and co-ordination
between many agencies and organizati
ons responsible for women's issues."
The focus was upon global issues affec
ting women and the creation of national,
regional , and international networks in

order to improve sporting opportunities
for girls and women. Perhaps the most
important outcome of the conference
was the recognition of the need to link
with "existing ,international instruments,
,in particular the Beijing Platform for Ac
tion and ~he United Nations Convention
for the Discrimination Against Women"
(1979) in an effort to "... increase the
awareness of the importance that sport
plays in the lives of girl s and women." 27

The Effects of Brighton and
Windhoek: Movement
Toward Gender Equity

The importance and legacy of the
"Brighton Declaration" and the "Windho
ek Call for Action" are evident in subse
quent positions of governmental and
non-governmental agencies and have
been important in defining the purposes
of national, regional, and international
sports organizations. For example, ef
forts to link with other organizations,
which have women's issues as part of
their focus, had positive effects on the
Declaration of Punta Del Este, issued as
a result of the Third International Confe
rence of Ministers and Senior Officials
Responsible for Physical Education and
Sport (MINEPS lll). Using the 1979 Uni
ted Nations Convention on the Eliminati
on of Ali Forms of Discrimination Aga
inst Women and the "Brighton Declarati
on" as reference documents, the minis
ters and officials procIaimed" ... the im
portance of physical education and sport
as an essential element and an integral
part in the process of continuing educa
tion and human and social development"
and urged " ... ali member states and
sports bodies to undertake a course of
action to raise the involvement of gjrls
and women in physical education and
sport in ali capacities at regional, natio
nal, and locallevels."2B Similarly, the Eu
ropean Mínisters Responsible for Sport
issued a resolution on the prevention of
sexual harassment and abuse of women,
young ~eople and children in sport at
their 9t Conference from 30-31 May
2000, derived, in part, from the "Wind
hoek Call for Action." It stressed the ne
ed to take action in sport to "Ensure a
safe and supportjng environment for ali
girls and women participating at ali le
vels by taking steps to eliminate ali
forms of harassment and abuse, violen
ce, and exploitation."

One can see as weil the influence of
the efforts at Brighton and Windhoek on
independent, non-governmental natio
nal, regional, and international sports or
ganizations. For example, such organi
zations as, the Women's Sports and Fit-
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ness Foundation Malaysia (1995), the
Sports Association of Arab Women
(] 996), the African Women in Sport As
sociation (1998), and the Japanese As
sociation for Women in Sport have used
these works as the basis for the develop
ment of objectives and goals, in their ar
guments for the importance oF sport and
physical activity in the lives of girl s and
women, and for equitable treatment of
,females ,in sport,29 And more recently the
outcomes of the 4th European Women
and Sport Conference, "Women, Sport
and Culture - How to Change Sports Cul
ture," which was held ,in rlelsinki from 7
10 of June, 2000, reflect the "DecIarati
on" and the "Call for Action." The mis
sion of the European Women and Sport
Network is to promote gender equality in
sport and to create a sport culture in
which girls and boys and women and
men can have equal opportunities to
participate, act, and make decisions in
sport. The 250 delegates from 47 count
ries who attended the conference formu
lated the Helsinki Spirit 2000 based on
the "Brighton Declaration" and the
"Windhoek Call for Action." ln promo
ting gender equity based on these works,
the Helsinki Spirit 2000 also includes the
need to implement and monitor the Bra
tislava Council of Europe Resolution on
Sexual Harassment, the Berlin Agenda
for Physical Education, and the Declara
tion of Punta del Este.30

ln a similar way, the resolutions of the
2nd 1.0.c. World Conference on Women
and Sport, held in Paris from 6 to 8
March, 2000, recall the recommendati
ons of the "Windhoek Call for Action,"
the Berlin Agenda on Physical Educati
on, and the UNESCO Declaration of Pun
ta del Este. The 1.0.c. increased the re
commended minimum of representation
of women on the 1.0.c., International
Sports Federations, and the National
Olympic Committees from 10% to 20%
(to 'be achieved by the year 2005) and
urged governments to recognize the
U.N.'s Platform oF Action concerning the
importance oF physica I activity and sport
for the development of girls and women
through ali stages oF their lives. The Plat
form was formulated in the United Nati
ons Special Assembly, Beijing+5, a Spe
cial Session of the General Assembly of
the United Nations entitled "Women:
2000: Gender Equality, Development
and Peace for the Twenty-F,irst Century."
)1 ln the platform of the Assembly con
cerning women's health, it was maintai
ned that it was important to:

Create and support programmes in
the educationai system, in the workp
lace and in the community to make
opportunities to participate in sport,

physical activity and recreation avai
lable to girls and women of alI ages
on the same basis as they are made
available to men and boys.

Coneiusion

It has been suggested that, in addition
to using the Brighton "Declaration" and
the Windhoek "Call for Action" as the ba
sis for promoting gelojer equality and
gender equity in sport, it has been im
portant for women's sports organizations
to Hnk with non-sports organizations
such as the United INations and to regard
sport, physical activity, and physical
education as both a human right and as
an instrument forsocial c1hange and sus
tainable development, connecting sport
to the concepts of gender equality and
gender equity. These strategies have
increased the importance of gender equ
itY in sport and physical activity in both
g,overnmental and non-governmental or
ganizations in many parts of the world.
For countries in Europe, the policies of
the European Union may be of importan
ce concerning the promotion of gender
equity in sport.

ln the ] 999 report of the Commission
of the European Communities concer
ning Equal Opportunities for Women and
Men in the European Union, the Com
mission reports a commitment to equa
litY between men and women based on
the Treaty of Amsterdam. 32 It noted as
weil a strategy of combining the integra
tion of agender perspective into ali of the
European Union's policies and programs
with specific actions in favor of women.
ln April 1999, the Council adopted two
human rights regulations to provide a
comprehensive framework for European
Union human rights activities, which ma
ke reFerence to: equal opportunities,
non-discrimination, and the promotion of
women. These regulations provide a le
gal basis for the European Initiative for
Human Rights and Democracy.

Although the European Union cur
rently has no position on gender equa
litY and equity in sport, the "Commission
has issued a Community Framework
Strategy on Gender Equality" within the
European Union that may be useful in
the promotion of sport and physical acti
vitY for girJs and women. According to a
recent issue of the European Commissi
on's publication, Gender Equality Maga
zjne,33 the European Commission pre
sented an "ambitious" new Community
framework strategy on gender equality ,in
June, 2001. From 200] and continuing
until December 2005, its aim is "to
construct a framework strategy that will
be an 'umbrella' for ali Community poli-

cies working to achieve gender equality."
34 Efforts in ali Community policy areas
(for example, education, research, and
employment) will be brought together to
give a broader perspective of their cont
ribution to achieving the fundamental
goal of gender equality. To do so, five
strategic objectives will be pursued and
will provide a frame of reference for po
licy development to which ali Commu
nity gender-equality initiatives are Iin
lked. They are: equality in economic li
fe, equal participation and representati
on, equality in social life, equality in civil
me, and changing gender roles and over
coming stereotypes. With the possible
exception of equality in econofnic life,
gender equality and equity in sport se
ems to pertain to these strategic objecti
ves. Perhaps those who wish to achieve
a more equitable sports culture in 16uro
pe will be ab!e to use the po'licies of the
European Commission.

Notes

lOf particular importance here is the
battJe between the Fédération Sportive
Féminine Internationale and the Interna
tional Olympic Committee in the] 920 's
for the control of athletics competitions,
the battle for the control of women's in
tercollegiate sport in the United States
between the Association of Intercollegia
te Athletics for Women and the I'lational
Collegiate Athletic Association in the
1970's and early 1980's, and the more
recent control of the Women's Basketball
Association by the National Basketball
Association. In every instance, women
lost control of sports for girls and wo
men.

<The concept of equality pertained to
the provision of equal sporting opportu
nities for women; that is to say of provi
ding the same opportunities to partici
pate in sport as those of men (i.e. ac
cess to facilities, monies, and such).
The concept of equity, perhaps a bit
more complex, called For equitable tre
atment with regard to individual diffe
rences, in addition to equality of sport
ing opportunities.

31t is likely that such programs and ins
titutions were developed in other countri
es at this time as weil.

4For additional information concerning
IAPESGW, consult >the Internet site:
http://www;,ide;/edí/HESC/bkelly/confe
rences.html.

5For additional, information concerning
the "Declaration," consult the Internet site:
http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html.

6For additiona'l 'information concerning
the Convention, consult the Internet site:
http://www.echr.net/echr.



7For additional information concerning
CEDAW, consult the Internet site:
http://www.iapac.org/humanrights/un
convwomen.html.

BThe conference was sponsored jointly
by the Women's Sports Foundation and
the United States Olympic CommiUee.

9Title IX was an extension of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and states that "No
person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex be excluded from participa
tion in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any
educational program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance."

lOAccording to Bruce Kidd (in Chris
tensen, Karen, Intemational Encyclope
dia of Women and Sports, Vol. 1, p.
205), there was a shift from a focus upon
equal ity to a focus on equity in the
1990's.

"For additional information concer
ning the Japanese Association for Wo
men and Sport, consult the Internet site:
hUp:llwww.jws.or.jp/.

12For additional information concer
ning the British Columbia Organization
for Girls and Women

in Physical Activity and Sport, consult
the Internet site: hUp:llwww.promotionp
lus.org/.

13For additional information concer
ning Womensport and Recreation consult
the Internet site:
hUp:llwww.womensportnsw.com.au/.

14For additional information concer
ning Womensport Australia, consult the
Internet site: hUp:llwww.ausport.gov.aul
wspahome.html.

15For additional information concer
ning Womensport Tasmania, consuIt the
Internet site: http://www.tased.edu.au/
tasonline/wmnsport/.

16For additional information concer
ning Women Sport and Recreation Victo
ria, consult the Internet site: http://ho
me.vicnet.net.au/~womsport/.

.17For additional information concer
ning African Women in Sport Associati
on, consult the Internet site: http://
www.play-the-game.org/speeches3rd
_world/formenonly.html.

1BFor additional information concer
ning the Sports Association for Arab Wo
men, consult the Internet site: hUp:1
Iwww/iwg-gtLorg/e/challenge/info.htm.

19For additionaI information concer
ning the International Working Group on
Women and Sport, consult the Internet
site: hUp:llwww/iwg-gtLorg/e/about/in
dex.htm.

2°For additional information concer
ning WomenSport International, consult
the Internet site: http://www.de.psu.
edu/WSI/WsLhtm.

21For additional information concer
ning the International Olympic Commit
tee's Working Group on Women and
Sport, consult the Internet site:
http://www.olympic.org/ioc/e/org/wo
men/women_members_e.html.

22For additional information concer
ning the Brighton Declaration, consult
the Internet site: hUp:llwww.iwg-gtLorg
Ie/brighton.htm.

23For a complete copy of the Beijing
Platform for action, consult the UN Inter
net site: http://www.un.org/women
watch/dawIbeijing/platform.

24AIthough not a legally binding docu
ment, as is the case with CEDAW, it no
netheless has been influential with the
187 countries who agreed to implement
the actions that are contained in the do
cument.

25For additional information concer
ning the resolutions of the IOC conferen
ce, consult the Internet site: hUp:1I
www.olympic.org/ioc/e/org/women_
conf2000/women_conL 1996resol_e.
html.

26Talbot, Margaret in "Opening Re
marks," in Kluka, et al., p 10.

27For more detailed information con
cerning the "Windhoek Call for Action,"

consult the Internet site: hUp:llwww.iwg
gti.org/e/windhoek/call.htm.

2BFor additional information concer
ning the European Minister's resolutions
, consult the Internet site: hUp:llwwwl
unesco.org Ieducationleduc progieps I
EPSang lais/MIN EPS_AN GI dec la rati
on_oLpunta_del_estea_ant.htm.

29For additional information concer
ning Womensport Australia, consult:
www.ausport.gov.au/wspa; for Women's
Sports and Fitness Malaysia, 222.
wsffm.org; for the African Women in
Sport Association, http://www.play-the
game .orglspeeches/3rd_world/forme
nonly.html; and for the Japanese Asso
ciation for Women in Sport,
www.jws.or.jp.

30For additional information concer
ning Helsinki Spirit 2000, consult the In
ternet site: hUp:llwww.slu.fi/ews/whats
new.html.

31For additional information concer
ning the Platform of Beijin+5, consult the
Internet site: hUp:llwww.un.org/women
watchldawIbeijing/platform/heaIth.htm).

32For additional information concer
ning the Treaty of Amsterdam, consult
the Internet site: hUp:llmhs.trinity-cm.
ac.uk/europe/bp_a l.htm.

33Refer to Number 9, 2000, which is
available on-line.

34The program makes use of the Tre
aty of Amsterdam for action against ine
quality and discrimination.
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INTRODUCTION

For many years there has been an
abundant scientific evidence proving the
importance of regular physical activity to
people in ali ages, including the age gro
up of university students. To emphasize
the necessity for lincorporahng sport and
exercise into their daily life may sound
trivial at the beginning of the 21 st cen
tury. If it is so, is it worthwhile of discus
sing this topic again? Are there new ide
as to be added to the old ones? The ans
wer to these questions is an unambiguo
us "Yes". There are new issues to be exp
[ored in connection wi th university sport
and life-style, because during the last 10
15 years a considerable change could
have been witnessed world-wide in the
material and cultural elements of the uni
versity students' life-style. The daily life
of the new generations always differed
from that of the old ones. l'1evertheless,
the generation changes, themselves ha
ve taken a very special form recently, be
cause their speed has accelerated. In ol
der times the fathers and their sons'; the
mothers' and their daughters' life-style
differed from each other. Nowadays the
younger brothers and sisters may lead
quite different Jife than the older ones
due to the universal - and in certain res
pects dramatic - social, cultural, econo
mic and political processes that affect
their life-style. The aim of this paper is to
study the nature of these changes and
their impact on university sport. The pa
per is based on a macro-level analysis.
Findings of theoretical and empirical stu
dies, as weil as the results of analysis of
various kinds of documents and statisti
cai data are used.

CLARIFYING
THE MAJOR CONCEPTS

The paper focuses on the Jife-style of
university students. The reader is pro
bably familiar with this notion. 'However,
since it can be interpreted in divers ways,
it seems to be useful and necessary to
define which concept is adopted in this
work. So in the first chapter a few con
ceptual prob'lems will be clarified.

The starting point is the notion of way
of life, which comprises an individual's
ali activities conduoted regularly and/or
occasionally during his/her who'le life
cycle with the aim of satisfying biological
and social needs. That is activities con
ducted in the 24 hours a day, in the 7
days of a week, in the 4 weeks of months
and in the 12 month of a year. The way
of life is determined to a great extent by
the individuals' demographic, social and
economic conditions, that is, by their
age, sex, marital: status, residence, inco
me, education, etc. Notwithstanding,
each individual has relative freedom the
choose some of his/her activities. This
part of the way of life that comprises the
group of the relatively freely chosen acti
v,jtjes lis called style of Jife. Life-style re
fers to the fact that people with similar
demographic, socio-economic characte
ristics have the possibility to lead divers
daily life: it expresses socio-economic
differences in their complexities. Accor
ding to some social scientists life-style is
a means to social strata, social groups to
demonstrate their distinction from other
ones. E.g. In his famous book entitled.
"La distinction" P,ierre Bourdieu descri
bes how certain cultural activities,
among them sport, serve as a vehicle to
certain social groups to distinguish
themselves from other ones, and how the
social status of some sports altered' his
toricaIly because of this instrumenta1 va
lue attributed to sport. It was the case al
so with some university sports.

Life-style also refers to the relative sig
nificance of the individuals' economic
background. It reveals that the personal
economic conditions play an important
role in the individuals' choice, but they
are not decisive. From the perspective of
our topic it is a crucial point, since the di
versity in the students' wilHngness to be
engaged in sport and exercise is often
explained by the divers level of their
standard of living. The latter has a great
influence on the opportunities that are
avai'lable to the students but it is not the
standard of living but the life-style which
determines whether they use or not the
opportunities they have access to.

The standard of living refers to the
weil-being (with one"l") comprising we-

alth and income, the quality of life refers
to the weil being (with double "I"), that is
how we enjoy our life, how we are satis
fied with it. There is scientific evidence
that embracing sport or exercise into da
ily life can highly contribute to the peop
le's weIl-being, to the improvement of
the quality of their life. If it is so obvious,
and if university students awareness is
supposed to high about it, why are not ali
students active physically. According to
the finding of surveys carried out in a lots
of countries, higher educational level is
connected indeed with high commitment
to regular sport and exercise. Notwiths
tanding, high educational level in itself
does not garantee a high participation
rate in sport The values that the mem
bers of a social groups are hold as im
portant are critical to understanding the
normative patterns of their sporting be
havior. As known, values are socially
shared ideas about what is good or bad,
appropriate, or inappropriate, desirable
or not desirable in a given society, cultu
re, social system, social group etc. The
questions whether today's university stu
dents íncorporate sport and exercise into
their daily life or not depends mainlyon
what values are considered as important
by them. ln the coming chapters it will be
highlighted how the recent changes in
the world society value system, and con
sequently how the dominant values in
contemporary societies and related to it
values in contemporary sport made an
impact on the university students' values
and behaviour.

THE GLOBAL PROCESS
OF SPORT

The continuous evolution of university
sport depends not only on the direction
in sport but on the main developmental
trends in societies. The increasing inten
sification of global interdependence of
the world's countries is evident event to
casual observers. Therefore, the recent
dramatic changes in the world of sport
can be understood the best within the
theoretical framework of globalization. It
has been recognized that global perspec
tive ,is needed, which means that it is ne
cessary to study the large world and the
place of our society, as weil as the posi
tion of our national sport in it. ln order to
act successfully efficiently locally, it is
more and more unavoidable to think glo-



bally also in sport. The new term of "glo
balization, the "hybrid process of high
lighting the dialectical interaction of the
global} and the local" (Loy, 2001) has be
en introduced in sport only recently. The
global economy, that is the economic ac
tivities spanning many nations of the
world withlittle regard for national bor
ders has been regarding as an existing
reality of the shared global space. The
global map which provides us with a gu
ide to the relative economic develop
ment of the world countries according to
their income, has been taken into consi
deration already. It has been studied how
have the nations differential position in a
global structural hierarchy, namely how
have their central, semi peripheraJ and
peripheral position influenced the advan
cement of their sport

Facing the growth of global intercon
nectedness the global awareness in the
studying of sports- related phenomena
has increased. To illustrate this new
trend, in this paper the main forms of
sport globalization and a few examples
of their manifestations are presented.

As know, generally speaking, globali
zation manifests itselves in ali major are
as of world society, that is ín economy,
polities and in culture. Consequently,
there are many forms of gJobalization,
such as economic globalization

political globalization
cultural globalization.
Beside, global processes can be noti

ced in other domaíns as weil, for instan
ce there is a

global migration
global tourism
global terrorism
global slavery.
ln recent studies it is argued that

sporting counterpartners can be found
related to each form of globalization.
(Loy, 2001) According to my knowledge,
university sport has not been examined
yet from this perspective. The few
examples I am going to give here of it
should be regarded as an attempt based
more on observation than on a systema
tic analyses.

Economic globalization involves mul
ti-national corporate sponzorship. E.g.
when students' sport days or walking
days are sponsored in such a way.

A c1ear example of political gJobaliza
tion is a competition for hosting interna
tional university sport event.

The cultural globalization can be illust
rated by the increasing power and impact
of the print and electronic media with new
technology on university sport, e.g. bro
adcasting university sporting events on a
cable or satellite TV or providing sport
news on a computer inactive base.

The university students' sport related
migration, is a special form of sport labo
ur migration, which is a manifestation of
global migration. This has been intensified
recently throughout the world, but it has
occurred, at a faster rate in the Eastern
European region. For instance in the pre
vious Universiades in the Hungarian te
ams there were only one-two students
who had been studying a'broad. In the pre
sent team 15% of the students are enrol
led at foreign universities.

Sport tourism, as a form of global tu
rism can be easily observed in sport for
ali students on an international level.

Global terrorism and global slavery
and already cou'ld be idenbified occurred
in sport. However, university sport seems
to be free from these forms of globaliza
tion.

Recogning and admitting the complex
reality of globalization in sport, two cont
radictory aspects of the global process
are articulated in social sciences. On the
one hand it is underlined that the emer
gence of modern sport, its spreading and
especially its homogenization reflect per
fectly the direction of global flows and
the power relationship between societies
with different position in the global struc
turai hierarchy. For instance Lim Burn
Jang from Seoul National University cri
ticises the Western driven sport pheno
mena. Huang Yaling from the Olympic
Center of Bejing University of Sport pro
poses a cultural rethinking of the Olym
pic Globalization since according to his
view the nature of Olympism is Euro
American centered, excluding the other
kind of culture.

On the other hand, the internationali
zation of modern sport as one of its early
characteristics is addressed. It is sugges
ted that it is better to describe the recent
global changes that has occurred in con
temporary sport as a process of interna
tionalization that as a globalization pro
cess, since the erucial distinguishing fac
tor, the state continues to play a central
role in sport (Houlihan, 2001).

The central role of the state, together
with the marketplace is connected only
with representative sports. The globaliza
tion of representative is discussed on the
basis of the profit principje. That is the
identification of representative sports are
based on the profit principle. They
comprise ali kinds of sports whose major
aim is making profit such as professional
sports, pseudo-amateurs sports incIu
ding Olympic sports.

ln Peter Donnelly's concept a new term
"Prolympism" is used expressing per
fectly how Iittle difference remained bet
ween the traditional professional and the
profit oriented Olympics sports. The glo-

balization of recreational sports (sport for
ali, leisure sports) is discussed on the ba
sis of play/pleasure prinoiple. They
comprise sports whose major aim is not
to make profit, but to have fun, to promo
te health, to enjoy participation. Globali
zation of recreational sport is discussed in
connection with civil society. In this res
pect university sport can be connected
with the cultural sector of society in the
first place (and not with the politica\ and
economic sector). In university sport vo
luntary organizations play a crucial role
(not the state and the market place) and
they generate social, cultural capital. The
fact that, in spíte of the contradictory
character of profit oriented representative
sports, ali areas of university sports, inc
luding high level elite students' sport, co
uld preserve its humanistic nature is de
eply rooted in its civil engagement thro
ugh voluntary associations.

STUDENTS' SPORT
IN A COMPUTER AGE

The development of university sport is
affected not only by the institutions of
sport, but ali institutions that comprise
society, by the institutions of high educa
tion in the first place. Whose sport is uni
versity sport?

When students' sport was born, univer
sity education was mainly the privilege of
male, upper class, or at least upper
middle-class young people. Consequ
ently university sport emerged as a ieisu
re activity of upper class males. (We can
also add, that in some respect at the be
ginning it was the terrain of white, upper
class males). Over the last century Uni
versity education was extended step by
step to females, to ethnic and racial mi
norities and to youth with no high income
and high social status background in
most countries. Nevertheless, the chan
ges have become more rapid, sometimes
even dramatic since we have been living
in a computer age. The former elite uni
versity education has been transformed
into mass education. The number of the
students enormously increased, and their
demographic, ethnic, socioeconomic and
professional compositíon and as a conse
quence of ali these, their formalJy more or
less similar style of life have become mo
re heterogeneous world-wide. Just think
of the changes in proportion of the stu
dents with major in classical humanities
and modern science.

Of course, the students' life-styJe show
some similarities also today even if they
live in different countries, since their ma
in occupation is the same. Nevertheless,
their needs for and attitudes towards in
volvement in sport and exercise are less



similar than it used to be. In older times
most student athletes were moNvated to
participate in competions on local, regi
onal an internationa~ level. Today's uni
versity students motives are divers. The
ir involvement can be registered on an
instrumental continuum with recreatio
nal, fitness activity, called Ileisure sport or
sport for ali activity at its one end and
with high level competitive sporting acti
vitYat the other end of it. There are many
students ínterested in going for gold at
the Ilatter end of this expressive con'tinu
um, but the number of student athletes
did not increase in the same proportion
as the number of the students.

The different sporting behaviour of
students can be associated with the
transformation of elite sport from plea
sant play to hard work and parallel with
this process with the transformation of
values and means to achievements. Not
every student is gifted to perform on to
day's extremly high level. Not every ta
lented student athlete has ambition to
achive individual triumph, and not every
talented student athlete who has ambiti
on is willing to pay the high price which
has to be paid for victory in contempo
rary top sport. That is, many of them do
not want to win at any price.

It should be emphasized that the va]ue
orientation in university sport seems to
be relatively autonomous, somewhat in
dependent from "prolympic" (professio
nal and Olympic) sports where the gro
wing cynicism and disillusion in contem
porary society is c1early reflected. Very
frankly, the great thing about university
sport is that in spite of the corruption of
the amateur idea and erosion of several
moral values in "prolympic" sports the
traditional positive values did not disap
pear here. Championships for students
are generally organized in the spirit of fa
ir -play and sportsmanship not only on
10ca'l, regional but also on national and
international level.

The sport -related values of university
students might be connected with the
changes in the value orientation in many
soC'ieties, especially in modern industria
lised societies in the last decades. Since
the end of the 1960s the dominant mate
rialistic values which were the motor of
modernization in the 1950s and in the
1960s have been changed into postma
terialistic, in other terms post-modern
values. ln the post-modern values sys
tem performance orientation lost its ove
rall priority and was replaced by values
related to self-realízation, above ali to in
dependence and keedom. There have
been huge differences between the indi
vidua I countries in this respect depen
ding on their history, cultural, political

and economic traditions and - going
back to globalization - on their position ,in
the global structura'l hierarchy, that is
whether they have central, semi-periphe
rial or peripherial position. Nevertheless,
there have been similar trends ali over
the world concerning this issue: (l)
changes in value systems have generally
been led by university students; (2) mo
dern sport as a social phenomena has
been characterized by internationalizati
on since its emergence, therefore its ad
vancement had always been influence
not only by national but also by 'interna
tional factors.

The survival of traditional sport ethics
manifests itself in several areas. Here
only one example js given. Deviant be
haviours, such as drug use, aggression,
violence, cheating, etc which cause
many problem in the world of elite sports
can be noticed rarely in university sport
either among the athletes and offjcials or
among spectators. Students respect the
ir sports. AJthough they are ready for
answering or provoking violence under
certain circumstances - just think of the
anti-global movements, they avoid (refu
se) to act in an aggressive way both in
the sports fields and in the stands. Hard
cores of football hooligans are seldom
made up of university students.

Due to changes in the students values
related to sport more and more students
are engaged in sports which can be fo
und at the other sequences and at the ot
her end of the above mentioned expres
sive continuum of sports. It means that
there have been more and more student
athletes wíshing to compete only on ]0

cal/regionallevel or not to compete at ali
just to partícipate in some sport, exerci
se or fitness programs, that is, in sport
for alI. This trend has developed in sport
for other age and occupational groups
but the emergence of sport opportunities
followed better the potential participants'
needs in university sport than in most
areas of sport for young and older adults.
From this perspective the advancement of
university sport can be positívely va]ued.
ln theory students can participate in tradi
tionai and in new sports, they can chose
even extrem sports, risk sports. In practi
ce, their access to recreational sport op
portunities depends on the fact whether
sports for ali activities at their university
(and in their country) are offered on Iloca],
regional andi or national level.

ln spite of having relatively better op
portunities in university sport that in other
areas of sport for young and older adults,
the situation is far from being ideal even
here. Concerning the students' sport in
volvement in sport for ali two major prob
lems are outlined in this paper. (]) With

the exception of some countries and/or
universities, university sport has not inc
luded yet students with disability. (2) A
considerable proportion of university so
ciety still consists of students with seden
tary life-style, only some segments of the
students are active physically, others ha
ve not been engaged in any fonms of
sport and exercise. The sedentary life
style has gained terra in at a faster rate re
cently, since the new wave of technologi
cal revolution has influenced the every
day life. New technologies ín the electríc
media and communication have a doub
le, contradictory impact on sport. On the
one hand, they can be a catalyst for pro
motion and can increase the interest in
sport. On the other hand they promote
sedentary behaviour by broadening the of
inactive elements of daily life. Wiuh re
gard of the latter issue university students
are especially endangered since they ha
ve more interest in, more knowledge abo
ut and more access to computers than ol
der adults and youth in their age. No do
ubt, the most important challenge in con
temporary university sport is to find suc
cessful ways by the help of which the
number of students with sedentary life
style can be, could be radicaily reduced
and sport for ali activity cou'ld be an in
tegral part in every student's life.

The internationalizatíon of university
sport has been growing in many respect.
Lots of its objectives and strategies have
taken supra-national form. Therefore,
sometimes it is expected that this chaJ
lenge also should be answered on an in
ternational level. We must not forget that
in spite of alI global processes the prob
lem whether sporting activity is incorpo
rated into the students' Ilife-style or not
remains rooted in national issues. Let's
thínk globally and let's act locally also in
university sport.
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Abstract

The research of the motives of the hu
man behaviour and more specificaIly the
human beings' deviant behaviour has be
en the subject for investigation by sociolo
gists as wel!' as philosophers and psycho
logists over the last decades. Such kind of
behaviour can be easjly witnessed in the
sports world and especially ,in the soccer
stadiums in the firstleague. A big social
problem in the Hungarian and Greek
sports is the deviant behaviour of soccer
spectators. It is a phenomenon, which inc
reases day by day. The causes seem to be
deeply routed in the socio-economical
structure of the society and the historical
background of the different groups of
spectators and players itself. The purpose
of this paper is to analyse the deviant be
haviour of the soccer spectators and the
extremist fans (hooJigans). In the first part
theoretical issues such as the causes of
the deviant behaviour as weil as the acti
ons and the interaction between the diffe
rent groups of soccer spectators are dis
cussed. In the second part the findings of
an empirical research are presented. The
research was carried out in 2000 in Gree
ce by the author of this paper. The aim of
this research was to clarify the soccer
spectators' attitude toward the present si
tuation in the soccer fields, the system of
judging and the management of the te
ams and sport clubs. The sample was se
lected randomly. Methods of collecting the
data were participant observation, questi
onnaires, interviews, in depth interviews
with spectators, athletic reporters and
managers of soccer teams and analysis of
documents. In conclusion it is stated that
in Greece the manifestation of deviant be
haviour is increasing daily while at the sa
me time in many European countries, it is

decreasing. Finally recommendations are
made in order to prevent aggressive beha
viour of the spectators in the soccer stadi
ums and around them before, during and
after the game.

1. Intraduction

The manifestation of deviant behaviour
has been common in most of the Europe
an soccer fields. It has been subject for in
vestigation by sociologists, psychologists
and biologists. lit is a social phenomenon,
which can be easily witnessed in most
soccer matches. A lot of investigations
have been carried out, concerning soccer
spectators' deviant behaviour as weil as
the collective behaviour of the hooligans
in most of the European countries such as
England, ltaly and France. Nevertheless,
in Greece there is little information about
the spectators' deviant behaviour. The
increased frequency and the intensity of
the violence on and outside of the soccer
fields, in relation with the fact that in the
episodes young people from ali social
classes are participating, establish imperi
ous demand for further and in depth in
vestigation. Regarding that socialisation is
a formation of social learning, we can say
that deviant behaviour is a result of un
successful socialisation. It is a long-Iasting
learning procedure and it can be easily
witnessed among football spectators, be
fore, during or after the g!Jme. During soc
cer matches, the manifestation of deviant
behaviour seems to be more frequent than
in any other sport event.

Soccer itself seems to be a simple
sport, with littie financial cost. In reality it
appears to be full of intensity, passion, ex
citement, fighting spirit and face-to-face
"fights". Moreover, it requires technical
abilities, physical endurance and spiritual

virtue. The spectators of a soccer match
play their own, vital role in a soccer game
with psychological mechanisms. Most of
the investigators may wonder how is it
possible for most of the spectators of the
European countries to be so vioIent befo
re, during or even after the game (soccer),
while at the same time in the USA, soccer
spectators react in a different non-violent
way in most cases. l think that maybe we
should take a look at the historical backg
round of the soccer itself in Europe as weil
as the historical background of the soccer
in the USA. In Europe there are countries
such as EJngland, Hungary, Italy, France,
Germany with a Jang, history in soccer.
For most of the spectators it is a way of
providing and getting energy from their
team and from the matches where their
favourite team is participating. In the USA
there is little historical background of the
soccer. l believe that in the USA, specta
tors see the game as a way for having fun
and only this. We should not forget that in
Europe two world wars where held. Ali this
suffering together with the oppression of
the war, and the political oppression as
weil, might have contributed to the spec
tators' violent and aggressive behaviour.
Some soccer matches may Qe a stimulus
for the spectators to be violent, hidden ,in
the anonymity of the crowd.

The purpose of this paper is to study
and analyse the soccer spectators' devj
ant behavjour phenomenologically (the
way it appears) and etioJogically (the way
it is explained), as weil as to deal with the
collective behaviour of the extremist fans
(hooligans) and the actions and interacti
on between the different groups of the
soccer spectators. In the first part theore
tical issues are discussed such as the ca
uses of deviant behaviour as weil as the
actions and the interaction between the
different groups of the soccer spectators.
ln the second part the findings of an em
pirical research are presented.

Congratulations
ln October 2001 Prof. Dr. Gyöngyi Szabó Földesi was elected to a vice-president of the Trim

and Fitness International Sport for Ali Association (TAFISA) for four years (2002-2005). ln
this capacity the TAFISA Board of Directors nominated her to represent the Association in the
ICSSPE (International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education). ln the General
Assembly she was awarded by the IOC Diploma "For a remarkable contribution, as a
Volunteer, to the development of sport and Olympism and to the promotion of friendship and
soJidarity among peoples".
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2. Theoretical background

2.1 The Concept of Deviant Behaviour
There are several concepts about devi

ant behaviour. l chose the following defini
tions because I think that they are adequ
ate to the topic. According to Willbert Le
onard II, deviance is the recognised viola
tion of the cultural norms. Norms guide
virtually alj-human activities. Not ali kinds
of deviant behaviour involve action or
even choice. Exposure to addictive subs
tances (drugs) or consumption of alcohol
or toxic substances can be characterised
as deviant behaviour. That kínd of behavi
our is differentiated as into penal and non
penal acts. Penal acts are those acts with
which the perpetrator destroys public pro
perty or physically offends one or more
members within or outside of the social
group which he/she be'longs to. Non-pe
nal acts are those acts with which the per
petrator harms but himself (Wilibert,
1988).

ln the case of the soccer fans, we can
say that deviant behaviour is that kind of
behaviour which leads to the commission
of episodes. It is important to mention that
nowadays the manifestation of deviant
behaviour of soccer spectators seems to
be more frequent, the intensity of it appe
ars to be much greater in relation to the
fact that young (mainly) men from ali so
cial c1asses are participating ín the inci
dents (Tsouramanis, 1988).

2.2 Causes of the Soccer Spectators
Deviant Behaviour

ln many cases, a large number of the
spectators of a soccer team seem to be
proud of supporting their favourite team.
A part of them follow their team many ti
mes to matches around the country, or
even abroad. Sometimes there are argu
ments among the spectators of two or
more opposing teams. Some low inten
sitY incidents take place reguJarly on a
daily basis among the spectators of op
posing teams. I think that this seems to
be a social phenomenon, but not a seri
ous social problem and happens in many
cases in everyday life. It appears to be a
social problem when injuries or even de
aths occur in such kind of incidents, as
weil as the manifestation of xenophobic
and racist behaviour-a field where
psychological abuse can be easi1y found
has been witnessed (Piperopoulos,
1994). Jn such cases scientists try to
explain this kind of behaviour but this se
ems to be hard. There are many theories
dealing with the spectators' deviant be
haviour. Neverthe\ess, none of them are
absolutely confirmed, although they exp
lain a big proportion of the deviance wit
hin the soccer fields.

lit is noteworthy to mention that many
of the spectators within the soccer stadi
ums have been noticed to be drunk. ln
such cases, exposure to addíctive subs
tances (drugs), or consumption of alcohol
or toxic substances cannot be characteri
sed as causes of deviant behaviour aJtho
ugh they enhance it. Moreover, when the
political situation is unsteady we notice
the creation of small-united social groups,
which react, to the political situation wi th
serious deviance mainly released in the
sports fields and more usually in the soc
cer stadiums. Such events occurred seve
ral times in Greece (Tsouramanis, 1988).
HístoricaUy it is proved that within the
Greek society, deviance encourages the
social changes and according to Durkhe
im deviant people push a society's moraj
boundaries suggesting some changes.

Many scientific expJanations have been
made concerning the biological characte
ristics of the individuals or groups and
their deviant behaviour. One of those is
the theory of frustrated sexuaIity. Accor
ding to Konstantinos Hirantos (1990), this
theory explains that the individuals exhibi
ting deviant acts are deprived of a satis
factory sex life. It has been proven that the
85% -95% of the spectators who exhibit
deviant behaviour are unmarríed. I~evert

heless, this theory is not absolutely docu
mented. Another other biological theory is
the theory of impulses, according to
which the individuals manifest violent ac
tion because of a wish to be distinguished,
although in some cases, individuals with
elevated social esteem took part in violent
incidents.

According to Konstantinos Hirantos,
there are also psychological theories,
such as the theory of the psychological dl
sorganisation. This theory claims that de
viant behaviour is a resuJt of a rapid soci
al change. This is what happened in Gre
ece in the past. When most European co
untries accommodated the industrial re
volution, Greece was under the Turkish
occupation. As a consequence, that hap
pened later but the time was limited. That
means that certain members of the soci
ety whiJe being used to a set of principles
and va)ues, were unable to adapt to the
new way of life after the transition of the
Greek society from an agricultural to ur
ban society. Following Merton's strain the
ory, the scope and the character of devi
ance depends on how weil a society crea
tes cuJtural goals (such as financial suc
cess), providing individuals with the app
ropriate means (such as school and job
opportunities) .

2.3 Hooliganism
The extremist fan is a different type of

soccer spectators. The special figures of

such Ikind of spectators are ca'lled "hooli
gans". They physically offend other per
sons or destroy public property without
any claim or demand. Soccer hooligans
have been subject of investigation for
many scientists around the world. Accor
ding to Antonio Roversi, the expression
"soccer hooliganísm" refers to spectator
violence through acts of vandalism and
bloody aggression, perpetuated by young
persons who are most often male - that is
by hooligans. These individuals do not se
em to be interested in the match itself.
They always occupy the terraces behind
the goa ls, and they are covered in the co
lours of their favourite team. Banners and
flags can be found alI around their "terri
tory" (Roversi, 1991).

The incidents caused by hooJigans are
not límited to the soccer fie'ld and to the ti
me of the game. Episodes caused by the
extremist fans have been noticed before
or after the game, out of the soccer stadi
ums. Ilf we ~ry to analyse fans' deviant Ibe
haviour we will see that their actions have
little to do with soccer match itself. The
routes of that social problem can found
deep inside the socio-political structure of
the society. Soccer hooliganism is no lon
ger some form of spontaneous reaction
but rather an excuse for violent behaviour
(Bryant EJ McElroy, 1997). According to
Roversi, the atmosphere, as weil as the
episodes on the terraces are the reflecti
ons of the political situation of a country,
over the last years (Roversi, 1991).

3. Review on investigations
on deviant behaviour

in soccer

A lot of empirical research has been
carried out on deviant behaviour in United
Kingdom (Eric Dunning, 1988), and in
Italy (Roversi, 1991). In Greece and in
Hungary investigation concerning the de
viant behaviour of the soccer spectators
has not been done yet. Nevertheless,
Gyöngyi Szabó Földesi in her study on
"Football, racism and xenophobia in Hun
gary: Racist and xenophobic behaviour of
footbalI spectators", anaJyses the racist
and xenophobic abuse and discrimination
within the soccer stadiums. This social
problem has a huge historicai background
in Hungary. It couJd be witnessed in alI po
litical regimes. The Hungarian sports life
and especially the soccer world suffer
from it. Racist and xenophobic abuses ha
ve been noticed in smalJ groups, large
groups, among spectators or even betwe
en spectators and players. The author
mentioned that the ethnic and national
composition of the soccer teams is a gre
at opportunity for the spectators to mani
fest racist and xenophobic abuses behind



the anonymity of the crowd (Földesi,
1996).

4. Empirical research

4.1 Aim of the research
,In order to realise the aim of this paper,

a research project has been carried out.
The aim of the research was to study and
analyse the soccer spectators' opinion
about the racist and xenophobic behavio
ur in the soccer stadiums, the causes of
aggressive behaviour in the soccer stadi
ums, and the role of the mass media in
them, as weil as the actions and interacti
on between the different groups of the
soccer spectators. The research was car
ried out in 2000 in Greece by the author of
this paper. The sample was selected ran
domly and consisted of 18 spectators of
teams in first division and a group 12 in
dividuals consisted of media experts, ma
nagers and trainers of soccer teams and
people who work in soccer associations.
Since this research was a preliminary
study for a more comprehensive research
it was based on a qualitaüve investigation.
Methods of collecting the data were parti
cipant observation, questionnaires, inter
views, in depth interviews witih spectators,
athletic reporters and managers of soccer
teams and analysis of documents.

4.2 Hypotheses
Before the preliminary research in Gre

ece, the following hypotheses were for
mulated:

1. It was supposed that there was racist
and xenophobic behaviour in soccer sta
diums.

2. It was assumed that lack of educati
on is a cause of violent behaviour of the
spectators.

3. It was presumed that mass media se
riously affect the spectators' behaviour in
and out of the soccer stadiums.

5. Results and discussion

5.1 Actions and interactions
Following James W. Vander Zanden

(1990), people are bound together thro
ugh social relationships by two types of
bonds:

• Expressive ties (Social links formed
when we emotionally invest ourselves in
and commit ourselves to other people. In
this way we achieve a sense of love, secu
rity, acceptance and companionship)

• Instrumental ties (Social links formed
when we co-operate with other people to
achieve some goal)

Spectators are bound together by those
types of bonds. In most cases they enjoy
a direct, cohesive relationship with one
another. Those spectators can be friends

who come together almost every Sunday
and go together to the soccer field to en
joy their time watching their favourite te
am and talking about the performance of
it and many other related or non-related
topics. ln some other cases, spectators
are involved in an impersonal relationship
and come together for a specific, practical
purpose. Those can be individuals who do
not know each other, or they know each
other only by sight because they meet
every Sunday -for example- in the soccer
stadiums and only there. I think that in
both cases, the social groups that are for
med are critical to the socialisation pro
cess.

It is important to mention that there are
many different groups of spectators and
between those groups there are boundari
es (demarcation lines), which tell us whe
re interaction begins and ends. Boundari
es appear to be Iike membranes, which
allow each individual to shape attitudes,
experience feelings and appraise actions
within the group of the spectators that
he/she belongs. Sociologists view most of
~he spectators' groups as bridges between
the individual and the larger society and in
many cases they are fundamel1tal, becau
se they serve as powerful instruments for
social control or even social change.

The situation in Greece has proven to
be similar. Individuals from ali socio-eco
nomical cJasses come togetiher in small or
big organised groups of spectators. Those
different organised groups of spectators
seem to provide individuals with a feeling
of assurance and certainty. According to
the answers of the respondents, there are
many spectators who spend a large amo
unt of time and money from their salary to
follow their favourite team ali around the
country in order for find satisfactory rela
tionships.

5.2 Views on the situation in the soccer
world in Greece

The first violent event in the Greek soc
cer world happened in 1964. There was a
match between OJympiakos and Panathi
nai kos, teams of the first division. It was
summer and the temperature was above
40 degrees. Ali spectators of both teams
were sitting ali together up to the stands.
There were no fights among them. During
the first 60 minutes of the game the spec
tators could not watch a good game. No
body was satisfied with the performance
of his/her team. There was a suspicion
that the players were not playing weil, be
cause they were told to do so. It was beli
eved that the game was sold. For the first
time in the Greek soccer history some
spectators started to destroy the seats of
the stadium and shout against both te
ams. Few minutes later the rest of the

spectators foJJowed them. They put fire
everywhere and destroyed everything.
The match was ,interrupted. The players,
the coaches, the referees and the mana
gers left but the fans of both teams rema
ined there and continued to destroy bhe
stadium. At the beginning of the violent
action the police did not do anything. So
me minutes later they lost control of the
situation. Some hours later the stadium
was totally destroyed.

The results of the investigation suggest
that in Greece it is a common belief that
the police should be present in the soccer
stadiums. The situation is such that the
presence of the security forces is neces
sary. According to the opinion of the res
pondents, the problem is that they do not
punish the ones who physically offend ot
her persons or destroy the stadium or ot
her public and private property before ,
during and after the match. Many specta
tors believe that the security forces of the
stadiums do not protect them. They do
not do their duty properly and in some ca
ses lJhey are aggressive against them wit
hout any special and serious reason.

Moreover, the owners of the teams are
accused that they do not follow any pro
per or improper way in order to help their
team to win. They very often stimulate ne
gative feelings with their decJaraüons. So
metimes they cause fanaticism and diso
rientation of the soccer fans. Neverthe
less, not everybody is the same. ln some
cases the owner of a team is a star in the
soccer world. He or she makes much ef
fort against violence and tries to diminish
the violent action of the spectators. Some
times they also make mistakes and stimu
late the spectators' violent actions up to
the stands during a match.

5.3 Opinions on the causes of the soc
cer spectators' deviant behaviour

It was supposed that the phenomenon/
problem according to which the specta
tors of one team could fight against anot
her in and outside of the stadiums became
more severe when the mass media pro
moted aggressive events and vandalism.
ln this way they prepared psychologically
a part of the spectators for such kind of
actions many days before the match. That
was the main source of the manifestation
of deviant behaviour in the sports world
and especially in soccer in Greece. Ne
vertheless, it is not believed by most of the
respondents that the mass media report
false events and actions to the people.
What they do is that they show mostly the
bad side of the soccer world and by doing
so they propose bad models. It is also be
Iieved by the respondents that some me
dia experts are not familiar with the rules
and the basic terms of the soccer and in
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some cases they do not work ethically.
Some of them do not have enough know
ledge concerning their job and soccer as
weil.

According to the respondents, another
huge problem is arbitration. The referees
are accused of not doing their job properly
and that the resuJts of their decisions to
one team are not equal to t!he results of
their decisions for another team. It is beli
eved that the owners of the big teams
control the arbitration. They cannot be ac
cused of payinQi the referees in order to
help their team, but they have their own
way to affect the referees' decisions du
ring the game. For example, they help
them to rise higher in the hierarchy of the
sport association to which they belong.
Most of the spectators believe that some
matches are "sold" and the owners of dif
ferent teams pay off some referees. After
alI, there is a feeling of injustice. That is
the reason why soccer fans do not trust
anyone, and many of them do not go to
watclh matches or do not deal wi~h soccer
any more.

Several respondents reported that the
sport clubs aliso play a vital role in deviant
actions of spectators. The elubs give free
tickets to alj members in order to have as
many fans as possible in the stadium du
ring the match. They also organise excur
sions to other cities when the team has a
match there and charge them psychologi
cally in order to behave in a specific way
- which in most cases is aggressive - but
later they lose control and they cannot
handie the situation.

It is supposed by the respondents that
as in many other areas of social life, poli
tics is also present in the world of sports
and especially in the soccer world, and it
plays a very important role in the pheno
menon of the aggressive actions of the
spectators. ln Greece, the board members
of the different soccer organisations are
not always elected. In many cases, the
government employs them. The politici
ans put their own people in the athletic or
ganisations in order to take control of as
many people as possible. So people who
work in sport associations are often in elo
se relationship with politics. They do not
pay enough attention to soccer matters.
But the fans see this situation and unders
tand that they should not trust anybody
since it is elear that ali these persons who
are connected to politics may seriously af
fect the performance as weil as the beha
viour of the referees, observers and the
players.

Ali the above-mentioned reasons are
rooted in some others, which are also very
important. Such causes are the Jack of
proper athletic education, which of course
is part of the general education and the ig-

norance of some of the rules of soccer.
Another reason is the deviant actions
committed on the field by the soccer pla
yers, which seriously affects the behavio
ur of the spectators up to the stands. Over
the last two years the rules have changed
in order to have a better game, less vio
lence and more minutes of playing soccer.
The respondents also mentioned that it is
in the nature of the Greek people to react
in an intensive way. This kind of reaction
sometimes brings arguments and verbal
or physical fights. In some cases, some
kind of violence belongs also to the natu
re of soccer itself.

A very important issue concerning the
spectators' behaviour is the racist and
xenophobic behaviour. In several Euro
pean countries, including Hungary, it is a
huge problem. A lot of foreign players,
as weil as gypsies, are victims of that
kind of behaviour. ln Italy, it is also an
important cause of violence. In Greece,
manifestations of rac ist and xenophobic
behaviour have been rarely noticed. 95%
of the respondents believe that in the
sports world and especially in the soccer
world, in and out of the stadiums there is
not such kind of behaviour. Maybe there
is in the everyday life but not in the sta
diums.

Some respondents argue concerning
the rules of the soccer. Some of them be
lieve that that violence is in the nature of
soccer. We should change some rules of
soccer in order to become less hard and
less violent. There are some respondents
who disagree. They believe that there is
nothing bad with soccer itself and with the
rules of it. The rules should not be chan
ged. If we change the rules, soccer will not
be soccer but something else. There won't
be any action any more.

6. Conclusions

According to the results of the empiri
cal research, the main causes of the soc
cer spectators' deviant behaviour are the
following:

• Deviant action in 1964
• Mass media
• Arbitration
• Organised soccer elubs
• Politics
• The policejsecurity forces of the sta

diums
• Owners of the soccer teams
Some of the respondents chose their

favourite team according to the criteria of
their father or some other member of the
family. The choice of others was affected
by their friends' opinjon. Most of them
chose their team when they were very yo
ung. They followed their favourite team in
some matches and they realised that the-

ir choice was right. According to them the
stadium is a place of action. It is a place
where people can spend their energy sup
porting their favourite team. Concerning
the "hooligans", most of the common
spectators and the organised fans belie
ved that they never think about the conse
quences of their actions, which are very
bad for the team but good for their psy
chic satisfaction and relaxation. Most of
the respondents are not against the "hoo
ligans". They accuse the sports elubs that
the problem is with them because they of
fer to the fans chances to spend their
energy coming from their depressed fee
Iings and experiences. The organised
elubs offer to the extremist fans great
chances for action, behind the anonymity
of the crowd, before, during and after the
match. ln genera'l, the soccer stadium is
also a place of action. It is aplace where
people can spend their energy, which co
mes from the psychological depression of
the everyday life.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the
first hypothesis is not confirmed while the
last two are. Namely, there are not mani
festations of racist and xenophobic beha
viour in the soccer stadiums in Greece.
The lack of proper education is a cause of
violent behaviour of the spectators and
the mass media seriously affect the spec
tators' behaviour in and out of the soccer
stadiums.
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Abstract

The purpose of this article is to descri
be a program to incorporate kinesiology
into medical education. An Institute of
Human Movement Sciences was estab
Iished in our Faculty of Medicine, its mis
sion being to develop, teach and apply
knowledge about the nature and conse·
quences of regular physical activity. Ki·
nesiology, the science of human motion,
was initially offered in the medical curri·
culum as an optional credit course.
Three main points were considered when
preparing the subject matter: 1. the fun·
damentals of kinesiology, 2. its connecti
on with the other subjects in the curricu
lum, and 3. suggestions from family
physicians. At the end of the course the
students take a written exam and are as
ked to evaluate the course.

Nowadays the harmful consequences
of a sedentary lifestyle are widely recog
nized by both physicians and the general
population [1]. Because of this, medical
practitioners should have a positive atti
tude about the role of physical exercise
in medical practice. In order to assume a
positive attitude, practitioners should
first understand the physiological conse·
quences of regular physical exercise and
of no physical exercise [21. Physicians

are often asked to give appropriate exer·
cise prescriptions both to healthy people
to improve their physical condition and
to patients to prevent or treat particular
diseases. However, physicians are not
prepared for this task during their univer
sity years. The traditional medical curri
culum does not contain a well·defined
subject of the science of human motion.
Consequently, the use of physical exerci·
se in prevention, therapy and rehabilita
tion is left to kinesiologists, physiothera
pists and other experts. However, medi
cal evaluation, exercise prescription, and
control of the effects of regular physical
exercise should not be passed to other
specialists. The responsibilities of physi·
cians and other experts must be strictly
deJimited. Therefore, it js important to
adapt the medical curriculum to the con
temporary requirements of medical
practice. For this reason our Institute of
Human Movement Sciences was estab
Iished.

The Institute of Human
Movement Sciences

Our Faculty of Medicine is the first in
Hungary to establish an Institute of Hu
man Movement Sciences. Because of
various implications, there is a certain

aversion to use of the term kinesiology
among the faculty members. However,
the necessity to teach the science of hu
man motion is accepted. This acceptan
ce is strengthened by name of the insti
tute, the Institute of Human Movement
Sciences.

The Institute of Human Movement Sci
ences has two main divisions: theoretical
and applied kinesiology. The theoretical
division organizes the teaching of kinesi
ology and scientific research. The appli
ed kinesiology division coordinates rec·
reational and sport activities, as weil as
special movement therapies for patients.
We are currently preparing postgraduate
programs for medical practitioners.

Credit Course
in Kinesiology

Kinesiology courses for medical stu
dents have been heJd at our institution
since 1997. The program provides the
essentiaJs of the science of human moti
on as shown in Table 1 below. Our multi
disciplinary approach prepares medical
students to evaluate the benefits of and
limitations to physical performance, and
to select physical activities compatible
with the needs, abilities, and interests of
patients. The course also acquaints stu
dents with potential adverse effects of
sports activities such as injury, overtrai
ning syndrome, osteoarthritis, female
athlete triad, and sudden death.

Table I.
The Content of the Credit Course

Lecture Praetlce
1. What is kinesiology? Mechanical movements Fundamentals 'öf exercise testing. Preparation for testing,

of the human body. methodology, safety precautions.
2. TraininQ, physical conditioninQ , endurance. Somatometry.
3. Kinetics of human motion. Measuring body fat. Percentage of body fat,

BMI, waist to hip ratio.
4. Kinematics of human motion. Examination of the symmetry of the body.

Locating the center of gravity in the human body.
5. Motor control. Motor learning. Motor behavior. Analysis of joint stability and flexibility. Range of motion.
6. Kinesthesia. Inteqration of sensory inputs. Electromyoqraphy.
7. Muscle tone; normal and abnormal changes. Stability platform task.
8. Posture. Dynamic balance. Motion sickness. Analysis of gait.
9. Locomotion; kinematics of qait. Erqometrv.

10. Cardiorespiratory responses to exercise. Collection and evaluation of cardiovascular data during
exercise.

11. Neurohumoral responses to exercise. Collection and evaluation of respiratory data during
exercise.

12. Exercise metabolism. Measuring reaction and movement time.
13. Types of training. Prevention through physical activity. Calculation of complex values: oxygen pulse,

114.
cardiorespiratory index, ideal body mass, muscle mass.

Principles of applied kinesiology. Principles of medical evaluation and exercise prescription.
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A group of family physicians was as
ked to complete a questionnaire concer
ning their recommendation of physical
exercise to their patients. We received 25
completed questionnaires from the 33
we had sent out. The group as a wlhole
had practiced for an average of 16±3
(mean+S.D.) years. Ali 25 physicians re
commended regular physical activity to
their patients when it was reasonable, but
only two prescribed specific exercise tra
ining. l'Jot surprisingly, 92% of the group
felt incompetent to give exercise
prescriptions. Ali of the physicians who
compJeted the questionnaire recommen
ded that we incorporate kinesiology into
the medical curriculum.

ln order to be admitted to the course,
students must pass examinations in ana
torny and physiology. Approximately 20
to 30 students per year or around 10% of
a class participate in the course. The
grade point average of these students
was 3.5 ± 0.5 after the second academic
year, which is in the middie of the distri
bution of grades for the medical school
class. At the end of the course the stu
dents must pass a written exam to recei
ve credit. It 'is ,important to note that most
of the participants (around 80%) regu
larly do some form of physical exercise.

Evaluation
of the Credit Course

Considering the traditional attitude to
medical education and the packed medi
cal curriculum, it is promising that aro
und 10% of each class participated in the
optional kinesiology COUfse. After pas
sing the exam, the participants evaluated
the program in a group discussion. Ali of
them were generally satisfied with the
subject matter, but they suggested more

practice, e.g. special measurements.
Their motives for participation in the co
urse were variable: to accumulate credit
points, to prepare for clinical studies, to
use this knowledge in practice, and for
ath1letes, to improve personal sport per
formance.

Discussion

Notwithstanding that physical exercise
has been involved in medical practice in
one way or another since the ancient
Greek physicians, there is still a great
gulf between medical education and me
dica I practice. Ali the family physicians
responding to our questiormaire and the
data in the literature3 stated that they felt
inadequately trained to practice exercise
medicine. While it is true that some sub
jects of the traditional medical curricu
lum (medical physiology, orthopedics,
cardiology, etc.) mention the preventive
benefits of regular physical activity, but
this is far from being systematized and
sufficient. Despite the insufficiency of the
medical curriculum, general practitio
ners are compelled to prescribe exercise
programs for their patlients just as they
would drugs 1[4, 5, 6, 71. Althouglh there
are various useful guidelines to help ge
neral practitioners [8, 9,10], they cannot
provide the theoretical basis of the scien
ce of human motion. Medical education
can and should provide this theory in or
der to prepare physicians to give app
ropriate medical counseling and exercise
prescri ption .

Concluding Remarks

The necessity of inc'luding kinesiology
in medical education is understood by
our faculty members, students and the

family physicians who completed our
questionnaire. However, there are questi
ons outstanding on the place of kinesio
Ilogy in the curniculum as a precIinicai
subject, whether kinesiology should be a
compulsory or optional subject, and
what form the exams should take: theo
retical, practical or both. Some answers
to these questions may be uncovered in
the next academic year.
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Dilemmas and Perspectives
of Contemporary Olympism

Jeny Kosiewic:z
Warsaw Academy of Physical Education

The Olympic Games, among other
things due to their ancient religious, philo
sophicai and strictly practical genesis,
constitute a unique, autonomous pheno
menon capable of generating its own set
of values and principles of behavior. On
the other hand, due to their traditional pe
riodicity, their placement within culture
and civilization, as weil as due to the for
mai links existing between the Internatio
nal Olympic Committee and national and
state-specific structures and institutions,
supra-political and supra-ideological or
ganizations, and economic and sports fe
derations, the Olympic Games are very
much entangled wit'h social processes al1.d
situations which significantly affect both
their shape and the standards and cus
toms which apply to them. The Olympic
Games are, on one hand, an exceptional
cultural fact, and on the other, something
that is fully subject to new trends charac
teristic of post-modern and post-industrial
civilization. They are an unusually impor
tant and singular, festive f1 but not autar
chic - manifestation of, and encJave for,
contemporary sports.

ln the most spectacular and intense
way possible, the Olympic Games both
reflect and cumulate the needs, objectives
and ailments of sports in general f1 ali of
which is seen and commented on by the
cOllective of spectators in the global,
electronic village. In this sense, they are
similar to the ancient Greek theater,
subscribing to the same three unities: they
occur in a single place, which was desig
nated for the festivities, and at a single,
specified time; and they occur as a single,
multi-faceted action - specificaIly, the
successes and dramas of the heroes in va
rious events, who return from the Games
either carrying their shield or carried upon
it.

On Sports Pathologies
Deviances

Social pathologies are an important is
sue and are given significant attention by,
in particular, sociologists, educators,
psychologists, and philosophers. This is
because social deviances are a significant
threat to the Olyrnpic Games. Competi
tors who possess a daily routine which de
rives from living a life in sports. transfer to

the terrain of the Games (in a rnechanical
and undiscriminating manner) the anti
standards and anti-virtues which they de
velop during training and competition at
other than the Olympic level. As a result,
it is assumed that sports deviances - both
during the Olympic Games and beyond
them - consist of the specific behavior of
individuals and groups and phenomena of
the sports system which remain ablatant
contradiction of the values which charac
terize the Olympic community and which
are accepted by it. Understood in this way,
deviances of the world of sports differ in
an essential manner from social devian
ces ,in general for one basic reason: social
values are based prima ri ly on messages
which are, in their nature, political, econo
rnic, ideological, religious, racial, etc. On
the other hand, this kind of relativism is
not a fundamental feature of the Olympic
Games and in the principles which govern
world sports. What we have instead is a
universalization of rules and standards of
behavior, which are ethical and utilitarian
in nature. These standards govern the glo
bal functioning of institutions and sports
disciplines and ali participants are subject
to them independent of their race, creed,
culture, nationality or citizenship. They
are enforced by a series of international
unions and athletic associations; their en
forcement in the behavioral dimension is
the responsibility of the International Fair
Play Committee, the European Fair Play
Committee, various national associations
"against violence," as weil as the IOC and
national Olympic committees. For these
reasons, the task of defining deviances
which apply to the Olympic Games (and
to world sports) is far cJearer than that of
defining deviances which occur in society
as a whole. In both Olympic and non
Olympic sports, primary values and anti
values apply to ali interested parties and
are in no way peripheral or regional in na
ture, which is often the case outside the
world of sports.

Deviances behavior in sports is a gro
wing phenomenon, based on the lack of
respect for the ancient and modern prin
ciples inherent in Olympic anthropology,
which call for the harmonious develop
ment of body and spirit. This gives rise to
dangers of personality deformation and
degradation; helped along by instrumen-

tal treatment of the human body and he
alth, it may lead to serious injury and
chronic iIlness, internal conflicts and diffí
culty with social adjustment and integrati
on.

Injured athletes are not the only sub
jects to personality deformation and deg
radation; this may also become the lot of
those who are persuaded to act outside of
defined boundaries of good and evij - to
take amoral action or behave unethically.
These individuals live within a world cha
racterized by internal contradictions, e ba
sed on ambivalent axiological structures,
mutually exclusive value scales, growing
psychological discomfort, conflict, neuro
tic menta l states. On the one hand they
attempt to abide by universalJy applicable
rules, on the other hand they continuously
subvert them in the interest of various so
cia'l expectatíons and for personal benefit.
They use banned substances. They are
prepared to place success on one end of
the scale, and their own health and that of
their competitors on the other.

Fouls resulting in injuries lead to chro
nic illness and carry the threat of a per
manent decline in health. Theoreticians of
sports, underline that the decline in the
humanistic values of sports, in their
Olympic and chivalrous roots, is inscribed
in training which includes elements like
tactical fouls, aggressive behavior on the
field, intimidation of rivals before and du
ring competition, etc. Individuals who de
cide to take such action must be made
aware that they are traveling "a thin line,"
missing the essence of sports as a noble
competitive endeavor, and they are incre
asing the possibility of receiving sjmiJar
treatment from their competitors.

Pharmacological Aids
as a Means to Success

Unfortunately, that which is forbidden
usually gives rise to a Nblack economyl.
ln the 1920s, prohibition of selling alcohol
was introduced in the United States. Cont
rary to intentions, it led to a rise in crime
and alcoholism in American society.

Efforts to protect the health of the ath
letes have proven futile in the face of con
tinuously expanding use of prohibited per
formance enhancers. Banned substances
are particularly dangerous if used by indi
vidua ls who are unaware of their effects,
athletes who do not enjoy access to medi
cal assistance. There is always the danger
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that someone may use harmful, life-thre
atening substances. The open or secret
provision of banned pharmacological
substances to chiiden and young athletes,
who may be unaware of their negative ef
fects, is particularly troubling. Represen
tatives of the biologicaJ sports sciences
have begun to sound the alarm - the phe
nomenon of I~performance enhancementl
is expanding! NSpiking'i is becoming
common among amateur athletes, for
example, in body building centers, fitness
c1ubs, and the like, on a massive scale.
Gaining in popularity is based on the view
that it is easier to increase muscle mass
and get rid of excessive fat tissue, to
Nshape'i a harmonious and beautifui body
by using pharmaceuticals than through
hard, long-term training. Other athletic
disciplines are far from being free of this
plague. The opinion that this "black eco
nomy" should be legalized because it can
not be controlled began to dominate. lts
co-creators and participants fl pharmaco
logists, doctors and sports activists, coa
ches and competitors - seem always to
remain one step ahead with their innova
tions. They devise substances which re
main undetectable for at least some time.
General availability of performance en
hancers lead to the elimination of so-cal
led home-made, unprofessional, amateu
rish solutions; drugging will be probably
professionally managed and controlled.
Then competitive athletes will have ac
cess to the same offer and will enjoy the
same rights to use these substances. They
will make a choice on the basis of their
own value hierarchy. They will also refrain
from opposing pharmacological and me
dical standards in this sphere and the
principle of equality of chances. They will
be able to dispose of their health without
being morally troubled or facing the risk of
disqualification.

On Corruption and Material
Incentive-based Recruiting

There is no doubt that at the highest
competitive level, sports bring significant
profits not only to competitors and coa
ches, but also to event organizers, manu
facturers of sports equipment, etc. There
is a lot of money floating around sports
and many would Iike to get their hands on
it. It has been stated that corruption and
incentive-based recruiting can be especi
ally harmful. The first involves the bribing
of umpires and sports event organizers, as
weil as coaches and athletes, who stand in
the way of the success of agiven compe
titor or team. This phenomenon is con
demnable not only in the moral sense fl it
is also a violation of the legal standards in
effect in most countries. Chagrin was uni-

versal when it affected the International
Olympic Committee in connection with
the efforts of various countries and cities
to win the right of organizing the summer
or winter Olympic games.

Jt has been stated that the second of the
two phenomena, consisting of material in
centive-based recruiting, has hit talented
youth athletes especially hard. Persons
who practice this as their profession most
ly treat these young people in an instru
mentaI manner without regard to their
educational needs. Young people are
Ntorn'i from their natural school and fa
milyenvironments with promises of vast
profits if they continue to excel in sports.
This usually ends in the destruction of the
world of values and family relationhips
which is so carefulJy nurtured by the vari
ous institutions responsible for upbrin
ging. Managers employed by various
sports c1ubs are primarily motivated by
their own interests and the profits they can
generate for themselves. They hold the
opinion that the money they invest should
bring them profits. Unfortunately, this is
often their most important motivation to
act. Growing commercialization and the
hunger for added value that is related to it
will probably lead to the implementation
of the cut-throat rules of market competi
tion in this area. This in turn threatens to
distort competitive relations, subvert
Olympic and humanistic ideals and valu
es, disrupt moral attitudes.

Olympic upbringing, as an integral ele
ment of the entire behavioral education
process, could play an especially impor
tant role in the preventive and therapeutic
sense. An essentiaJ part is indubitably pla
yed by the moral education received by
athletes, an education linking into traditi
onai principles of fair play which derive
from Hellenic antiquity and the chivalric
ethos of the Middie Ages.

Olympic upbringing shouJd be perma
nent and universal in nature, shouJd en
compass ali children and young people,
should also take into account adults, futu
re and present sports fans; participants
should include, in a more or less direct
manner, ali those who care about the go
od of education and the good of sports.

Social Frustrations and Agg
ressive Fan Behavior

Sports have become a cataJyst for ali
those who view themselves as perma
nently under-valued by society to express
their frustrations. This is particuJarly true
of aggressive footbalJ fans, who are not as
often members of marginalized groups as
they are members of the lower c1asses of
society, young people who have encoun
tered difficulties in finding a place for

themselves within society. They begin to
feel their "power" within a group, and at
tempt to exercise this power by being the
cause of specific events within stadia and
beyond them. The fact that they become
the center of social attention for a time
due to riots and hooliganism makes them
into peculiar heroes in their own minds
and the minds of their "chums." Televisi
on stations show them in action during
and after matches, and sometimes go so
far as to interview them. They are convin
ced that they constitute an unavoidable
part of the sports spectacles, that they are
co-creators there by engag ing in thoro
ughly serious fighting with fans who are
their own adversaries and the adversaries
of the teams they love. While their sports
idols engage in symbolic battle based on
conventions, regulations and rules, they
battle seriously using means that can ma
im and kiJI. They live at the margin of ot
her cultural and civilizational events, bet
ween one match and the next, waiting for
their five minutes, to publicly demonstra
te unpunishable group power through the
devastation of sports arenas, stadia and
their environments, through street battles
with the police. Sports assist them to fo
cus and express their frustrations and ha
ve become a compensatory mechanism
which neutralizes their undervalued and
unfulfilled needs in other areas in an illu
sory and substitutive manner.

This social evil has been brought un
der control in many countries through
linked and consistent actions taking the
form of fan c1ubs, efficient monitoring of
sports facilities, the introduction of iden
tification cards and hooligan registration,
the application of security measures bet
ween different seating sectors and bet
ween spectator areas and playing fields.
Efforts have also been made to conduct
personal inspections of persons suspec
ted of bringing alcoholic beverages and
various weapons into sports facilities.
However, in the opinion of some philo
sophers and social psychologists concer
ned with sports, this type of preventive
action is neither appropriate nor suffici
ent. They treat symptoms rather than ca
uses. They make no effort to treat the re
al causes of this sociaJ disease which se
eks to manifest itself in spectacular fas
hion. Jt is not enough to neutralize surfa
ce symptoms - to apply "physical the
rapy" (that is, through the use of a poli
ce club) to the treatment of a disease
which has afflicted socially undervalued
groups of young people in the post-in
dustrial and postmodern age. These ef
forts may result in an even more dange
rous, cumulative explosion of discontent
- in an unknown place, at an unknown ti
me and in an unforeseen form.
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Crises in the Ideology
of the Olympic Movement

Those who are interested in the history
of the Olympic movement undoubtedly
see that it continues to develop and to ex
perience various crises which affect its de
velopment to a greater or lesser extent.
These crises appeared at the very outset
of the modern Olympic age. Even Baron
de Coubertin, while seeking to propagate
noble Olympic idea ls, was not able to free
himself of the restrictive customs of his
age: he prohibited women from participa
ting. Feminists demanded this right and
eventually won it.

The next moment of crisis grew out of
the Coubertinian assumption that sports
should be the domain of amateurs - afflu
ent individuals from the upper classes of
society who could afford to be athletes
and were aware of, and valued, the sports
tradition of the c1assical world. This exclu
ded ali those who concentrated on ear
ning a living which was required to main
tain themseJves and their families from
the Olympic movement and from partici
pating in the Olympic Games. Athletes
who wished sports to be a main source of
their income were treated as outsiders
who would sully sacred Olympic ídeals.

A. Brundage IOC president in the 1960
and 1970s consistentJy and tenaciously
defended the idea of amateur endeavor in
the Olympic movement. ]t was he who di
vided - in a seemingly final fashion - the
athletic community into amateur compe
titors (pure and noble in their intentions,
concentrating on the non-financial essen
ce of sports) and professional com peti
tors, Ngladiatorsl in search of Ncash,l who
treated noble, autotelic athletic competiti
on in an instrumenta): manner unworthy of
an O:lympian - as a means to grow rich. In
accordance with his assumptions, Brun
dage treated the latter as second class
athletes. He banned them from participa
ting in the Olympic Games. One specta
cular example of this was a famous inci
dent which involved the exceptional Aust
rian downhill skier, Karli Schrenz, who was
excluded from Olympic competition in
Sapporo in 1972. These divisions have
not been eradicated yet, at least not enti
reJy. It is c1ear that they remain evident in
the problems associated with boxing, fo
otball, and tennis. The most prestigious
events in these discipJines occur outside
of the OJympic arena. It is worth noting
that in Antiquity, professional sportsmen
(boxers among them) competed during
the Olympic Games. This problem will
probably be resolved one day. The situati
on we have today derives from the old di
vision of athletic competition into amate
ur and professional sports. It is probable

that in the future ali competitive athletes
will engage in their sports activities as
professionals. Perhaps in this way, cohe
rence will be achieved in ali sports 
Olympic and non-Olympic ones.

The movement was also threatened by
excessively close links between Olym
pism and politics. One example of this
was the tragic attack of Arab terrorists on
Israeli athletes in the OJympic village in
Munich during the 1972 summer games.
This threat was also inherent in the per
manent rivalry and constant struggle bet
ween the two socio-political camps which
reigned in the world throughout most of
the sec.ond haIf of the 20th century. The
most dangerous manifestation of the ex
cessive influence of politics on sports in
this case came in the form of boycotts of
the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow and
the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. Furt
her threats from this side were finally era
dicated when the poJitical situation in the
USSR, and Eastern Europe changed at
the end of the 1980s.

The ideals of the movement also faced
threats from racism. The Republic of So
uth Africa was for many years excluded
from Olympic competition because of its
Apartheid policies. It seemed as though
this problem would continue to negatively
impact the coherence of the Olympic mo
vement for a long time. In the meantime,
Nelson Mandela and the supporters of his
Congress Party resolved it at the begin
ning of the 1990s. The issue of race was
also brought to the forefront during the
1936 Olympic Games, held in the capita]
of Nazi-ruled Germany, Berlin. Open ide
ological conflict, a boycott, and the crisis
that would have inevitably resulted from it
were avoided. Nevertheless, the Nazis did
use Olympian sports celebration for their
propaganda to openly (though none too
successfu11ly) glorify the Nordic race. One
of the individua ls who decided that the
Nazis would host those Olympics was, un
fortunately, Baron de Coubertin himself.

The Olympic movement is alJso threa
tened by excessive efforts to generate
money. This relates not only to persons
involvedl in sports, but also - and in a far
greater, one might even say, gigantjc sca
le - to the International Olympic Commit
tee, an institution which at one time cons
tjtuted the non-commercial, strictly idea
based foundation of neo-Olympism. The
Olympic Games have become commerci
alized primarily as a result of the actions
of J. A. Samaranch. The chairman of the
IOC realized his objective to turn the insti
tution he headed into a financially inde
pendent entity. These gigantic organizati
onal efforts and grand spectacles began
to make their own money, bringing signi
ficant income. The world media became

involved. Enormous resources were requ
ired to promote the Olympics and mainta
in a vast number of officials. A solid finan
ciaI base was created and mechanisms
characteristic of gargantuan multi-natio
nal corporations were set in motion. Ali of
this together began to generate huge in
come, bilJions of doJJars. In spite of this,
the Olympic movement is in crisis. This
derjves from an excess of form over con
tent. Its foundations based on ideals are
losing strengt!h, while corruption, aggres
sive behavior, brutality are rising. The mo
vement is losing its character. Universally
victorious commercialization, this fetish of
modernity which continues to increase in
importance, has resulted in a situation
where (at least many people think) it is
worth being successful in this arena not in
the name of noble Olympic ideals, but in
the name of growing. It has been noticed
that success in the Olympic arena does
not bring immediate wealth, the financiai
prizes are not that high when compared
wi th the salaries and bonuses which athle
tes in certain professional sports receive.
'Nevertheless, success jn the Olympic are
na is a stepping stone to receiving vast in
come from advertising and it does, affect
the value of professional contracts at a so
mewhat later time in an essential manner.

The Lost Paradigm
.~ Autotelic Values

The cO,llmercialization of the Olympic
movement and sports in general is like'ly
to deepen. The humanistic messages be
hind de Coubertin's neo-Olympianism will
gradually lose significance. Factors of a
pragmatic and instrumental nature are li
kely to gain in popularity. It can be assu
med that competitive sports wiJJ in time 10
se their autotelic value. Victory in compe
tition, the setting of records, the winning of
medals, entry into the annals of history will
be treated above ali as a means towards
achieving financial success, securing a
comfortable retirement. Competitive
sports will become one of many fields for
gaining an income, fields in which there
are only employers and employees. The
Olympic Games will become a festival of
professionals. The autotelic values charac
teristic of amateur sports will be lost. Efhi
cal values, aesthetics, issues of health,
recreation, local and national patriotism,
the traditional ethos and amateur charm of
specific sports disciplines will ali be margi
nalized as issues of little or no importance
to the pragmatics of success.

Only proponents of "sports for everyo
ne" can engage in ath'letic activity with the
purpose of improving their level of fitness,
maintaining their health, hawing fun and
of respecting traditional values in sport.



MO'TION
From the 'Wonder Boy

of Formula I
to Physical Education

We can characterize the publication of our lFinnish twin organization - The Finnish Society for Re
search in Sport and Physical Education - using the expressions of the highest recognition. Ilts title
is only one sing,le word - MOTION - and is published twice every year. We would Iike to describe at
least brie~y the content of the latest issue even more so, because the editing policy, and the philo
sophy of theirs, as we see, is very similar to ours (Hungarian Review of Sport Science).

The outward look as weil as the content of this magazine is impressive, spectacular, colorfui and
interestingly multifarious. There is a portrait of Kimi Raikonnen, the fantastic wonder kid of the For
mula 1 circuit, the new national sport hero of Finland who owes of cOurse the cover page of the pe
riodical too.

The chief editor, Mr. Matti Saari's column - Don't
expect substantial changes in elite sport! - speaks
about the unavoidable trends of elite sport in the
twenty first century, among others the business, fj

nancing, doping related features of this activity.
Juan Antonio Samaranch headed the lOe for mo

re than twenty years. The study in the Motion (by
Ari Pusa) explain us what we can foresee and ex
pect after the loe session in Moscow, what kind of
changes the loe and its new leadership will have to
face in the future, that is in the post Samaranch era.

ln Germany as elsewhere, there has been much
discussion of deteriorating fitness and increasing
obesity among school children. It ,is high time - we
can draw the conclusion - after reading the wise and
enlightening study in the Motion written by IleSS'PE
president, Gudrun Doll-Tepper (Physical education
in school - NEEDS A RE-THINK!)

Henry Jarvinen's interesting article claims that
orienteering, although very popular in Finland (as
weil as in our country, Hungary) still suffers from
weak media coverage and also lacks spectators.
However the international federation of this impor
tant sport begunto shake orienteering up and their
long-term goal is to become an Olympic sport.

The most unique article of the recernt issue of Mo
tiorn is urndoubtedly - after tlhe scandal ridden sk,i
World Championships in Finland - the "Lawyers on
the playing field", which telis us about the increa
sing interdependence between the justice system,

the lawyer and sport. Finally it is worth to mention the modern apostle of Sport for ali, Dr. Jürgen
Palm, the German president of TAFlSA is also among the well-known authors of the periodical.

The Motion has a concise self·characterízation, saying: "This magazine for people who want to
get to know the Finnish sports." ...Well, we believe it is too modest. The Motion is much more than
that with its quality, professiona'lism and rích content.

Lawyers on the playing field
IS FAIR PLAY DEAD?

Rezső GALLOV



Don't expect
substantia! changes

in elite sport!

S
port is the heart of a business worth millions. That is what is making it a more professional
enterprise every moment that passes, one in which individual athletes are factors of pro
duction, or in the worst case pawns. The comparison between the past, when filoble goals,
righteous competition and other concepts that nowadays sound very outmoded were asso

ciated with sport, and the present era of corporatisation and profit maximisation is stark.
Sport news no longer deals exclusively wi th centimetres and seconds; instead, the biggest head

lines often relate to quite different things. Now what makes news is the tens of millions that some
athletes make each year, the products sold with the aid of their names, TV contracts worth hundreds
of millions and the use of banned, performance-enhancing substances. The bigger the stakes grow,
the harder the game becomes.

No longer are a coach and a manager all an athlete needs. More an more often, there is also a
laeyer in the picture, and in extreme cases he is the only channel to the athlete. He answer ques
tions on behalf of the athlete and releases the athlete's own messages to the public. We have already
seen several examples of legal proceedings in which athletes resort to civil courts in an attempt to
have a competition ban imposed by a sport organisation over turned. A ban could completely end
the athlete's career, and with it his or her livelihood. The athlete would suffer a heavy financial loss,
and a lot of other parties would lose out as weil.

As often as not, the ground on which a ban is imposed is illegal substances. When the goaI is a
big win and the economic rewards that floweither directly or indirectly from it, it is a very human
thing for the borderline between right and wrong to become blurred.

Besides the financial pressures on them, athletes may find the expectations focused on them by
the media and public or the results targets that leaders of organisations set a stressful burden to
bear. The practice that can easily develop in the midst of ali these pressures is that what is not
specificaily forbidden can be regarded as permissible. And if things go badly, it is always the' athlete
alone who is guilty - never the system.

There is no essential change in sight. Different nations and different sports federations have very
different attitudes to controlling banned substances. There are stUl countries, including big ones,
where doping control is ostensible only. That is why the importance of WADA will grow. It is only in
that way that we can work towards a situation where athletes are on an equal footing irrespective of
nationality, domicile or discipline. One of WADA's central tasks is to ensure that the borderline
between right and wrong is kept clear in sport. Only that way can the foundation of sport remain
morally healthy.

The more professional' sport becomes, the more c1early it is dividing into different segments.
Corporatised professional sport Jives its own life. It is a significant - if not the most significant - sin
gle component of the global entertainment industry.

Even when it has become entertainment, sport still pmvides the young with heroes and role-mod
els. But things like youth work are not part of its programme of activities. Its points of contact with
people who exercise as a pastime or wlibh bodies working in the field of reoreationaJ sports and exer
cise are likewise tenuous.

When the aim is nothing more than the mental and physical wellbeing that exercise gives the indi
vidual, society and sport organisations must work weill together to preserve a ballance. The impor
tance of school exercise will increase. lts task is not to produce top-class individuals to be sent for
total training, but rather to guarantee that the essential character of sport remains bright, even in a
generation that has grown up in a c1imate of doping scandals and business sports. We are already
living in an age when it may come as news to some that there is also a variety of sport with the only
aim of balanced recreation and promoting one's own health.

Editorial by Matti Saari in the MOTION 1/2001



Finland gets national
strategy for the promotion

of health-enhancing
physical activity

H
- ealth-enhancing physical activity (HEPA) is a concept that has developed only recentJ,y

along with the new understanding of the Ihealth effects of physical activity. During 1990's
the scientific eVlidence on the health benefits of physical activity has Ibecome so convin

, . cing that physical activity is now considered a significant health-promoting life-style and
is being adopted increasingly in the health agenda of many countries. In the beginning of 2001 the
Finnish ministry of social affairs and hea'lth established a committee to propose a national strategy
for the promotion of HEPA and the strategy document has now been presented to the health minis
ter.

According to the strategy majority of the Finnish population is insufficiently active for their he-
alth. .

Increasing physical activity would improve significantly the function, health and weil-being of the
population as weil as help preventing many prevalent non-communicable diseases. The strategy
emphasises the beneficial role of physical activity in ali phases of life and considers the inactive po
pulation as the main target group for promotional measures. In order to reach the population at lar
ge the strategy considers not only the promotion of sports and exercise but especially simple physi
cal activities as part of everyday life at work and home, in transportation and during leisure.

The strategy includes 53 specific proposals for action. They cover different target groups, settings
and public and voluntary actors as weil as research and funding. The strategy proposes, among ot
her things, that ensuring HEPA possibilities and services for children and the elderly is of particular
importance. Possibilities for families to be active together should be developed. Safe, convenient
and attractive networks for walking and cycling should be provided through land use planning,
transport design and construction guidelines. Sport facility building policy should increasingly sup
port small scale faciJities for play, games and free mobility in close proximity to homes and daily li
ving.

The municipalities play a key role in providing possibilities and services for HEPA. The strategy
proposes that HEPA should be integrated into the over-ali health and weil-being strategies of every
community. The health and sport authorities are key actors in initiating and implementing such stra
tegies, but youth, education, transport, zoning and environmental authorities should also take res
ponsibil1ity in HEPA promotion. Close collaboration with and between non-governmental sport, pub
lic health and other organisations is proposed in order to built effective local service networks.

The strategy proposes that a national umbrella advisory council be established in the ministry of
health. The council's task is to follow promotional activities in different areas, co-ordinate the work
of different parties, make initiatives and proposals for national HEPA development, and stimulate,
support and fund developmental projects and programs. It is proposed that the anrlUaI public fun
ding for HEPA promotion should be lincreased by 3.4 Euro from the present level.

Active and succesful HEPA promotion has taken place in Finland during the 1990's. The new
strategy ties together and gives booster to the earlier experience and provides djrections for ~urther

development. The core proposals of the strategy will be authorised and pub'iished as a cabinet do
cument, which ensures their effective implementation. The health minister, Osrno Soinivaara says:
"Our population ages and we can expect escalating costs, if people don't maintain their function.
The proposed investment is modest in the light of the expected savings".

Pekka Oja, UKK Institute, Tampere, Finland



An Interview with Prof. lOr. Gudrun Ooll-TeIPp,er,
President of The International Council of Sport

Science and Physical Education (ICSSPE)
• You made history in 1996 when you

were e'lected as the first female president
of the world organisation of sport science
and physical education. What was and
what is your feeling about this?

- I think that it is very interesting that
you have asked me this question at this
time because the question came more
often when I was elected. But to me per
sonaIly, it carne very natural. I had never
thought that this was something special,
because I had already been president of
the International Federation of Adapted
Physical Activity. I had been involved in
many international organisations, but I
became aware that this was a unique si
tuation because so many people asked
me this question. I have to say that du
ring the past years, this has changed a
lot. There are very few people now as
king me this question because it is beco
ming a 'normal' phenomenon, and it is
not only in the world of sport that we see
female leadership. This is occurring in
every other area of society. l think it is
something that is accepted, for example,
in European and North American count
ries, but maybe it is something that other
societies find unusual. When I was thin
king of running for president of ICSSPE,
I was not considering there was anything
special in the fact that l was female, l was
more concerned with securing the fun
ding to have a headquarters ready in
Berlin in case I was elected and where I
would find the team to work with.

• Does this opportunity to be a presi
dent have anything to do with your being
German?

- Weil, now that I know many other so
cieties, I see how difficult it is sometimes
for girls and women to get excellent edu
cational opportunities and to have this
opportunity to run for such a position.
Yes, I would say that it has a lot to do
with your background, with the country
or region from where you are coming. If
you come from a European country like
Germany, it makes it easier in a way. On
the other hand, I think that I am also very
much aware that this represents a speci
al kind of responsibility. I like to think
that being in this position, is something
that encourages women in other parts of
the world to see as possible. Living in a
Western European society, I had the
chance to higher education and opportu
nities to participate in sports. I think my
educational opportunities plus the fee
ling of being part of a team in sports re-

ally gave me an advantage. And this is
one of the reasons I am such astrong ad
vocate for physical educ.ation and equal
opportunities for women and the persons
with a disability to participate in sport
and physical activity.

• Some major structural changes have
been made under your leadership. What
are these changes in the organisation?
Are you satisfied with the results? What
is the balance of the first period of your
administration?

- When [ was elected and had my te
am together in Berlin and then of course
communication with people on the exe
cutive board and the president's commit
tee, we had many discussions in relation
to what should stay the same and what
needed to be changed. There were
many recommendations being made,
basicalily we wanted to be a modern, ef
ficient organisation. We wanted to imp
rove communication and enhance the
service to our members. And with this as
our goal, we also have to change the
structure of the organisation. In the first
two years, we changed the constitution
and the by-laws in line with our goal, it
was not an easy process, there were
many issues that needed to be conside
red when dealing with an international
organisation that represents members
from ali over the world and representing
many varied disciplines. We have now a
process where our International organi
sations, from the multiple disciplines are
the directors of our activities, I believe
this is essential to have them as active
participants as they are the ones who
can identify the priorities and important
issues in today's world of sport science.

We have also developed other strate
gies for inclusion and representation with
the implementation of agender equality
plan. We are now trying to implement
this plan and remind our members to
consider this in their activities. These
words equality and equity are very im
portant, not only in terms of gender issu
es, but also in terms of people from dif
ferent cultures, different parts of the
world. This is something where Istill see
a huge challenge for international orga
nisations such as ICSSPE.

• Do you have further plans for mo
demising ICSSPE?

- Yes, l thi nk that it is very important
that as an organisation we adapt and de
velop with the changes in society and the
issues specific to our member organisa-

tions. For example, with the develop
ment of the Internet, e-maii, etc, we ha
ve to embrace the use of modern techno
logy in our organisational structures ,in
communication with our members. Ho
wever, we also have to be mindfui that
not ali our members have access to ad
vanced technologies and thus we need to
operate at ali levels of communication if
we wish to achieve our international and
member representation goals. This is a
special challenge for an international or
ganisation.

When talking about what we have
achieved and where we could improve
our work, one issue that is in the fore
front of our minds is producing our ma
terials in different languages. It is somet
hing that l want to do with colleagues in
African countries, where for example
French is an important language. PubIis
hing in Ohinese is also agoal and we are
currently working with partners in China
to work on translation of selected texts.
In general, we must produce our materi
als in other languages and we try and as
sist our members in developing texts in
their languages.

• How do you see the influence of the
Internet (or electronic media) upon
sport, physical education, and sport sci
ence?

- I think already we see when there is
a sport event, we can immediately have
the results and have the pictures. I think
also there are many opportunities for
using the Internet in research and in tea
ching, virtual academies or virtual insti
tutes of sport science are today, closer to
becoming a reality than ever before and
this is something where we must bring
together those who have experience. I
have heard, for example, distance lear
ning in some Latin American and African
countries is of hig h interest. We have to
see how we can work together to use
modern technology in the teaching pro
cess. At this ENSSHE Forum we have
heard that sometimes it is a combination
of traditional teaching material s such as
books, articIes, etc. plus electronic ma
terials. What I see as a challenge with
this is quality control. Quality control is
important when you are trying to deve
lop teaching programs or tal king about
examinations via the internet. How do
you make sure that the person who is
answering your questions is the one who
is supposed to be doing it? There are so
many questions concerning this, and I
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think these new technologies open up
many avenues for exciting and innovati
ve initiatives but the key word is quality,
we need to ensure that the quality of the
work and procedures used are conside
red.

• What is the infiuence of the collapse
of the communist/socialist countries
upon the development of sport, physical
education, and sport science?

- During the past twelve years, especi
ally as a "Berliner", we have seen elear
changes in society, in general of course,
but also in terms of sport and physical
education. The role of physical educati
on and sport has changed. I was imp
ressed when I recently attended a confe
rence on university sport, to be reminded
that physical education and sport were
mandatory parts of the study programs
for ali students at university in Eastern
European countries. This was never the
case in the Federal Republic of Germany.
We also have seen a lot of change in how
elite sport is perceived in society. I was
invited to give a lecture in 1990, and I
wanted to talk about Paralympic Games
- elite sport for athletes with a disability.
I spoke about top level sport, and many
in the audience were not very interested
anymore in the elite, top level sport. We
are still facing change, as regards physi
cal education, sport for ali and elite
sport. Elite sport is part of our world, it
takes a lot of the interest of the media,
but at the same time I also see that there
is growing interest in attracting the gene
ral population to be physically active.
Health enhancing and recreational acti
vitY are also issues that we should put
high on the agenda. More and more yo
ung people do recreational activities i.e.
mountain biking, rather than an organi
sed form of sport. There is a lot of chan
ge in sport and physical education oc
curring and research is highly important
to provide a scientific basis and new di
rections for the future .

• ls physical education in real and se
rious danger ali over the world? Or is it
characteristic only locally in some count
ries?

- You can really talk about a global is
sue here, but I think that we must also
make a distinction here. It is not in dan
ger in ali the same ways. In some count
ries, there is, for example, a certain amo
unt of time for physical education, and it
is being reduced because it is in compe
tition with other subjects in school. So
metimes it is not perceived as being so
important by parents, other teachers, by
governments. And therefore, whenever
there is a cut, this is the first subject that
is cut. And so we must analyse a situa
tion, but we must develop measures as
to how to improve the status of this sub
ject. It can not do it alone or by one or-

ganisation, we will only achieve success
through a joint movement. I also believe
it has a lot to do with the professionals
involved and how they perceive their
own role. If as a physical education tea
cher I see my role as less valuable than a
teacher of English or mathematics, then
the problem will not get any better. One
of the results that carne out of the study
by Ken Hardman and colleagues is that
this issue is inherent in the physical edu
cation profession - that we think we are
less important. l think that we are very
important and so we must empower our
own people. One of the pertinent issue in
this process of re-establishing the role of
physical education is to ensure that what
is being taught is quality physical educa
tion. We must also share this information
with parents and governmental decision
makers because they are also essential
elements in the fight to maintain physical
education. ICSSPE is really playing a
pro-active role in delivery this message.

• What are your personal plans and
expectations for the future?

- First of alI I think that we have been
quite successful in identifying issues of
sport and physical education, and we ha
ve also been quite successful, in bringing
together experts in providing new infor
mation. We need to be advocates and to
see ourselves as a lobbying agency, we
see ourselves not just as someone who is
reacting to something. We want to be fo
rerunners who anticipate developments.
When we look at the development of
sport and how it has become a pheno
menon in society, it is important to deve
lop some partnerships - a private, public
partnership. l think that this is very inte
resting for the world of sport. When I ne
gotiate with companies like Daimler
Chrysler or international banks, that they
have an interest in what we are doing.
Maybe they are not yet really aware of
how we can collaborate, but that is so
mething that I would put on our agenda
for the next years.

• Are you satisfied with the financial
support of sport science in your country
or in the countries you know?

-There is a problem because more
and more we see governments withdra
wing their financial assistance, and even
in the school system we are chalIenged
to find our sponsors. Clearly you will get
it for specific sports events, but for the
general activity or research, for example
in recreational sports, it is very difficult
to be to attractive to a company that they
would support what you are doing. What
everybody is always asking is "what are
the benefits?" So in our own cireles,
maybe we need to discuss this. We know
the benefits and believe in what we are
doing. Maybe we need to be more elear
with our message, more convincing. We

must learn the language that the others
are using. We are using our own termi
nology and think that everybody has to
understand that physical education and
sports are part of a life-long learning pro
cess and a contribution to weIl-being and
quality of life. AlI of these are interesting
and nice words, but what is it to a com
pany that would like to invest? What I fo
und out is that there is interest, but it is
not a situation where you have one mee
ting and they will call you the next day
and tell you that they will provide you a
certain amount of money. It is a very
slow process. You have to convince
them, but I can see that this is possible.
And l think ICSSPE and what we have
completed in the last years is a very go
od example. Of course, it is on national
level because we have our Executive Of
fice in Germany and Berlin, and we get
financial assistance from them. On an
international level, we were able to nego
tiate with the 10C concerning financial
assistance for research projects in a very
positive way. We also have been asked
by UNESCO to carry out various pro
jects, one example is the production of a
manual of Doping issues, targeted at the
athlete or coach, especially in develo
ping countries. We are currently in a gre
at position, where we get calls and we
are asked to collaborate, but it was and
continues to be a slow process; it is not
hing that will happen overnight.

• What are your impressions concer
ning ENSSHE Forum here in Budapest?
What is your real opinion about the con
ference?

- Before I carne, of course, I had very
little information about how many countri
es and institutions were represented. But
my expectations were different to what
was realised. And I have been folIowing
this European network from its very begin
ning and many, many countries or many
institutions from various countries were
present. So what I expected here was
much more participation from Eastern Eu
ropean countries. I thought that this a hu
ge opportunity, and I had hoped to meet
people here from Romania, Bulgaria, and
the forrner Soviet Union countries. We ha
ve a similar problem with ICSSPE, we ha
ve member institutions, rather than indivi
dual members. And to get to the individu
al through the director of an institute is so
metimes very difficult because when we
send out our information, we sometimes
find that the director or dean has the infor
mation on his or her desk, but does not
share it with the members of the faculty.
This is a real challenge for alI organisati
ons, and in particular for ICSSPE and
ENSSHE, where new communication lines
should be developed to ensure that the in
formation reaches the individual.

dr. Susan J. BANDY



Interview with the First Man of the'
Meyer & Meyer Publishing House

5ports book publishing on highest world level

London - Sydney - Lausanne - New York - or let us say Tokyo...Right now it hap
pens to be in Budapest, Hungary...Flying between continents, Mr. Meyer is a real
globetrotter canying papers, books, other readings with him alI the time. The bo
oks, magazines represent permanent and absolutely indispensable traveJJing com
panions for him, obviously, because his main reason ofmaking trips, caJJing mee
tings, signing contracts is nothing else but to pubJish them. For Mr. Hans-Jürgen
Meyer is the founding manager of the Germam sports book pubJishing company Me
yer and Meyer with their headquarters in Aachen.Mr. Meyer was an invited guest
of the ENSSHE Forum held in Budapest, and we felt it would be a shame not to find
a place and time for at least a short conversation with him, who in addition is a for
mer middIe distance runner of the sixties and had been also a member of the Track
and Field Association of Germany for a long time.

• NeedJess to say, we are very plea
sed to welcome you in Budapest. We
know, in the past years you inspired to
publish some bool<s in Hungary. For ins
tance, on the cover of "The Magic and
Science of Running" which have been
published on the occasion of Arthur
Lydiard's visit in Budapest, we could see
the weil known Meyer and Meyer logo.
And some book-advertisements too...Do
you think that publishing sports books in
Hungary could be a profitable invest
ment?

- Due to the outstanding achieve
ments, great traditions and consequenUy
the wide public interest towards sports, [

think the sports book publishing could be
a promising business ín this country, and
there is such an idea in my mind. In this
respect - :1 would like to add -, l have cre·
ated excel!ent relationships in the early
years with the Faculty of Physical Edu
cation and Sport Science of the Buda
pest Semmelweis University, as wel! as
with the Hungarian Society of Sport Sci
ence. Nevertheless I have a different pur
pose with my recent visit here in Buda
pest. Within the framework of the EU
works an important organisation, the Eu
ropean Network of Sport Science in Hig
her Educatíon, (ENSSHE). They hold
their sixth forum in Hungary. The prime

goal of this organisation is to harmonise
and co-ordinate the research activity and
educational process on the main areas of
sport science in hig her educational insti
tutions, including exchange programs
and the possible equa1lisation of diplo
mas.

• Are you one of the guest speakers?
- No, I am not. However the event is an

exceptional and favourable opportunity
to exchange my ideas on the areas of my
main interest during the three days of the
conference with the assembled leading
professional personalities from ali over
Europe, and also a possibility for me to
ofFer our service of publishing manuals
etc. wi th connection with their projects.

• The "Meyer and Meyer" is a h.ighly
respected and weil known company.
How much time was needed for you to
achieve intemational recognition?

- We founded the company seventeen
years ago in January 1984,..Since that
time we published far more than 900 vo
lumes - only in Germany - using the
contribution of approximately the same
number of authors. ln the significant
progress first of ali the immediately suc
cessful and popular series have played
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It is safe to say that Mr. Hans-Jürgen Meyer has ali the chances to succeed at the
IOC headquarters in Lausanne. His stable background and progressing history in
publishing sports books are excellent guarantees... The Meyer and Meyer firm ho·
pefully will find opportunity to co-operate with us as weil in the foreseeable future.
The Cornpany has been developing reaUy fast lately, and reached newer and newer
international territories and has broken language barriers. To ensure the scientific
competence, Meyer and Meyer has its own advisory board consisting of acknow
ledged scientists. The board rnernbers are responsible for the scientific line of bo-

I oks and ensure a dose contact to 74 sport institutes in Germany. The Meyer and
Meyer books are available in over 9000 bookstores in German speaking areas and
they have a database containing more than 500.000 addresses ranging from athle
tes to federations, uníversities, sports rnagazines and sport retailers in the German
speaking areas. Mr. Meyer and his wife as the second owner of the firm created new
companies: in 1993 - Meyer and Meyer Sport Travel Agency, 1995 - Meyer and Me
yer Sport UK ltd. in Oxford, Great Britain, 1998 - M und M Communication and Me
dia in Berlin, and the last one in January this year - Mund M e. com, in Bitburg.
ln addition the Meyers are the founding rnembers of the World Sport Publishers' As
sociation (WSPA) and Hans-Jürgen holds the president's title of the world-organi
sation since its foundation 1991... And there is no stop... Good luck Meyer and Me
yerl Many thanks for the conversation, Mr. President and - see you again in Buda·

I pest... Rezsö Gallov

MEvm
1

the main role, such as the "Adventure
Sports" , Sport Trends", and "Tips". Besi·
de the sport titles we also publish Ger·
malO books in tihe fíelds of travel, and re·
gional books in di'fferent areas. Since the
target group of the Co. Consist of people
ranging from hobbyists to professional
athletes, trainers, instructors, sports tea·
chers and sport scientists our books co·
ver a wide range from general informati·
on, guide, tips and tricks to scientific tit·
les in a large variety of media such as
special magazines, books, CD·ROMs
and videos .

• Can you give us a recipe of produ
dng best-sellers?

- You probably expect me to mention
books on the greatest GermalO sport he·
roes like Schumaher, for example or
Beckenbauer. I do not want to disappoint
you, but no. It is true, they are great and
extremely popular, and deserve ali the
respect, however I have to tell you that
the interest of the people turns in gene
ral towards sucih books which are able to
touch them personally in terms of perso
nal use and benefit. Our goal is to give
constructive suggestions to ensure mea
ningfulleisure time activities of children
and adults in various age groups in order
to improve the quality of their life. These
type of books of ours are the best-sellers,
there is no doubt about H...The strength
of Meyer and Meyer lies in its way cove
ring almost ali sports and sport related
topics and thereby providing ihigh quality
to the sport interested readers.

• The paper, printing, distribution, ali
of thern are expensive, at least in Hun
gary, and they cause difficulties and

complicated problems in financing
sports book publishing. How could be
this business profitable, or at least in ac
ceptable balance?

- ln fact this is a great challenge and
means constant hard work. Still in certa
in cases the business could close in with
fiasco or even bankruptcy. You should
stand on many legs . this is one of the
basic principles ...The market analysis,
evaluation, to follow the novelties - wit
hout exception - these are ali essential
preconditions to make good business
and of course you suppose to be inven
tive and resourceful in your dealings, es
pecially when you decide about new ge
ographical or language areas ...1 do not
know exactly how the others do, but as
far as our company is concerned, beside
the above mentioned factors, it seems to
me that one of the most important gua
ranties in order to make business is to
create close and friendly relationships
with people... Fortunately I have many
dose and good friends ali over the World,
and I definitely enjoy to keep in touch
and the dealings with them.

• Would you mind to mention one
characteristic example about your con
nections?

- There is no secret...To make it simp
le let's take for instance our days in Bu
dapest, ...And later I will tell you somet
hing about the IOC too...Well, I have co
me to Budapest because I wanted to fi
gure out my chances in publishing ma
nuals, study books and so on, which wo
uld be necessary for the already mentio
ned EU harmonisation and unifying pro
cess for many years to come along wlith
research materials, other documents.
They are non-existent, but they will have
to have in the future. For covering the
expenses of printing, publishing and also

for the distribution of the different issues
the EU certainly will be ready at least to
a certain degree. It is our :nterest to find
opportunities to tal k to the decision ma
kers here, to express our opinions and
oHer Ouf services.

• Therefore, as we see it, you count
on the financial assistance provided by
the EU...As a consequence, You obvio
usly try to be weH informed about the
possibilities of different state resources
and about the mechanisms of wide ran
ge of foundations, etc...

Exactly. The whole thing is like a com
petition. I am there, I must be there whe
re the action is, and I must be informed
in details about the possibilities, backg
rounds, variations ...And when the dea
Ungs, discussions arrive to the stage of fi
nal agreement l try to present a mutual1y
acceptable and beneficiaI proposal for alI
the parties involved - let it be state
agency, university, sponsor, whoever.

• You mentioned the International
Olympic Committee... (?)

- Oh, yes ... ln the near future I will go
to Lausanne to meet Madame Francoise
Zweifel, the former secretary general for
Mr. Juan Antonio Samarach who just
stepped down as president of ,IOC in
Moscow last July. She kept her position
as Director of the Olympic Museum and
in the future she will be responsible for ali
the IOC publications. I know that the or
ganisation is about to build a new and
complete system of information in both
official languages that is English and
French. Our company has become for
today enough sop'histicated and modern
and I would like to be involved in this lar
ge scale of modernisation as a publisher.
I am thinking not only about the financi
al reward, but about the prestige
too ...Great opportunity, that is for sure.



The International CouncH of Sport Science and
Physi'cal Education (ICSSPE/CIEPSS)

The International Council of Sport Science and Physical Educa
tion (ICSSPE ) was founded in Paris, France, in 1958. The Council
was originally founded under the name 'International Council of
Sport and Physical Education' and the name was changed to inc
lude 'Sport Science' in 1982. Today the Council presents itself as
an international organisation with a distinct scientific profile as far
as its goals, structure, membership and working bodies are con
cerned. ICSSPE's current President is Prof. Dr. Gudrun DolI-Tepper,
(GER) who was re-elected for a second term of office {2001-2004)
in September 2000.

Structure
The General Assembly is the supreme organ of the Council and

consists of ali ICSSPE members. The General Assembly meets
every 2 years. The Executive Board is elected by the General As
sembly and consists of a President, 3 Vice- Presidents, a Treasurer,
at least 3 representatives of the Associations' Board, the Chairper
son of the Editorial Board, the Executive Director, the Deputy Exe
cutive Director and 16 elected members, 8 of whom may serve as
Regional Co-ordinators. The Associations' Board is composed of
specialised international organisations from within the Council's
membership. It is charged with developing and implementing the
programme of the Council in co-operation with its other organs
and members. The President's Committee represents the Council
and manages its activities between the sessions. The Editorial Bo
ard is responsible for the publications programme of the Council.
Since its creation in 1958, ICSSPE mailltainsits head office at
UNESCO in Paris and an Executive Office is set up in the home
city of the President, currently Berlin.

Goals
The main purpose of the Council is to serve as an international

"umbrella" organisation concerned wi th the promotion and disse
mination of results and findings in the field of sport science and
their practical application in cultural and educational contexts.

Its aims are to:
• contribute to the awareness of human values inherent in sport,
• improve health and physical weil-being, and
• develop physical activity, physical education and sport in ali

countries to a high level.
To achieve these goals, ICSSPE strives:
• to encourage international co-operation in the field of sport

science;
• to promote, stimulate and co-ordinate scientific research in

the field of physical activity, physical education and sport throug
hout the world and to support the application of its results in vari
ous practical areas of sport;

• to make scientific knowledge of sport and practical experi
ences available to alI interested national and international orga
nisations and institutions, especially to those in developing co
untries;

• to facilitate differentiation in sport science whilst promoting
the integration of the various branches.

Scientific Areas of Work
ICSSPE conducts its work in the following three areas. Each area

is co-ordinated by a Vice-President: 'Sport Science', 'Physical Ac
tivity, Physical Education and Sport', and 'Scientific Services'.

Co-operation with UNESCO, WHO and the IOC
ln accordance with its "Formai Associate Relationship" with

UNESCO and its "Recognised Organisation" status with the 10C,
ICSSPE serves as a permanent advisory body to UNESCO and re
gularly conducts research projects on behaIf of UNESCO and the
10C, ln addition, ICSSPE collClborates with the World Health Orga
nisation (WHO) in the area of physical activity and health promo
tion.

ICSSPE Sport Science Award of the IOC President
ln recognition of outstanding scientific work in the field of sport

science and physical educCltion and accomplishments of great

practical significance, ICSSPE initiated the Sport Science Award of
the 10C President. This award is presented annually, if possible by
the President of the International Olympic Committee. Competent
jurors are commissioned to select the contributions which deserve
to be distinguished. Winners are selected in biomedical sciences
and social sciences each year and the money prize is of US$
10,000 in total.

ICSSPE Members
ICSSPE admits members in four categories:
• Cat. A: 'Governmental orgClnisations Clnd non-governmental

bodies which are the major organisations responsible for sport or
sport science in their respective countries (US$ 390 p.a.)

• Cat. B: International organisations working in the field of
physical education, sport or sport science (US$ 225 p.a.)

• Cat. c: National governmental or non-governmental organi
sations concerned with sport science, physical education, sport
Clnd recreation (US$ 170 p.a.)

• Cat. D: Research institutes and schools of higher learning in
physical education and sport science (US$ 90 p.a.)

Currently about 200 organisations and institutions from ca. 60
countries world-wide are ICSSPE members.

Publications
• PERSPECTJVES - A multidisciplinary, theme-oriented monog

raph series addressing issues relevant to sport science and physi
cClI education. Experts from several different sport science discip
lines contribute their views to each topic areCl. At lleast one volume
per year.

• ICSSPE BULLETIN - A news magazine with reports on rese
arch projects, meetings, events and initiatives where ICSSPE is in
volved. A spotlight section is included in eClch issue focusing on
specific world regions and/or theme topics. Three issues per year.

• SPORT SCIENCE STUDIES - A monographic series offering
scientific reports and other research findings.

Other publications (SPORT SCIENCE REVIEW, TECHNICAL
STUDIES, ICSSPE VADE MECUM - DIRECTORY OF SPORT SCI
ENCE, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, ICSSPE NEWSLETIER,
ETC,) are available from the ICSSPE Executive Office.

Membership services
By joining ICSSPE, your organisation or institute will:
• Regularly receive and be able to contribute to the [CSSPE Bul

letin (3 issues per year) and Newsletter,
• Receive alI new volumes of the Council's scientific and other

publications,
• Be included in and receive the Council's membership direc

tory with the contact information of over 200 organisations and
institutes world-wide,

• Have the opportunity to apply for the Council's patronage and
limited financia! support for meetings and congresses,

• Have access to information on ali relevant international cong
resses, including the Pre-Olympic Congresses organised by the
Council,

• Enter an organisation in "Formai Associate Relations" with
UNESCO, recognised by the International Olympic Committee and
advisor of the World Health Organisation, for matters related to
sport sciences and physical education.

• Join a network of organisations Clnd institutes co-operating in
ternationally jn ali areas of sport science and physical education.

• Play a part in the development of one the most prestigious or
ganisations in the field with a highly recognised 40-year record of
contributions.

Contact

For more information contact the ICSSPE Executive Office at:
Arn Kleinen Wannsee 6, 14109 Berlin, GERMANY
Tel: +49-30-80500360. Fax: +49-30-8056386
e-maii: icsspe@icsspe.org
Or vjsit the JCSSPE Website at: www.icsspe.org
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